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Abstract 

In most current ice sheet models the rheological properties of ice are usually 

assumed to be either isotropic or some effects of anisotropy are taken into account 

by the use of a simple constant enhancement factor. Studies of ice cores have 

shown that in natural ice sheets approximately isotropic ice only exists at shallow 

depths typically less than several hundred metres. The large amounts of deeper 

ice have developed strong anisotropic crystal orientation fabrics. The results from 

both field and laboratory studies have indicated that the anisotropy due to flow

induced crystal orientations has a considerable effect on ice flow rate, therefore, 

the assumption of isotropic ice is no longer appropriate when anisotropy of the ice 

crystal fabric develops and we need to take account of the interaction between 

crystal orientation and rates of deformation. This project aims to incorporate into 

an ice sheet rnpdel the effect of ice fabric anisotropy on the flow of ice. 

A model for anisotropic ice flow in a polar ice sheet is developed. It is based on 

laboratory measurements of ice rheology including ice cores and combined with 

borehole measurements in the ice sheet. In the model the shear flow of ice is 

enhanced as the ice passes through a range of stress regimes from predominantly 

vertical compression to predominantly vertical shear stress, as it flows down 

through the ice sheet. The enhanced flow, characterised by an increase in strain

rates compared to the secondary creep rate for isotropic ice, is primarily based on 

laboratory measurements of tertiary creep under combined compression and shear 

stresses. 

To test this model two different flow lines in the Antarctic ice sheet have been 

studied. One flow line is from Law Dome which is an isolated ice cap with 

shallower and warmer ice. For comparison, the second, longer flow line, the 

I.A.G.P traverse line inland of Casey in the interior of East Antarctica, was 

studied to explore different conditions for deeper, colder ice and larger scale 

bedrock features. A simple application of the model to a number of boreholes 

with ice cores in Law Dome has been made, including a new borehole drilled in 
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Abstract 

Law Dome Summit South where shear strain rates were measured as well as ice 

core fabrics through the 1200 m depth to the bed. In the study areas a large 

amount of glaciological work involving field surveys and ice core drilling 

provides sufficient data for model inputs and for model verification. The results 

from the model were compared with observations. 

The implications of this work for other regions, including the whole Antarctic ice 

sheet, were also investigated. 

It is concluded that in regions of high bedrock roughness the occurrence of a high 

shear layer of strongly anisotropic ice above the predominant bedrock 

perturbations needs to be taken into account. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Antarctic Ice Sheet 

The Antarctic continent (Figure 1.1) is almost entirely covered by ice with an 

average elevation of 2113 metres and an average annual mean surface temperature 

of -35 °C, making Antarctica the highest and coldest continent on the Earth. The 

world's lowest temperature of -89.2 °C was recorded at the Soviet Antarctic 

station, Vostok (Mcwhirter, 1986). Antarctica holds the record as the windiest 

continent with wind speeds of up to 320 km/h. Antarctica is also the driest 

continent on the Earth with an average annual mean precipitation equivale_nt to 

just 15 cm of water, which is as low as in desert areas of the world. 

The total area of Antarctica is 13.7xl0
6 

km2 (Radok and others, 1995). In winter 

with a band of sea ice surrounding its size is effectively doubled (Jacka, 1983) and 

reaches its maximum extent in September-October. For millions of years snow 

and ice have built up on the laµd, so that now 98% of the land is buried under a 
6 

permanent ice sheet. The ice sheet holds almost 90% of the world's ice, 24.4xl0 

km3 in volume (Radok and others, 1995), which is about 70% of the world's 

known fresh water. It is estimated that if all the ice were to melt the sea level 

would rise by 6~o 70 metres, and that if the weight of the ice were removed the 

underlying rock of the Antarctic continent would rise isostatically by 700 to 1 OOO 

meters. 

As the largest fresh water reservoir on the Earth,-the formation and the evolution 

of Antarctic ice sheet play an important role in terms of heat budget, atmospheric 

circulation, sea level, oceanic physics and biology at the surface of the Earth, and 

the change of global climate and environment. The interior of the Antarctic ice 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

sheet preserves a continuous environmental record stretching back more than 

400,000 years (Petit and others, 1999). A study of the present ice sheet helps us 

understand the dynamic processes governing its growth and retreat, its behaviour 

during the last glaciation period, and also provides further information on its 

response to possible future climate change and the role of the cryosphere in 

determining those changes. 

3(1• Wt;.'iT 0° .El\3T 30° 

WEST :1!0° EA:ST 150' 

Figure 1.1. Map of Antarctica. (fromHuybrechts, 1992). 

1.2. Outline of the Problem 

In an ice sheet the snow deposited on the surface undergoes a complicated 

densification process to form firn and eventually polycrystalline ice under its own 

weight. The flow of ice within the ice sheet is primarily due to internal 

2 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

deformation generated by the non-hydrostatic stress field. This deformation creep 

flow is mainly dependent on temperature and stress. The flow of ice within the 

ice sheet not only produces a wide variety of large-scale structures such as 

crevasses, faults etc., but also changes of small-scale features of the ice such as the 

size, shape, and orientation of the crystals. It has been found from both field and 

laboratory results that as strain is accumulated with the flow of ice the crystals of 

ice with initially random orientation (isotropy) develop a preferred orientation 

(anisotropy), and that the bulk flow properties of the polycrystalline ice change 

during the course of deformation through feedback from the development of this 

anisotropy with recrystallisation. 

Laboratory ice deformation experiments, measurement of bore-hole inclination 

profiles in large ice sheets, and studies of the mechanical properties of ice from 

those bore-holes, all indicate that tertiary deformation rates for shear can be up to 

an order of magnitude greater than the minimum creep rates for ice with randomly 

oriented crystals. This occurs once an anisotropic ice crystal fabric compatible 

with the dominant applied stress configuration has developed (e.g. Russell-Head 

and Budd, 1979; Jacka and Budd, 1989; Li and others, 1996). 

Some uncertainty regarding the strength of enhancement of shear flow appropriate 

for ice sheet studies remains unresolved. Enhancements above the isotropic ice 

shear rates by factors of 6 to 10 or more are reported. There may also be a possible 

dependence of the magnitude of enhancement on the strength of the stress, and it 

is important to remember that laboratory experiments usually have not been 

performed at low stresses directly comparable to the situation in ice sheets. 

In most current computer models of major ice sheets the rheological properties of 

ice are assumed to be isotropic. This is no longer appropriate when it is well 

known that anisotropy of the ice crystal fabric develops in the deeper parts of the 

ice sheet and we need to take account of the interaction between crystal 

orientation and deformation rates. 

Some models include a constant enhancement factor, which is often regarded as 

an adjustable parameter. Clearly if ice sheet models are to provide reliable studies 

of evolving ice sheet geometry, their treatment of the flow of ice should be based 

on a proper understanding of ice rheology. 
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1.3. Outline of the Project 

This project aims to incorporate the effect of the developing ice fabric anisotropy 

on the flow of ice into an ice sheet model. 

In this thesis, a model for anisotropic ice flow in a polar ice sheet is developed. It 

is based on the combination of laboratory measurements of ice rheology with 

shear deformation rates measured in boreholes through the ice. In the model the 

shear flow of ice is enhanced as the ice passes through a range of stress regimes 

from predominantly vertical compression in the upper layers to predominantly 

horizontal shear stress, as it flows down through the ice sheet. The enhanced 

flow, characterised by an increase in strain-rates compared to the secondary creep 

rate for isotropic ice, is based primarily on laboratory measurements of tertiary 

creep under combined compression and shear stresses (Li and others, 1996), but is 

also guided by analyses of the shear rates observed in boreholes and the ice from 

the cores. 

Two major complications must be addressed in extending the results of laboratory 

ice deformation experiments to the quantitative description of ice flow in ice 

sheets. The first is the development of anisotropic crystal fabrics with increasing 

strain, in response to applied stresses. The second is that the nature of flow in the 

regions near the base of ice sheets is rather uncertain, even though it is in this part 

of the ice column that ice sheet models typically develop much of the horizontal 

deformation velocity. In basal layers, where ice is usually at its warmest and 

deformation rates can be large, any deviations from the usual presumption of 

linearly increasing shear stress with depth produce large changes in estimates of 

shear strain-rate and consequently of horizontal velocity. As this project 

progressed it became clear that the implementation of a specific anisotropic ice 

flow law based on laboratory and field observations made it necessary to confront 

this question of flow in basal regions. 

In this project a concept of an envelope topography, smoothing over the higher 

frequency bedrock roughness, will be used. This is based on observations, from 

boreholes and radar echo sounding, showing relatively smooth high shear layers 
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over rough bedrock features. The appropriate spatial scales for this smoothing 

deserve further examination. 

The model has been tested on the Law Dome Summit to Cape Folger line, Law 

Dome, East Antarctica, where detailed information is available from an ice core 

and borehole through the thickness at DSS near the summit and considerable 

information exists for an approximate flow line from the summit to Cape Folger, 

including a number of other boreholes and ice cores. In this area a large amount 

of glaciological work involving field surveys and ice core drilling provides 

sufficient data for model inputs and for model verification. In particular the 

results from the model can be compared with observations. The model is then 

applied to an approximate flow line in the main Antarctic ice sheet in Wilkes 

Land where detailed bedrock, surface elevation and velocity information is 

available along a traverse line from near Vostok to Law Dome as shown in Figure 

1.2. 

75° 

120° 

65° 

Figure 1.2. The study areas for the model applications. The I.A.G.P 
flow line and the Law Dome flow line (from Summit to Cape Folger) 
are indicated by the thick lines, and the DSS borehole site by the dot. 
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1.4. Synopsis of Thesis 

In Chapter 1, a brief general description of the Antarctic ice sheet is given first of 

all and then it is followed by an outline of the problem and the present project. 

Chapter 2 gives a review of ice rheology relevant to this project. In this chapter, 

some questions are addressed such as how large ice masses flow; what are the, 

major factors which influence the flow and what are the relationships amongst 

those various ice rheological v~iables. The constitutive equation of ice (i.e. flow 

law) is described in detail for isotropic ice. 

Chapter 3 describes the anisotropy of polycrystalline ice, and its effect on ice 

flow. After some general remarks, evidence of these phenomena from field 

observations is presented. Background material is presented about the Law Dome 

ice cap in East Antarctica and the ice cores and bore holes on the Summit to Cape 

Folger flow line. Then a brief presentation is made (in Section 3 .2.4) of profiles of 

flow enhancement factors for four of these boreholes, using shear strain-rate 

profiles derived by other researchers from borehole inclination studies. These 

estimates of enhanced flow were made as part of this thesis project, using an 

isotropic version of the flow model that forms a major part of this thesis. They are 

presented within this review chapter to demonstrate the need to consider enhanced 

shear flow in ice sheets and to discuss the association of enhanced shear flow with 

anisotropic crystal fabrics. To demonstrate this association, the calculated 

enhancement factors are related to an analysis of crystal fabric data, produced by 

Donaghue (1999) from a range of crystal fabric measurements of the 

corresponding ice cores. For completeness, results of a similar enhancement factor 

profile analysis, taken as the first stage of detailed work in Chapter 5 for the Law 

Dome Summit South bore hole, are also presented at this point, together with 

corresponding ice crystal fabric data from Li (1995). Then some laboratory 

experiments for anisotropic ice flow are reviewed. This includes ice deformation 

tests carried out by the author as an intercomparison study on the flow properties 

of ice samples from ice cores from various ice caps around the world for an M. Sc. 

thesis (Wang, 1994). To study the connection between fabric parameters measured 

in that study for the unmodified ice cores, and any enhanced flow, the previous 
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strain-rate results (Wang, 1994) were used to calculate new estimates of 

enhancement for the present study, based on comparing minimum strain rates in 

those anisotropic ice core samples with corresponding strain rates in isotropic ice 

samples. A review of a number of numerical modelling studies, including 

modelling of anisotropic ice flow and modelling of development of crystal c-axis 

orientation fabrics, is also presented well. Three previous models describing 

anisotropic ice flow are chosen to discuss in detailed, they are Lile's model, 

Lliboutry's mode and Azuma's model. So far these models have not adequately 

included the co-evolution of changes in crystal size (number per unit volume) with 

the associated processes of recrystallisation as well as the interactions between 

crystals. The model developed in this thesis for relating the strain rate to strain, 

based on both laboratory studies and ice core results, inherently provides the basis 

for the evolution of the development of the statistical characteristics of the crystal 

structure including crystal size, orientation fabrics shape, and the statistical 

parameters of the distribution as a by product. This model is described in next 

Chapter. 

Chapter 4 presents a parameterised anisotropic ice flow model developed in this 

thesis. It is based primarily on laboratory measurements of ice rheology, and 

includes the effect of anisotropic flow enhancement in tertiary creep as t~e ice 

progresses through a range of stress regimes as it passes through the ice sheet. 

Two different treatments of enhanced shear flow were studied. They were both 

incorporated into a steady state dynamic/thermodynamic ice sheet flow line 

model. These models - the ice dynamics and thermodynamics, and the 

enhancement parameter models - were written in MATLAB 

(http://www.mathworks.co:mL) by the author with the guidance of Roland Warner 

as part of this project. Unlike some models which deal with the evolution of 

crystal orientations and the response of the resulting polycrystalline material to 

stresses, strains and rotations at a microscopic or polycrystalline sample level, this 

model uses a more direct and simple way to parameterise empirically the strength 

of enhancement as it develops in shear flow, based on the laboratory observations 

of the process as a function of total strain and the comparisons with shear rates 

measured on ice core ice and in the boreholes. This project draws upon the 
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physical paradigm of evolving compatible crystal fabrics, in relation to laboratory 

deformation experiments, and to observations correlating ice core fabrics and bore 

hole inclinations, in developing a simple parameterisation of the enhancement of 

horizontal shear flow, but the aim of this project is not to model explicitly the 

details of fabric evolution. Although the crystallographic properties are not used 

directly in the model they provide a means to validate the model and allow to 

direct intercomparison with the analysis of results for individual boreholes and ice 

cores. 

In Chapter S the model is tested for the DSS drilling site on Law Dome, Wilkes 

Land, East Antarctica. The ice flow properties at the DSS borehole have been 

studied in this Chapter from a combination of data including the analysis of the 

crystal fabrics from the ice cores and observed shear rates measured in the 

boreholes. The shear strain. rate profile from the model based on laboratory 

rheology for anisotropic ice under combined compression and shear provides 

reasonable agreement with the observations. The model presents a quantitative 

scheme for reduced enhancements and shear stresses near the bed of the borehole. 

Chapter 6 shows the results from applying the model to the Dome Summit-Cape 

Folger line on Law Dome, Wilkes Land, East Antarctica. Comparing the results 

from the model wit~ the observations fr?m boreholes drilled on this line (mainly 

in the upper layers of the ice sheet), good agreement is found between the shear 

strain-rate profiles from the model and borehole inclination measurements. 

Modifications to the treatment of the basal layers of the ice cap are required in 

order to match the observed surface velocities. In these lower regions reductions 

in both the enhancement of shear flow and shear stress appear to be required to 

match the observed lower strain rates, and this suggests that more attention needs 

to be given to the dynamics near the base of ice sheets as the ice flows over the 

irregularities of the bed. 

Chapter 7 shows the results from the application of the model to a longer transect 

in Wilkes Land, East Antarctica, which was surveyed as part of the International 

Antarctic Glaciological Project (I.A.G.P.) in Wilkes Land, East Antarctica. 

Compared with the Law Dome flow line (Chapter6), this I.A.G.P. line has the 

features of a much larger scale with a longer flow line (-600 km compared to 
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-lOOkm) deeper (4000 m compared to 1000 m) and colder (below -50 °C 

compared to about-20 °C at the surface) ice, and reaching faster ice flow (60 ma-

1 compared to 10 m a-1 in surface velocity). The basal layers were treated in the 

same way as the studies for the Law Dome flow line in order to match the 

observed surface velocities. The longer line gave an opportunity to further 

explore the concept of an envelope bedrock. 

Based on the stress configurations and the magnitudes of strains and strain rates, 

resulting from the model, the ice flow regions for the l.A.G.P. line are divided into 

five typical crystallographic flow regions which are the firn zone, the compression 

zone, the transition zone, the shear zone and the basal ice. The predicted 

evolution of the fabric development is shown in each ice flow region. 

The thickness of basal ice in the l.A.G.P line is similar to the amount found in the 

Law Dome flow line. The ice at the bed over most of the l.A.G.P line appears to 

be near to the pressure melting point, indicating that some loss of ice by melting 

may be occurring which also may need to be taken into account in refining the 

model. 

Chapter 8 shows the results from a whole Antarctic ice sheet model with 

incorporation of anisotropic rheology. The scheme for including the octahedral 

stress in the shear flow law, and for calculating the enhancement effect of 

anisotropic ice flow developed in Chapter 4, and the simple treatment of flow in 

basal regions used in Chapters 6 and 7 were reformulated as new FORTRAN 

subroutines and incorporated into a three dimensional steady state 

thermomechanical model of the whole Antarctic ice sheet, recently developed by 

Roland Warner at the Antarctic CRC. This model was then applied to provide 

first indications of the effect of the anisotropic rheology scheme over the whole 

continent at 20 km resolution. 

Chapter 9 presents conclusions from the work and recommendations for further 

studies. 

This is followed by the References appearing in this thesis. 

At the end of the thesis there are two appendices: 
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Appendix I reviews the ice thermodynamics equations, including the continuity 

equation, the equations of motion and the equation of heat transfer, as used in the 

ice sheet modelling; 

Appendix II describes the iterative scheme for the calculation of steady state 

temperature distributions. 
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ICE RHEOLOGY 

2.1. Ice Flow and Rheological Model for Polycrystalline 
Ice 

The problem of how large, apparently solid, masses of ice can flow has been 

studied for a several centuries. By the 18th century it was correctly recognised 

that gravity was the main cause of the ice mass motion down slope (Paterson, 

1994). However it was still seriously debated to what extent that movement 

consisted of ice deformation or of the ice sliding over its bed. It is, now, clearly 

known that the movement of ice sheets (or glaciers) may consist of two 

components - internal deformation as a result of stresses produced by its own 

weight with its given geometry and sliding over the underlying bedrock 

particularly where the basal ice is at or near the melting point. The internal 

deformation of ice is due to the plastic flow generated by the non-hydrostatic 

stress field. 

Figure 2.1 represents an idealised ice sheet profile. Ice flows along those particle 

paths (dashed lines) through a range of stress regimes from predominantly 

compression near the surface to predominantly shear stress near the base. In the 

accumulation zone the ice near the surface is vertically compressed and spreads 

out in other directions. The ice near the bottom is dominated by steadily 

increasing horizontal shear. Figure 2.1 also shows an idealised horizontal velocity 

profile. Total horizontal velocity U consists of an internal velocity component 

(Vi) and basal sliding component (V5) (see Section 4.4.3). 
11 
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Figure 2.1. Flow trajectories and a typical profile of horizontal 
velocity (U), consisting of a internal velocity (V;) and basal sliding 
(Vs) components, for an ice sheet flow line, together with indications 
of the two different stress regimes, moving from the predominant 
vertical compressive stress (a) near the suiface to predominantly 
horizontal shear ( rj nearer the bed. 

Some understanding of the mechanism of ice flow has been reached by the 

application of modern ideas in solid state physics and metallurgy. It was realised 

that, since ice is a polycrystalline solid, it might be expected to deform in a way 

similar to other polycrystalline solids such as metals, rather than a homogeneous 

viscous fluid. Laboratory experiments confirmed that ice does indeed behave like 

some crystalline metals at temperatures not far below their melting point in 

particular a non-linear flow law was observed. 

Polycrystalline ice can be made in the laboratory as an aggregate of randomly 

oriented grains of single ice crystals. A similar random orientated aggregate is 
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expected to form as snow crystals compact under their own weight to form glacial 

ice. Since the orientation of the crystals is random, polycrystalline ice can, for 

many purposes, be regarded on the larger scale as an isotropic material. As has 

been determined for hexagonal ice single crystals, polycrystalline ice may be 

considered to be an elastic, viscoelastic or viscoplastic body, depending on the 

physical processes under consideration. For single crystals the shear rate on basal 

planes is about 2 orders of magnitude high than other forms of deformation of the 

crystal (e.g. Steinemann, 1958; Wak:ahama, 1967; Glen and Hones, 1967; Jones 

and Glen, 1968; Higashi, 1969; Homer and Glen, 1978). In a polycrystalline 

aggregate single crystals usually deform by glide on the basal planes otherwise 

recrystallisation may take place. A rheological model for polycrystalline ice 

(Budd and Jacka, 1989; Jacka, 1987) is shown in Figure 2.2. The corresponding 

ice creep curves are also shown in Figure 2.3. The general features of the creep 

curves are as follows: 

Section A-B: there is at first an initial instantaneous elastic impulse strain and it 

is fully recoverable; 

Section B-C: after the elastic impulse, the initial primary creep, with decreasing 

strain rate ( e < 0 ), occurs up to about 0.1 % strain. This stage of creep is largely 

anelastic i.e. it has time dependent recoverable strain if the load is removed; 

Section C-D: at strains great than about 0.1 %, e increases till, at about 1.0% 

strain, it reaches a value of zero ( e::;: 0) where strain rate reaches a minimum 

( E = Emin ) at the same time. This stage of the creep curve has been labelled 

secondary creep, which represents irrecoverable plastic creep; 

Section D-E: beyond the minimum, strain rates increase ( e > 0) to a maximum 

( E = Emax ) at about 10% strain. This stage of the creep curve is labelled 

accelerating creep 

Section E-F: the maximum strain rate is maintained, and it is considered to be 

time independent (provided the sample geometry and stress distribution are 

preserved) and is labelled here steady state tertiary creep. 
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Figure 2.2. Proposed rheological model (with a simple mechanical 
analogue depicted) for polycrystalline ice (from Jacka, 1987). 
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(a) 

t mln time 
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tmln tmax 
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Figure 2.3. Ice creep curve. (a) an idealised creep curve for ice 
shows the various stages of strain E versus time t. (b) The 
corresponding log strain rate e versus log time plot is shown 
indicating the minimum and "steady state" tertiary strain rates. (c) 
The corresponding log strain rate versus log strain shows the same 
features (from Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
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2.2. The Ice Rheological Variables 

Flow of ice is influenced by many factors. The most important of them are stress, 

temperature, and ice structure. This section gives a review of these rheological 

variables and of their effects on ice flow. 

2.2.1. Stress 

2.2.1.1. Stress Tensor and Stress Deviator Tensor 

In three-dimensional system (Jaeger, 1969), the state of stress at any poin,t in a 

medium can be described by nine stress components, for example in Cartesian 

coordinates x, y, z (Figure 2.4) they are 

y 

z 

Figure 2.4. The stress components in Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. 
O'x, O'y and O'z are normal stresses, and 'ZXy. 'l)m 'ljz, 'X'zy, 'ZXz and Tzx are 
shear stresses. N is the normal direction of the ABC plane. 

These stresses can be regarded as a giving rise to the various forces on the faces of 

a unit cube of material, with edges oriented along the coordinate axes. In any 
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given physical situation their magnitudes are dependent on the directions of the 

coordinates. The stress components in a new coordinate system, as known from 

the theory of elasticity, can be obtained from the old ones by a coordinate 

transform. The aggregate of these nine components having this transform relation 

is called the " stress tensor ". 

Using the notation crij ( i, j = x, y, z) to express the stress tensor, we have 

components labelled by the direction of the applied force (rows) and by the 

direction of the normal to the plane to which the force is applied (column). 

(j. = 
IJ 

y-z plane x-z plane 

- -x direction 

- - y direction (2.2.1) 

- - z direction 

x-y plane 

This is a second-rank tensor. For steady uniform motion, forces must be 

balanced. Thus, to ensure that there is no tendency for the unit in Figure 2.4 to 

rotate, it is necessary that 'txy = 'tyx. 'txz = 'tzx and 'tyz = 'tzy, so that only six 

independent components are needed to specify the stress at a point and the stress 

tensor is symmetric. Referring to three mutually perpendicular directions 

(principal axes 1, 2 and 3) in which the stress is purely normal the stress tensor 

can be represented in the form 

(2.2.2) 

where, cr1, cr2 and 0'3 are called the principal stresses. 

The mean value of the normal stresses at a point is given by 

(2.2.3) 
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For a hydrostatic situation P may be taken as equal to the hydrostatic pressure. If 

the normal stresses are expressed in the form 

crx = p + ( crx - p ) 

Equation 2.2.1 becomes 

0 
p 

0 

(2.2.4) 

(2.2.5) 

The first term on the right hand side is the spherical tensor representing the 

hydrostatic pressure and the second term is stress deviator. 

The spherical tensor can be written as 

0 
p 

0 
~] = Poij, 
p , 

where kronecker o is 

i=j 

i :;i= j 

Therefore Oij can be represented by the unit tensor 

0 

1 

0 

(2.2.6) 

(2.2.7) 

(2.2.8) 

As P is a normal stress, it contributes only to the normal stresses, and not to the 

shear stresses, i.e. the deviatoric shear stresses are the same as their nondeviatoric 

components, but the deviatoric normal stresses may be very different from the 

total normal stresses. Subtracting the hydrostatic pressure P from the stress tensor 

yields the stress deviator tensor 
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(2.2.9) 

It has been known that the stress spherical tensor represents the state of 

hydrostatic pressure and that if the small compressibility is neglected the ice 

deformation is caused by the stress deviators rather than by hydrostatic pressure. 

The results of Rigsby ( 1958) for the effects of hydrostatic stress on ice 

deformation indicate that the compressibility and change in deformation rate can 

be neglected provided the temperature is expressed in terms of the difference from 

pressure melting point under those stress conditions. 

2.2.1.2. Invariants of Stress and Stress Deviator 

In Figure 2.4, assuming the vector stresses represent the components of the 

stresses on the tetrahedrons, consider the plane defined by the triangle ABC, with 

unit normal N. Three direction cosines (a1, a2 and a3) of the normal (N) have the 

relation of 

(2.2.10) 

and the vector stresses along the axes of x, y and z are 

(l.2.11) 

The normal stress on ABC is 

(2.2.12) 

The components of the normal stress O'n at the directions of x, y and z-axes can be 

resolved as 

(2.2.13) 
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Using Equation 2.2.12 in Equation 2.2.13 gives 

(2.2.14) 

the combined Equations 2.2.14 can be satisfied simultaneously only if their 

determinant vanishes; that is, when 

O'x - O'n 'txy 'txz 

'tyx cry - O'n 'tyz =0. (2.2.15) 

'tzx 'tzy O'z-O'n 

Equation 2.2.15 is of the third degree in O'n. Its three roots are the principal 

stresses (0'1, 0'2, 0'3). Expanding the above determinant gives 

O'n 
3 

- I1 O'n 
2 

- Ji O'n - l3 = 0, (2.2.16) 

in which the coefficients have the following values: 

I 
2 2 2 

2 = -O'x O'y - O'y O'z - O'z O'x + 'txy + 'tyz + 'tzx 

I 2 2 2 2 
3 = O'x O'y O'z + 'txy 'tyz 'tzx - O'x 'tyz - O'y 'tzx - O'z 'txy · (2.2.17) 

If the direction of the axes of x, y and z are changed the values of the six 

components of stress will be expected to change, but coordinate invariance 

requites that the principal stresses (the roots of Equation 2.2.15) must retain the 

same values. The coefficients of Equation 2.2.16 therefore are not changed. I1, Ii, 

l3 can also be expressed in terms of principal stresses 

I1 = tr ( cr ) = cr1 + cr2 + 0"3 

1 2 
12 = - tr (- cr ) = -0'1 0"2 - 0'2 0'3 - 0'3 0'1 

2 

1 
l3 = -det (cr) = 0'10'20'3. 

3 
(2.2.18) 
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I1, I2, and l3 are independent of the choice of the x, y and z- axes and are called 

invariants of the stress tensor. 

Similarly, the invariants of the stress deviator can be written in terms of the six 

independent components of the stress deviator 

(2.2.19) 

Or in terms of principal stress deviators 

J 1 = tr (S ) = S 1 + S2 + S3 = 0 

(2.2.20) 

2.2.1.3. Octahedral Stresses 

If OA, OB and OC in Figure 2.4 represent unit vectors along the principal axes 1,2 

and 3, the plane ABC is called the octahedral plane. Eight such planes can form 

~n octahedron shown in Figure 2.5. 

Octahedral stresses are the resultant stresses on an octahedron, associate with the 

principal axes, and are unaffected by any rotation of the coordinate axes (Jaeger, 

1969). The octahedral plane makes the same angle with the three principal 

directions, so N, the normal to the plane has direction cosines 

(2.2.21) 

Then, we may obtain the octahedral normal stress as 

(2.2.22) 
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and octahedral shear stress 

(2.2.23) 

z 

Figure 2.5. Octahedron. a0 and r0 indicate the octahedral normal 
stress and octahedral shear stress. 

Due to symmetric nature of the octahedron with respect to the principal axes, the 

magnitudes of the shear stresses on each face of the octahedron are equal. The 

same is here for the normal stresses. 

By using first and second invariants of the stress tensor (Equations 2.2.18) the 

octahedral stresses can be expressed in the terms of the six components of stress 

in Cartesian coordinates as following 
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{ 2{( )2 2 2 2}1/2 'to = - O'x + O'y + O'z -3( O'x O'y + O'y O'z + O'z O'x -'txy -'tyz - 'tzx ) 
9 

(2.2.24) 

1 { ( )2 ( 2 2 6 2 2 2 1/2 5 = 3 O'x - O'y + O'y - O'z) + (O'z -O'x) + ('txy + 'tyz + 'tzx ) } • (2.2.2 ) 

Rearranging the above equation, 'to will be expressed in the terms of the second 

invariant of the stress deviator (Equation 2.2.20) in the form of 

(2.2.26) 

These equations permit the computation of the octahedral stress without the 

inconvenience of first determining the three principal stresses. It is noted here 

that the effective shear stress, 'te defined by Nye (1953) and used in his form of 

the flow law is related to the octahedral shear stress, 'to by Nye 

(2.2.27) 

The octahedral normal stress is in fact the hydrostatic pressure and not considered 

in deformation calculations. The octahedral shear stress is important because it 

contains the second invariant of the stress deviator which for isotropic ice is 

assumed to be the only stress parameter affecting the flow of ice (see flow law in 

section 2.3.3). Also the octahedral shear stress may be regarded as a useful 

measure of the stress magnitude since it is equal to the root mean square of the 

principal stress deviators. 

2.2.2. Strain Rate 

The strain rate ( f,) is defined as the change of strain (E) with the time (t), i.e. 

. de 
E=-

dt 
(2.2.28) 
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2.2.2.1. Strain 

In a three dimensional system, if the displacements of a point moving from P to P' 

in the x-, y- and z-directions are X, Y and Z respectively, the normal strain in 

the x-direction at P is defined as 

ax 
Ex= dx ' (2.2.29) 

this definition is suitable for small (infinitesimal) strains. When calculating strains 

from measurements, the total strain is normally not infinitesimal. If strains are 

infinitesimal, the total strain (i.e. natural strain or logarithmic strain) is then the 

sum of the infinitesimal strains (Jaeger, 1969). The relation between the natural 

strain (8) and the nominal strain (E) is 

()=In (1 + E ), (2.2.30) 

when deformation is small 8 - E. 

The shear strain may be defined as one half the angular decrease in an initially 

drawn right angle and has the form of 

E =_!_Cax + az). 
xz 2 dz dx 

(2.2.31) 

Similarly there are nine components of strain and the other seven of them can be 

written in corresponding forms. The strain tensor is a second rank tensor and is 

symmetric, too, because from the definition Exy = Eyx. Exz = Ezx and Eyz = tzy· 

2.2.2.2. The Relation between Strain Rate and Velocity 

Accorc;ling to the definition of the strain rate, the normal strain rate in the x

direction is the change of strain in the x-direction with the time as 

. dcx d ax 
E =-=---

x dt dt dx ' 

assuming Vx is the velocity in the x-direction and Vx = dx, we obtain 
dt 
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(2.2.33) 

similarly, if Vy and Vz are the velocities in they- and z-directions, and VY = dy, 
dt 

Vz = dz , the relations for the other strain rate components with velocities can be 
dt 

expressed bellow: 

normal strain rates are: 

. avy 
E =--

y ay (2.2.34) 

(2.2.35) 

shear strain rates are: 

f, = _!_(avx + avz) 
xz 2 dZ dX 

(2.2.36) 

Thus, the expression of strain rates in the suffix notation is 

(2.2.37) 

When i=j it represents the normal strain rate, while for i-::/= j it represents shear 

strain rate, so this formulation represents both shear and normal strain rates or all 

the components of the strain rate tensor. 

In general, shear results in rotations which do not change the size and shape of 

volume element. Similarly, the rotation rate tensor represents the rigid body 

rotation part of the motion and is given by 
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(2.2.38) 

This is an antisymmetric tensor because ffiu = -ro J• , and has only these 

independent near zero compounds. If ffi,j = Ofor all i andj, the flow is considered 

as irrotational. This does not mean that there is no differential rotation of parts 

within the body but as a whole the rigid body rotation is zero. 

2.2.2.3. Strain Rate Tensor 

Similar to the stress, the strain rate tensor ( E,j ) at a point can be expressed in 

terms of strain rate components 

l t, Exy t.,] Ex 
Yxy Yxz 

2 2 

EIJ = ~yx Ey Eyz or E.= 
Yyx 

EY 
Yyz 

IJ 2 2 

Ezx Ezy Ez Yzx Yzx Ez 
2 2 

(2.2.39) 

or in terms of principal components 

0 

(2.2.40) 

Using the relation of the strain rate components with the velocity gradients 

(section 2.2.2.1), the tensor of velocity gradients can be expanded into a 

symmetrical tensor and an antisymmetrical tensor ( ffi ), and the symmetrical 
IJ 

tensor in turn can be expressed as the sum of a spherical tensor (Em) and a 

deviator ('Y1J ) 

Em 0 0 Ex -Em 
Yxy Yxz 0 roxy roxz 

2 2 

avi - 0 Em 0 + Yyx 
EY -Em 

Yyz + ffiyx 0 royz axj 2 2 

0 0 E:m Yzx Yzy 
Ez -Em ffizx rozy 0 

2 2 

(2.2.41) 
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As the ice deformation is assumed incompressible, i.e. the first term on the right 

hand side of equation 2.2.41 is 

(2.2.42) 

the strain rate tensor is therefore a deviator tensor. The second term is the 

deformation rate tensor and represents a pure distortion, and third term is the 

rotation rate tensor. 

2.2.2.4. Invariants of Strain Rate 

The strain rate tensors also have three corresponding invariants to those given for 

stress. They are 

(2.2.43) 

where, i:.i ( i=l ,2,3 ) represent principal strain rates, i:. 1 and 'YiJ ( i, j=x, y, z ) are 

components of strain rates. 

2.2.2.5. Octahedral Strain Rate 

As for the case of stresses, strain rates on an octahedron aligned with the principal 

axes (see Section 2.2.1.3) are called the octahedral strain rates. By the analogy 

with the octahedral stress case, the octahedral normal strain rate is zero 

(incompressibility) and octahedral shear strain rate is 
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(2.2.44) 

It can be also expressed as 

(2.2.45) 

and has the relation with effective shear strain rate given by 

(2.2.46) 

2.2.2.6. The Stress State for Different Stress Configurations 

As described in the previous section 2.1, in an ice sheet on the large scale where 

perturbations in the longitudinal stresses are ignored and, for locations where 

transverse shear stresses are small, the combination of stresses varies from vertical 

compression dominated in the upper part, to shear dominated in the deeper parts. 

Therefore, the ice deforms from vertical compression near to surface to horizontal 

shear near bottom in an ice sheet. The expressions of stresses and strain rates in 

several common stress configurations which can be set up in a mechanical testing 

laboratory are summarised in Table 2.1. These involve the stress tensor, the 

hydrostatic pressure, the stress deviator tensor, the strain rate, the octahedral and 

effective shear stresses, and the octahedral and effective shear strain rates. 
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stress state stress tensor Hydrostatic strain rate 
Octahedral and 

stress devlator effective shear z pressure tensor tensor stress and strain rate 

L:x OiJ p sii eii 10 Te &, Be 

(a) compression 1 
To =lj.er 

~ G 
0 0 

('' 0 OJ (M 0 0) "• = .)3 er 
0 0 -er/ 3 0 0 0 0 t/2 0 • I . 

0 -CJ , 0 0 -2/3CJ 0 0 -8 
s0 = J2s 

f; = ./3 f; • 2 

(b) compression II 
'to= .Jfer 

·~·· (~ 
0 !) G 

0 

-~) G 
0 .n 0 0 0 

't'• = er 
0 . If• 

0 0 0 So= 3S 

-<1 s. = s 

(c) compression Ill 't'o =16-er 

~ (° 0 0) ('' 0 OJ G 
0 1) 0 -CJ/2 0 0 0 0 0 't'• =!er 

-er/2 . ff• 
0 0 -CJ 0 0 -1/2CJ 0 So= 3S 

-a/2 -<1 80 = s 

(d) simple shear 

(~ 
0 

0 G 
0 0 (° 0 t~) 

't'o=Jf't' 

~~ ;-;..fl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
't'e ='t' 

0 0 y/2 0 0 £. = .Jtr 
t,=i' 

(e) Unconfined 'to="; ~er2 +3t2 
combination 

(~ 
0 

~) -<:r (m' o 'J (~ 
0 t~') t = -j;.Ja1 + 3t1 

~ 
0 -a/3 0 CJ/3 0 

• 3 

y~2 
0 

60 = .Jf~t£1 + Y1 

0 't' 0 -2/3CJ 0 -E 

-<:r t,=JW+r' 

(f) confined 't'o =.Jf ~~2 +-.2 combination 

-<:r 

(~ao ~) G 0 'J (° 0 t~) t. =Jst+t2 
-a/~~~--~-a/2 -er/2 CJ/2 0 0 i; 0 

0 0 
0 -1/2CJ 112 o -e . -.JU°'+f 

't -<:r 
So- 3 S 

't' 0 
s,=N+f 

Table 2.1. Summary of stresses and strain rates in several common 
stress configurations. (a) unconfined compression; (b) transverse 
confined compression; (c) longitudinally confined compression; (d) 
simple shear; ( e) unconfined combination of shear and compression; 
(f) longitudinally confined combination of shear and compression. 
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2.2.3. Ice Structure 

The explicit effect of ice structure on ice flow is usually neglected in most flow 

laws used in ice sheet modelling. In this section, several parameters commonly 

considered to be the most important for their effect on the flow of ice are 

discussed. 

2.2.3.1. Crystal Orientation Fabric 

Crystal orientation fabrics represent the distribution of the directions of the c-axes 

of the ice crystals in space. For example, in a horizontal section of ice a central 

single maximum pattern or fabric indicates that the c-axes of most of the crystals 

are near to vertical and the irregular basal planes are near to horizontal. C-axes of 

individual crystals can be measured with a Rigsby Stage (Langway, 1958), or an 

automatic fabric analyzer (Russell-Head, personal communication) using optical 

polarization properties associated with the c-axes direction. 

A large number of experimental results have shown that the various crystal 

orientation fabric patterns found in the natural ice sheets can be produced in the 

laboratory by deforming ice samples through the application of a similar dominant 

stress configuration to a similar total strain, at the same temperature. Unconfined 

uniaxial compression (Figure 2.6a) produces a small circle girdle fabric with c

axes clustered in a ring (girdle) centered on the compression axis (Jacka and 

Maccagnan, 1984; Gao and Jacka, 1987). This type of fabric occurs frequently in 

the upper zones of the ice thickness in natural ice sheets where the ice 

deformation is dominated by a net vertical compression (Jacka and Gao, 1989) 

with uniform extension in both horizontal directions. Vertical compression with 

horizontal extension confined to one dimension (approximately plane strain) 

(Figure 2.6b) produces 2 maxima centered in the plane of deformation at a similar 

angle to the vertical (Budd and Matsuda, 1974). The upper ice fabrics may be 

expected to typically vary between these two cases depending on the transverse 

strain rate. Simple shear initially develops a fabric with two maxima (Figure 

2.6c) but, due to rotation, this changes to a single maximum (Figure 2.6d) in the 

direction perpendicular to the plane of shear, provided the deformation continues 

to large strain (Bouchez and Duval, 1982; Kamb, 1972; Gao and others, 1989). 
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Figure 2.6. Ice crystal orientation fabrics for different stress 
situations from laboratory studies and field observations from ice 
sheets. (a) Unconfined uniaxial vertical compression giving a small 
circle girdle. (b) Confined vertical compression and longitudinal 
extension giving two stable maxima. ( c) Simple shear developing 
stages with secondary maximum. (d) Simple shear later stages with a 
single maximum. (e) Multiple 4-maximafabric produced from a 
single maximum by compression. (from Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
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In the large polar ice sheets, single maximum fabrics, associated with fine 

crystals, generally exist around the third quarter of the depth where strong 

horizontal shear deformation dominates (e.g. Gow and Williamson, 1976; Herron 

and Langway, 1982; Hooke and Hudleston, 1981). A multiple-maxima fabric 

pattern (Figure 2.6e) is sometimes exhibited in the ice near the base of ice sheets 

particularly where the ice temperature is warmer than -10 °C (e.g. Gow and 

williamson, 1976; Matsuda and Wakahama, 1978; Kamb and Shreve, 1963; Xie 

1985). This ice often consists of large crystals consistent with the higher 

temperatures and possibly low deformation rates for the ice in which it is found. 

Comparable fabric patterns have also been developed in the laboratory 

deformation under combined compression and shear stresses (Li, unpublished; Li 

and others, 1996). A study of the a- axes directions in large crystal multi 

maximum fabric ice by Matsuda and Wakahama (1978) indicated that this type of 

ice may be characteristic of twinning. Russell-Head and Budd ( 1979) found this 

type of ice had a similar shear rate to randomly oriented laboratory ice. The effect 

of crystal fabric on ice flow and the development of ice crystal orientations with 

the ice flow will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.2.3.2. Crystal Size 

The study of crystal size distributions in ice sheets can also provide information 

on the past history of the ice or on its current conditions depending on the stress, 

temperature and the rates of crystal growth and deformation. 

In natural ice sheets it has been widely found that crystal size varies with depth 

and also with distance along an ice sheet (Gow and Willamson, 1976; Herron and 

others, 1985; Li and others, 1985,1988; Xie, 1985; Duval and Lorius, 1980; 

Kamb, 1963; Young and others, 1985; Nartita and others, 1978, 1986). Some 

measurements from ice cores have shown a strong relationship between crystal 

size, microparticle concentration and fabric, i.e. smaller crystals are coincident 

with higher microparticle concentrations and stronger fabrics. The contrast with 

clean ice is especially strong for ice from the time of the glacial maximum (Hooke 

and Hudleston, 1980; Hooke and others, 1988; Dahl-Jensen and Gundestrup, 
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1987; Herron and Langway, 1982; Thompson, 1977; Thompson and Mosley

Thompson, 1981; Morgan and others, 1998). 

The results from laboratory experiment have shown that the initial crystal size in 

laboratory-made randomly orientated ice does not effect ice minimum strain rate 

while the ice flow to tertiary strain induces a steady state crystal size dependent on 

the stress and temperature (Jacka, 1984; Wang, 1994; Li, 1995). 

2.2.3.3. Impurities 

The impurities in polar ice sheets include insoluble and soluble matter. The 

insoluble impurities consist mainly of "dust", i.e. particles in the size range 0.1 to 

2 µm, which are of continental origin, and are transported to the ice sheets by 

wind. The soluble impurities comprise predominantly sodium, c~cium and 

magnesium, and chloride, nitrate. and sulphate ions. In both hemispheres, sodium 

and chloride come mainly from sea salt. Sulphate ions come mainly from 

sulphuric acid produced by oxidation of dimethylsulphide emitted at the ocean 

surface by biogenetic activity in Antarctica (Langway and others, 1988) and in the 

Northern Hemisphere (Herron and Langway, 1985). Major volcanic eruptions can 

produce significant increases in concentrations of sulphuric and hydrochloric acid, 

but these peaks are limited to two to three years after each event (Hammer, 1980). 

The source of nitrate is neutral nitrate salt and nitric acid which is most probably 

formed by tropical or mid-latitude lightning and transported with water vapour to 

Antarctica (Legrand and Delmas, 1986,1988). Their source is unknown in the 

Northern Hemisphere (Herron, 1982). 

Some laboratory results show that for high concentrations of insoluble impurities 

the strain rates may decrease with increased concentrations (Hooke and others, 

1972; Ting, 1983). The results reported by Budd and Jacka (1989) show very 

little effect of sand content in ice (at-18°C, 1.3 bars octahedral stress in 

compression) up to concentrations of about 15% by volume. Some field 

measurements show enhanced flow rates in dirty basal ice (Shoji and Langway, 

1984) or in basal amber coloured ice (Holdsworth and Bull, 1970; Anderton, 

1974). However in these field situations it is also necessary to take account of 
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possible crystal orientation and size effects. The effect of insoluble impurities on 

strain rate for low concentrations is still a subject of ongoing research. For 

example, recent experiments (Li, personal communication) on laboratory-made 

ice containing dust up to 0.8% by volume, at temperatures varying from -0.2 °C 

to -13 °C and octahedral shear stress between 2 bar and 5 bar, in compression and 

simple shear stress configurations respectively have shown a slightly slower flow 

tendency. 

Some laboratory experiments have suggested that there may be effects of 

concentrations of the soluble impurities on ice flow rates. Dahl-Jensen and 

Gundestrup ( 1987) attributed the enhanced deformation rate of Wisconsin ice in 

the Dye 3 borehole primarily to the high concentration of chloride and sulphate 

ions and dust. Fisher and Koerner (1986) ascribed the enhanced flow observed in 

the Agassiz Ice Cap to high concentrations of calcium and dust. It is usually 

considered that two forms of chemical impurities can effect the flow of ice if 

present in high enough concentration. These are trace concentrations of some 

dopants such as fluoride or ammonia (Glen and Jones, 1967; Jones and Glen, 

1969) and relatively larger concentrations of more common natural chemicals 

such as sea salt (Glen, 1974, 1975). 

The results from ice deformation tests (Wang, 1994) examining the tertiary strain 

rate and impurity concentrations failed to find any significant difference between 

the flow rates of Wisconsin and Holocene ice from these ice cores, despite 

significant variations in the impurity concentrations. On the other hand these 

experiments showed that the ice crystal orientation fabrics had a strong effect on 

the deformation rate. 

2.2.3.4. Density ' 

Densities in an ice sheet vary with depth. In firn layers densities change from 

about 0.4 Mg m-3 (snow) to 0.82 Mg m-3 (bubble close off). Beyond the value of 

0.82 Mg m-3 the densities increase slowly due to compression of the bubbles to a 

maximum about of 0.93 Mg m-3 (Paterson, 1994). Studies of density have shown 

that the creep rate tends to decrease with increasing density in the range of 0.65 

Mg m-3 to 0.83 Mg m-3 (Mellor and Smith, 1966). Only small changes in the 
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creep rate occur with further the changes of density when the density is greater 

than 0.82 Mg m-3 (Gao, unpublished; Jacka, 199x; Budd and Jacka, 1989). Since 

the fim layer is a small fraction of the total depth in ice sheet, the density effects 

on strain rates may be neglected for large scale ice sheet modelling. 

2.2.4. Temperature 

The temperature distribution in an ice sheet results from the interaction of several 

processes, such as, the surface mean temperature, the accumulation at the surface, 

ice thickness, the geothermal heat, basal melting, conduction, advection 

associated with ice movement and the deformational generation of heat within the 

ice. The present variation of temperature with depth in polar ice sheets provides 

information about past variations of surface temperature (Paterson, 1994). In an 

ice sheet the change of snow to ice and the deformation rate of ice are dependent 

on temperature. Laboratory tests (Lile, 1984) have shown a linear thermal 

coefficient of expansion for ice of approximately 5 x 10-5 0C-1
, i.e. a 1 °C change 

in temperature will cause a change of 5 x 10-5 in thermal strain. 

2.3. Isotropic Temperature Dependent Flow Law 

Fundamental to all theoretical treatment of ice flow is the flow law of ice, i.e. the 

relation between strain rate and the stress that produces it. Based on mechanical 

experiments on randomly oriented polycrystalline ice (Glen, 1955a; Steinemann, 

1954), Glen (1955) found that the secondary (minimum) strain rate varied as a 

power of the stress, suggesting an empirical power law representation of the form 

€.=Acr" (2.3.7) 

Where f, is the strain rate, cr is the applied stress. The exponent n is generally 

accepted as a constant with a mean value of 3 (e.g. Glen, 1958; Budd, 1968; 

Hooke, 1981; Budd and Jacka; 1989). The sufficient A is observed to depend 

strongly in temperature. The value of A is proposed to vary, with temperature 

according to the Arrhenius relation (Paterson, 1994) 

A (T)= A' exp ( -Q/RT) (2.3.8) 
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Where A' is independent of temperature, R is the gas constant (8.314 J mor1 k-1
), 

Q the activation energy for creep which varies with temperature and has a mean 

value of about 60 kJ/mol when T < -10 °C and about 139 kJ/mol when T > -10 °C, 

but which increases rapidly approaching the melting point reaching values over 

300 kJ/mol above -1 °C (Budd and Jacka, 1989) as shown in Table 2.2. 

Temperature -0.525 -1.5 -3.5 -7.5 -15 -25 -35 

(OC) 

Activation energy 500 300 200 124 77 66 71 

(kJ mor1
) 

Table 2.2. Apparent activation energy for minimum creep rate at 
T0=lbar (octahedral)from-0.525 to -45 °C. (modified from Budd 
and Jacka, 1989). 

-45 

73 

In order to express the stress dependence of the flow law for ice in a more general 

form Glen ( 1958) examined the relationship between the stress and strain rate 

tensors. Assuming isotropic polycrystalline ice for which the strain rate depends 

only on stress, he started with a general form in terms of the stress tensor ( O'ij ) as 

or in terms of deviatoric stress tensor (Sij) as (assuming the summation 

convention applies for repeated suffixes) 

(2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 

where Eij is strain rate tensor, the suffixes i andj can take any of the values 1, 2 or 

3 and so give the various components of the two tensors, kronecker bij = 1 if i = j 
and 01j = 0 if i'::f: j, and A, B and Care scalar functions of the invariants of the 

stress tensor 11, 12 and h or of the invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor J2 and 

J3 only, J1 being zero (see Section 2.2.1). Then he made following three 

assumptions to reform this complex relation to a more simple expression. 

Assumption I: incompressibility. 
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If it is assumed that the density of ice remains constant during flow, i.e. ice is 

incompressible, Equation 2.3.10 can be written as 

(2.3.11) 

Since Sii=O, Oii=3, and J2=l/2 S1kSki (see Section 2.2.1), Equation 2.3.11 becomes 

(2.3.12) 

Substituting the above relation in to equation 2.3.10 gives 

(2.3.13) 

This is the most general form that the relation between stress and strain rate can 

have under the assumption I. This relation contains two arbitrary functions of two 

variables which can not be determined from any laboratory experiment under 

simple single stress configurations, for example compression tests. To obtain a 

simpler form of the flow relation further assumptions are required. 

Assumption II: proportionality of strain rate and stress deviator components. 

A further assumption was made by Nye (1957) that the components of strain rate 

are proportional to the components of the stress deviator. This assumption 

implies that the principal strain rates are proportional to the principal stress 

deviators and it can be written (assuming none of S1, S2, S3 are zero) 

f.1 f.2 f.3 
-=-=-
SI S2 S3 

(2.3.14) 

Substituting for f.1 , £2 and f. 3 from Equation 2.3.12 we have 

(2.3.15) 
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Subtracting from each of these expressions to remove B(J2, h) and dividing by 

C(Ji, 13) providing it is not zero gives 

212 212 212 
---+S =---+S =---+S . 

3S I 3S 2 3S 3 
I 2 3 

(2.3.16) 

It is obvious that this equation is not true when S1=l, S2=-l anc:I S3=0. Thus the 

assumption that C(J2, 13) is not zero must be false, and Equation 2.3.13 can be 

reduced to 

(2.3.17) 

Assumption III: dependence of flow on second invariants only. 

This assumption in fact removes the influence of the anisotropy of the stress 

configuration from the flow rates. (It had already been assumed that the flow 

properties of the material were isotropic, Equation 2.3.9). With this assumption 

we can reduce Equation 2.3.13 further to 

(2.3.18) 

For the laboratory results given above with the power law flow with index n=3 the 

commonly used isotropic form of the flow flaw can be expressed as 

since 't~ = 3. 12 (Equation 2.2.26). 
3 

(2.3.19) 

It should be noticed that this simpler form of relation between strain rate and the 

stress tensors is only for isotropic ice and not appropriate for anisotropic ice. The 

flow relation for anisotropic ice as is relevant to ice sheets, will be discussed in 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of the thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

ANISOTROPIC ICE FLOW 

In this chapter the anisotropy of polycrystalline ice and its effect on ice flow are 

discussed. The relationship between the enhancement factor and the fabric 

parameter for strength of c-axis verticality, <j>(l/4), is investigated by the analysis 

of the anisotropic ice and flow rates observed from several boreholes and ice cores 

drilled in Law Dome, Antarctica. A review of a number of laboratory experiments 

and numerical modelling studies, including modelling of anisotropic ice flow and 

modelling of development of crystal c-axis orientation fabric, is presented. 

3.1 Anisotropic Ice and its Effect on Ice Flow 

Polycrystalline ice described in the previous section (Section 2.3) was mainly 

considered as an ice aggregate consisting of fine-grained randomly oriented 

crystals forming a statistically homogeneous and isotropic material. In large 

ice sheets this type of isotropic ice only occurs to relatively shallow depths, 

typically less than several hundred metres. The large amounts of deeper ice 

have highly anisotropic crystal structures which are the result of continuous 

deformation to large strains involving several processes such as crystal 

rotation, recrystallisation and crystal growth (Steinemann, 1954, 1958; Budd, 

1972; Rigsby, 1972; Gow and Williamson, 1976; Budd and Jacka, 1989; 

Alley, 1988, 1992). 
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Figure 3.1 shows an example of the development of a sequence of anisotropic ice 

fabrics as observed through an ice core obtained from the borehole (BHCl, see 

Section 3.2 for detail) in the Law Dome ice cap, East Antarctica. 

100 

I 
.c 
+-
Q. 150 
Q) 
0 

200 

Figure 3.1. Observed fabrics for horizantal sections from the ice core 
drilled in the Law Dome Ice Cape, East Antarctica. (from Thwaites 
and others, 1984). 

It is seen that near the surface the crystal fabric is approximately random. A broad 

maximum gradually develops with increasing depth, and then tends towards the 

central axis. As shear strain accumulates, this fabric pattern develops into a strong 

central maximum. A multi-maximum or diamond pattern appears at the bottom, 

which is considered to be the result of stress relaxation and annealing under 

relative warmer temperatures in the basal portion of the ice cap (Etheridge, 1989; 

Thwaites and others, 1984; Han and Young, 1988; Xie and others, 1991). The 

analysis by Matsuda and Wakahama (1978) indicates that this large crystal basal 
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ice may also be associated with twinning. The similar evolution of the fabrics has 

been found from Antarctica (Thwaites and others, 1984; Xie, 1985; Li, 1995; 

Young and others, 1998), Greenland (Herron and others, 1985; Thorsteinsson, 

1996) and other ice masses (Fisher and Koerner, 1986). 

A number of field and laboratory studies of ice deformation have indicated 

that crystallographic anisotropy plays an important role in the flow of ice. The 

anisotropy due to flow-induced crystal orientations has a most significant 

effect on the ice flow rate in natural ice masses (e.g. Russell-Head and Budd, 

1979; Budd and Jacka, 1989; Wang, 1994). 

1 

Strain,% 

Enhancement Factor 

Comp1cssiu11 = 3 
Shear== 8 

10 100 

Figure 3.2. Creep curves with compatible fabrics for initially 
isotropic ice. Octahedral shear strain rates versus strain for initially 
isotropic ice going through to tertiary strain by which stage well 
developed anisotropy is established. The shear rate enhancement 
above minimum is about 8 compared to that for compression of about 
3. (modified from Budd and Jacka, 1989). 

As summarised in Figure 31.2, laboratory ice creep tests on initially randomly 

orientated polycrystalline ice subjected to constant stress indicate that the 

minimum strain rate is attained at about 1 % octahedral shear strain. Beyond 

this, and associated with the development of the anisotropic fabric in the ice 

sample, the strain rate increases. This can be considered as an enhancement of 
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strain rate above the minimum strain rate as a function of strain, and is 

observed over a range of stresses and temperatures. The enhanced strain rate 

approaches an asymptote beyond about 10-20% octahedral shear strain, with 

an enhancement factor of about 3 for uniaxial compression and about 6 to 10 

for simple shear (Budd and Jacka, 1989; Li and others, 1996). 

The work of Russell-Head and Budd (1979), relating Antarctic bore-hole shear 

measurements (BHP, see Section 3 .2 for detail) to long-term shear 

deformation experiments on anisotropic ice samples from the ice cores 

obtained from that borehole, demonstrated the existence of enhanced flow at 

deeper levels in the ice sheet (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3. Strain rate enhancement factor as a function of depth in 
the ice sheet, from a combination of laboratory deformation studies of 
the ice core samples, and changes in inclination of the borehole with 
depth, from BHF on Law Dome. (from Russell-Head, 1979 ). 

Deformation tests on polycrystalline ice with a developed crystal orientation fabric 

have shown that the creep rate is enhanced when the preferred orientation fabric is 
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compatible with the stress configuration. For example a single maximum pattern 

is compatible with a shear stress configuration where the shear stress is applied 

across the plane normal to the maximum and a small circle girdle pattern is 

compatible with a symmetrical axial compressive stress configuration. Therefore, 

it is said that the single maximum fabric is an "easy glide" crystal orientation 

fabric for shear and the small circle girdle fabric for compression in the respective 

compatible orientations. Recent laboratory experiments (Li and Jacka, 1998) have 

shown that for shear the fabric which is compatible with compression (i.e. a small 

circle girdle pattern) is an easier glide crystal orientation fabric than the uniform 

distribution and this pattern facilitates enhanced flow by a factor of about 2.5 over 

the minimum flow rate for a random fabric. In Figure 3.4, we can see that with 

the progression of strain, the ice deformation tends to reach a constant steady state 

(tertiary) flow rate. The path to steady state flow is dependent upon the 

relationship between stress configuration and crystal orientation fabric pattern. 

Ice with an initial c-axis fabric pattern compatible with the applied stress 

configuration (i.e. "easy glide") reaches the steady state tertiary flow rate (for 

initially isotropic ice) directly, without passing through a minimum creep stage 

(curves i). In contrast the flow of ice with an initially "hard glide" fabric (such as 

a single maximum fabric in cmppression in the direction of the fabric maximum) 

has a minimum strain rate (curve a iii) lower than that of the isotropic ice for 

compression (curve a ii). Figure 3.4 (b) shows the result of an example of the 

small circle girdle from compression giving higher shear rates (b iii) than the 

isotropic ice as mentioned above (b ii). This is because the mean angle of the 

girdle fabric from the compression (25° -30°) tends to have the basal planes of the 

crystals more favourable for horizontal shear than those of the isotopic ice. 

The clear relationship between the preferred orientation of c-axes and the strain 

rates has been demonstrated by many laboratory experiments (Lile, 1978; Russell

head and Budd, 1979; Duval and Le Gac, 1982: Azuma and Higashi, 1984; Gao, 

1989; Wang, 1994) and by borehole tilting measurements (Shoji and Langway, 

1984; Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; Gundestrup and Hansen, 1984; Morgan and 

others, 1998). The main results is that the tertiary flow rates and crystal 
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anisotropy develop together with strain and this will be used for the basis of the 

anisotropic ice flow model developed here. 

(a) Compression 

10 

(b)Shear 

0 
-------:::;;;;=;;==-···--·-···-···- ·-- l 0 
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Figure 3.4. Creep curves with compatible fabrics for initially 
isotropic and anisotropic ice in compression (a) and in shear (b) 
stress configurations. 
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3.2 Analysis of Anisotropic Ice and flow Rates Observed 

from the Field 

Following the work of Russell-Head and Budd (1979), relating the enhancement 

factor with the crystal fabrics at a borehole (BHF) drilled in Law Dome, East 

Antarctica, a new analysis of enhanced flow and relation between enhancement 

factors and fabrics at other boreholes drilled near BHF along a traverse line from 

Law Dome Summit to Cape Folger are presented here. First some background 

information on Law Dome is presented to provide the context for the flow line 

with the boreholes. 

3.2.1 Law Dome 

Law Dome (Figure 1.2 and Figure 3.5), previously referred to as Wilkes Ice Cap 

(Budd 1970), is a small local ice cap, about 200 km in diameter, adjoining the 

main Antarctic ice sheet in Wilkes Land between longitudes 110 °E and 116 °E. 

The ice cap is approximately circular with a surface elevation of 1389 m at the 

summit, 66°44' S, 112°50' E. It is separated from the main Antarctic ice sheet by 

the divergence of two large glaciers which define its borders to the south. To the 

north, Law Dome is surrounded by the ocean. Its flow pattern can therefore be 

studied in isolation from the main Antarctic ice sheet. 

The ice flow from the main East Antarctic ice sheet diverges around the southern 

side of Law Dome, exiting to the sea via the steep-sided trench which connects the 

Vanderford and Totten glaciers. In regards to the long term history of the Law 

Dome ice cap, there is evidence from the oxygen isotope analysis of the deeper ice 

at Cape Folger (Budd and Morgan, 1977), and from the glacial geomorphology of 

the Windmill Islands (Cameron, 1964) to suggest that prior to 10000 years ago, 

Law Dome was more extensive but not completely covered by the main Antarctic 

ice sheet. Since then, the Antarctic ice has retreated and Law Dome has become 

an ice cap near to a balanced state with its present configuration and with a largely 

independent flow regime. 
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Figure 3.5. Map of Law Dome showing swface (thin line) and 
bedrock (thick line) elevations. The traverse route From Dome 
Summit to Cape Folger and the locations of borehole site are also 
shown. (modified from Budd and others, 1976). 

Near the centre of Law Dome, ice thickness exceeds 1200 m. The bedrock 

(Figure 3.5) is irregular and has several high points where elevation exceeds 400 

m above sea level. The average bedrock elevation is about 300 m near the centre 

of Law Dome (which is a high point in both surface and bedrock) and falls away 

to several hundred metres below sea level at the northern seaward boundary. 
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Ice velocity increases from the summit towards the coast. On the west side, 

measured values increase from zero at the summit to about 10 m yr-1 near Cape 

Folger. Ice velocity tends to be smaller in the south-west quadrant and increases 

towards the east and along the northern coastline. The largest values of ice 

velocity occur in the north-east and towards the east the measured values are 

mainly in the range of 0 to 50 m yr- 1 and exceed 100 m yf1 towards the coast. 

Some ice surface velocity vectors selected from the 1966 triangulation survey 

measurements (Pfitzner, 1980) are shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6. Map of Law Dome showing swface accumulation (bold 
contours) and velocities. (from Budd and others, 1976). 
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Surface accumulation data (Budd and Morgan, 1977; Hamley and others, 1986; 

Xie and others, 1989) shows that the strong gradient in accumulation increases 

from west to east. The largest values of accumulation rate are found on the east 

side, with extreme values in the south-east and on the Totten Glacier, while the 

smallest values are found in the south-west quadrant. The distribution of 

accumulation rate on Law Dome is also shown in Figure 3.6. 

Mean annual surface temperature varies approximately linearly with elevation 

over a narrow range from-9 °C to -22 °C (Xie and others, 1989). The 

characteristic surface lapse rate for Law Dome is 1.02 °C/100 m, for elevations 

above 400 m (Cameron, 1964), but for the data from the northern half of Law 

Dome the surface lapse rate is 0.95 °C/100 m (Xie and others, 1989). Melt is rare 

above 400 m and the typical deposited snow crystal size in the net accumulation at 

the surface is about 0.3 mm. 

Law Dome is an accessible and conveniently located ice cap which is well suited 

to modelling studies. Data collection is continuing and, in addition to the interest 

in ice core drilling, includes surface ice velocity measurements which are being 

extended and improved using satellite Doppler and GPS positioning equipment. 

Because of the isolated and roughly symmetrical nature of this ice cap, it is also of 

interest as an analogue of the larger main East Antarctic ice' sheet. It is small 

enough to be studied in detail but large enough to exhibit the main general 

features of large ice masses. 

3.2.2 The Flow Line from Law Dome Summit to Cape Folger 

Since the 1950's, a large amount of glaciological work has been carried out to 

determine the physical characteristics of Law Dome. This work has involved 

many field surveys, including firn and ice core drilling. Surveys undertaken on 

over-snow traverses provided information on the surface physical characteristics 

of the ice cap including its shape, mass budget and surface flow velocity. 

Analyses of snow and firn cores provide data on the distribution of physical 

properties in the near surface layer and the processes which determine those 

properties. Analyses of deep ice cores provide data on the internal properties of 

the ice cap and its dynamics. Other analyses can be made on the firn and ice cores 
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in order to investigate past changes of climate and to reconstruct changes of the 

ice sheet extent and the development of the ice cap over time. A brief history of 

glaciological research on Law Dome up to 1993 has been summarised by Hamley 

(1987) and Li (1995). 

The survey line from the summit of Law Dome to Cape Folger on the coast and 

ice core drilling sites along this line &re shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.7. 
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Figure 3. 7. The profile of suiface and bedrock elevations from the 
Law Dome Summit to Cape Folger showing the boreholes. (from 
Hamley and others, 1986) 

Surveys undertaken during surface traverses have collected the data of the surface 

elevation, ice thickness, surface accumulation, surface temperature and surface 

flow velocity (Carter, 1976; Pfitzner, 1980). The results from measurements of 

those borehole inclinations (Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; Russell-Head, 1979; 

Etheridge, 1989) and analyses of ice cores (Wakahama, 1974; Russell-Head and 

Budd, 1979; Russell-Head, 1979; Thwaites and others, 1984; Xie, 1985; Li and 

others, 1988; Jacka and Budd, 1989; Gao, 1989; Jacka and Gao, 1989) have 
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provided a great deal of background information about the internal properties of 

the ice and its dynamics. All this information makes this survey line an ideal 

approximate flow line for modelling the relation between anisotropy and ice 

dynamics. The results from the application of the model of anisotropic ice 

rheology developed in the next chapter to this flow line from Dome Summit to 

Cape Folger are shown in Chapter 6. Here a summary of the main observations 

from the region are presented. 

3.2.3 Information on Ice Cores and Boreholes Drilled along the 

Flow Line 

Nine ice cores were drilled along the line from the summit to Cape Folger 

(Figures 5.5 and 5.7). BHA, BHCl and BHC2 were drilled to near bedrock 

towards the coast. The borehole deformation was measured for BHQ, BHF, 

BHCl and BHC2 (Etheridge, 1989; Russell-Head and Budd, 1979). The 

temperature profile was measured for all boreholes (Budd and others, 1976; 

Etheridge, 1989). Measured values of some physical parameters at the borehole 

sites are summarised in Table 3.1. 

BHQ is about midway along the Summit to Cape Folger line in an area above 

rough bedrock with a large bedrock rise about 12 km approximately up-stream. 

BHCl was drilled on a bedrock rise about 4 km down-stream from BHF, while 

BHC2 was drilled above a bedrock hollow 350 m further down-stream. 

Figure 3.8 shows the profiles of borehole deformation with corresponding crystal 

orientation fabrics for BHQ, BHF, BHCl and BHC2 boreholes. The features of 

borehole deformation and fabric evolution are described below: 

(a). BHQ 

As shown in Figure 3.8a, from the surface to about 100 m, where the shear strain 

rate is small, crystal structure is characterised by steady growth with depth of 

approximately equal-sized crystals with regular polygonal shape and near-random 

c-axis fabrics. Thus in this upper ice layer the crystal orientation structure has not 

been significantly modified by ice deformation and is mainly controlled by the 
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surface weather conditions which set the temperature in the firn which primarily 

controls the growth rate of the crystals. 

Borehole AOOl BHD BHQ BHB BHP BHF BHA BHCl BHC2 
Name 

Date Drilled 1969 1977 1977 1972 1972 1974 1969 1982 1982 
Latitude 66°43' 66°43' 66°23' 66°18' 66°13' 66°09' 66°07' 66°07' 66°07' 

(S) 13" 13" 00" 07'' 48" 06" 57" 50" 43" 
Longitude 112°5' 112°50' 111°43' 111°27' 111°13' 111°00' 110°56' 110°56' 110°56' 

(E) 10" 10" 34" 42" 54" 40" 40" 17'' 10" 
Site Elevation 

(m) 1389.7 1380 297 773 610 360 274 261 249 
Ice Thickness 

(m) 1370 1200 850 700 500 385 364 305 350 
Borehole 

Depth 385 475 419 73 113 348 320 300 345 
(m) 

Depth of - - - - - 310 270 260 305 
LGM (m) 
Surface 

Accumulation 
(kg m-2 yr-1) 600 650 65 140 180 80 160 60 ? 
(ice m vr- 1) 0.64 0.63 0/093 0.18 0/18 0.17 0.086 0.086 0.086 

Surface 
Velocity 
(m vr-1) 

O* 0.36* 4.1 * 4.8* 7.5* 9.1 * 10.4* 9.6 9.4 

Surface 0.002 0.002 0.008 0.011 0.013 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 
Slope* 

Bedrock 0.048 0.053 0.025 0.056 0.022 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.015 
Slope* 
Surface 

Temperature -22 -22 -16 -16 -14 -12 -12 -12 -12 
( "C) 

Borehole 
Basal Temp. - - - - - -2.53 - -0.97 -0.54 

("C) 

Borehole 
Basal - - - - - 0.033 - 0.05 0.038 

temperature 
gradient 
( 

0 cm-1) 

References of 5, 6, 9, 2,5, 12 3, 7, 13, 14, I, 17 3, 8, 16, 2, 3, 7, 
ice core 17 10, 11, - - 20 18, 19 15, 19, 
studies 

1.Budd,1972;2.3.Etheridge,1985;1989;4. Etheridge andMcCray,1985;5. Gao,1989;6. Gao and Jacka,1989;7. Han 

and Young ,1988;8 .. Huang, and others,1988;9. Jacka and Budd,1989; 10. Li,199511. Li and others,1988; 

12.Morgan and McCray,1985;13. Russell-Head,1979;14.Russell-Head and Budd,1979;15.Thwarites and others, 

1984;16.Wang,1994;17.Warkahama,1974; 18.19.Xie,1985;1989;20. Young and others,1985. 

Table 3.1. Summary of measured data at drilling site of boreholes 
along the Law Dome Summit- Cape Folger line. The symbol * 
indicates that the value is taken from the model input (Figure 6.1). 
(based on Morgan, personal communication) 
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Over the depth of about 100 to 200m, the crystals become complicated in shape 

and grow with larger variations associated with the development of preferred c

axis orientation fabrics towards a weak small circle girdle pattern. This indicates 

that ice deformation has become significant for the development of crystal 

structure below about 100 m. 

Below about 200 m the shear strain rate increases with depth significantly. The 

fabric patterns exhibit the development of a strong single maximum in response to 

the large shear strain accumulated over a long time interval (Li, 1995). 

(b). BHF 

The borehole inclination logging for BHF (Figure 3.8b), unfortunately, does not 

extend to the bedrock or even to the base of the hole. However, some restriction 

(upper limit) can be placed on the average shear rate from the lowest depth 

measured in the borehole down to the bedrock, which indicated that the shear 

strain rate cannot continue to increase through the remaining levels (Russell-Head 

and Budd, 1979). 

On the basis of the crystal structures ofBHF, Russell-Head (1979) delineated the 

ice core into three distinct sections. The upper section (0 - 175 m) is characterized . 

by medium-sized crystals of ice exhibiting fabrics of the girdle type; the lower

central section (175 - 284 m) is characterized by smaller-sized crystals exhibiting 

fabrics of the vertical single-maximum type; and the basal section (285 - 385 m) 

is characterized by large-crystal ice exhibiting fabrics of the multiple maxima 

type. 

(c). BHCl 

The BHCl shear strain rate profile (Figure 3.8c) reveals two bands of enhanced 

flow indicating an upper shear zone at -200 to 235 m depth and a lower shear 

zone at -250 to 275 m. The Holocene/Wisconsin boundary occurs in the upper 

shear zone at -225m. The lower shear zone therefore is entirely Wisconsin age 

ice. 

The orientation fabrics for BHCl show the four basic types of pattern found in ice 

cores in the general region where horizontal shear deformation is dominant, the 

ice is relatively thin, and is flowing over a rough bedrock. In the upper levels of 
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the core a near-random fabric gradually concentrates toward a small circle girdle 

with increasing depth. As shear strain accumulates, this fabric pattern develops 

into a strong central single maximum (170 m) extending to 230 m. Below 230 m 

the ice develops a multi-maxima fabric which usually occurs in the warmer ice 

near the base of the ice cap (Thwaites and others, 1984 ). 

(d). BHC2 

Features similar to those of BHCl are seen in the shear strain rate profile of BHC2 

(Figure 3.8d). Two Iµgh shear zones are again apparent although at slightly 

different levels and with a smoother structure than in BHCl. The lower zone in 

BHC2, located in Wisconsin age ice, also has significantly lower shear rates than 

in BHCl, possibly because BHC2 is in a bedrock trough. The surface velocity at 

the two locations differs very little. 

The general pattern of c-axis variation in BHC2 is also similar to that in BHCl. 

Fabric develops from a random fabric near the surface through a small circle 

girdle at about 90 m depth and a well developed vertical single maximum 

extending to 250 m, to multi-maxima fabrics near the base (Thwaites and others, 

1984). 

3.2.4 The Relationship of Enhancement Factor with Fabric 

In the analysis of the extent of ice flow enhancement in the BHF borehole Russell

Head and Budd (1979) noted a relation between the enhancement factor associated 

with the shear strain rate and the crystal orientation fabric in the ice core. They 

found that the shear enhancement was related to the strength of the concentration 

of the ice crystal fabric around a single direction normal to the shear plane. The 

fabric parameter cj>(l/4), defined as the half-apex angle of the core containing 25% 

of the c-axes in a sample of polycrystalline ice, was used to quantify the fabric 

concentration. This indicates that enhancement might be obtained directly from a 

given fabric for the compatible stress configuration; therefore it is worth studying 

further. 

In this section the corresponding analyses are carried out for the four boreholes on 

the Law Dome Summit to Cape Folger line, using the strain rate profiles presented 
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in the previous section. The relationship between the calculated enhancement 

factors and the crystal fabric anisotropy is then discussed using fabric data from 

Donoghue (1999). A quantitative estimate of enhancement of shear strain rate 

requires as a reference the "background" isotropic ice "minimum" creep rate. 

As temperature profiles are available for these boreholes, "unenhanced" strain rate 

profiles could be calculated using the simple temperature dependant flow law of 

Equation 2.3.7, together with the usual isotropic shallow ice approximate 

treatment of ice sheet flow- taking the shear stress 't'xz as pgaZ in terms of the ice 

density p, the _acceleration due to gravity g, the depth Z and the surface slope a. 

and modelling the shear strain rate as 

(3.2.1) 

where the octahedral stress has been approximated by neglecting the compressive 

stresses. The model for anisotropic ice flow presented in the next chapter contains 

some other improvements to this simple treatment in addition to the enhancement 

of the flow. It includes an estimation of 10 that includes the influence of the 

vertical compressive stresses in the ice sheet. 

For consistency, that model has been used here, without its flow enhancement 

features, to estimate the strain rates that could prevail in the absence of anisotropy, 

as a basis for calculating the enhancement factors for these four boreholes. 

A more detailed analysis is presented in Chapter 5 to relate the detailed borehole 

inclination logging and ice crystal fabric orientation data available for the Law 

Dome Summit South (DSS) borehole and ice core, and a detailed explanation of 

the computational steps used is provided there. The motive for presenting these 

enhancement profiles and their relationships to crystal fabrics here is to establish 

before moving on to describe the model, the need to address the enhanced shear 

flow in ice sheets, and the association with the anisotropic crystal structure. 

Figure 3.9 shows the results· of the studies for four boreholes (BHQ, BHF, BHCl 

and BHC2) drilled along the flow line from the Law Dome Summit to Cape 

Folger (Figures 3.5 and 3.7). The enhancements at these boreholes have been 

calculated in the same manner as for the DSS borehole following Stepl to Step3 
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Figure 3.9. The profiles of (i).temperature T (solid line from the 
observations and dashed linefrom the extrapolation); (ii). shear 
strain rate E (solid line from the observations (Figure 3 .8) and dashed 
line for isotropic ice calculated from the model and the isotropic 
laboratory ice tests);(iii). enhancement factor E calculated as the 
ratio of the observed strain rate to the calculated strain rate for 
isotropic ice and shown from the depth of the start of enhancement 
("*"from the model calculations and "o "from ice deformation tests 
on BHF and BHCl ice cores, dashed line is 1); and (iv). fabric 
parameter <Xl/4) (half-apex angles of the cones containing 25% of the 
c-axes) at boreholes BHQ, BHF, BHCl and BHC2. Borehole 
temperature and deformation rate data from Etheridge ( 1989) and 
Russell-Head ( 1979) and fabric parameter data from Donoghue 
(1999). 

as described in detail in Section-5.3. The temperature profiles for those boreholes 

which did not reach the bed are extrapolated from the bottom of the boreholes. 

The results of estimating enhancement factors from ice deformation tests on 

corresponding ice cores (BHF from Figure 3.3 -Russell-Head 1979) and BHCl 

from Table 3.2) are also shown (as circles) for comparison. 

It should be mentioned that enhancements in the BHF, BHCl and BHC2 

boreholes (Figure 3.9) all reach their maximum values above the depths of the 

maximum shear strain rate, which is consistent with the DSS borehole results 

(Chapter 5). This indicates that near the bed the enhancements reduce earlier than 

the shear strain rates. For example, at the DSS borehole (treated in detail in 

Chapter 5) the enhancements reduce at about 961 m depth while shear strain rates 

begin to decrease at about 1003 m. The ~(114) profiles presented in Figure 3.9 

show a strong correlation with the enhancement where the results in Figure 3.9 are 

combined with data from laboratory deformation experiments. 

Figure 3.10 summarises the relation between the enhancement factors for shear 

and fabric strength <j>(l/4), from these borehole inclination studies (as labelled) and 

from laboratory ice deformation tests on anisotropic ice core samples. The results 

from the borehole studies (from Figure 3.9) are only shown for the depths between 

the start of enhancement and the maximum enhancement so that the effect of the 

reduced shear stress near the bed can be avoided. The results from the laboratory 
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simple shear tests on anisotropic ice (all denoted with the symbol of "x") are taken 

from Table ~.2. The results from the earlier studies of Russell-Head and Budd 

(1979) for BHF borehole based on the deformation experiments are shown by the 

dashed line. Some results from the analysis in Chapter 5 of the DSS borehole 

(from Figure 5.10) are also presented for completeness. 
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Figure 3.10. The plot of the fabric parameter </J ( 114) as the function 
of enhancement factor obtained from the borehole analyses and ice 
deformation tests. 

Generally, horizontal shear enhancement increases with the strengthening of fabric 

tendency towards a near vertical single maximum. The high values of 

enhancement measured in the laboratory have considerable scatter and uncertainty 

dependent on the sample geometry and the exact relation between the orientation 

of the single maximum of the anisotropic samples and the plane of shear in the rig 

(Wang, 1994). There is no significant enhancement when fabric parameter <j>(l/4) 

is greater than about -30°. As <j>(l/4) reduces from -20° to -10° and below, the 

enhancement increases from values around 2 to about 8. As <j>(l/4) decreases, 
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particularly below 15 ° , individual borehole studies and the laboratory 

experiments show some trend for rapidly increasing enhancement, but the 

compilation also displays a range of values from 4 to -16. It should be mentioned 

that for the borehole studies (except DSS) the estimates of the fabric parameter for 

very strong fabrics i.e. <j>(l/4) less than 10° are not very accurate, because they 

were measured from the fabric diagrams of the original ice core thin sections 

using a digitizer, and for <j>(l/4) less than 10° it is hard to see how many points lie 

near the centre of the graphic (Donoghue, 1999). 

While there is considerable scatter in the compilation in Figure 3.10, the example 

of DSS, where detailed, accurate crystallographic work has been done, suggests 

that further experimental work along such lines might lead to a relationship which 

could be used to predict the enhancement that would be obtained for simple shear 

given the single maximum fabric strength normal to the shear plane, as expressed 

by a measure of central tendency such as the angle <j>(l/4). For studies of flow in 

ice sheets this would still leave us with the task of modelling the evolution of 

crystal fabrics. 

3.3 Laboratory Studies on Anisotropic Ice Flow 

3.3.1 Deformation Tests on Ice from Different Ice Cores 

Among a large number of other laboratory experimental studies of ice flow (Budd 

and Jacka, 1989), Wang (1994) made a comprehensive investigation of crystal 

anisotropic and possible impurity effects on ice flow properties based on a series 

of laboratory analyses and deformation tests on isotropic laboratory ice and ice 

from a number of different ice cores. 

These experiments were carried out both in uniaxial compression and in simple 

shear configurations, at 0.2 MPa octahedral shear stress and - 5 °C on ice core 

samples which included samples deposited as snow during both the Wisconsin 

and Holocene periods. Samples for testing were selected from ice cores of Dye 3 

in South Greenland, AGZ 77, in the Agassiz Ice Cap, Ellesmere Island, Canada 
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and BHCl, Law Dome Ice Cap, East Antarctica, with the aim of determining the 

relative flow rates for anisotropic ice compared with isotropic ice and for finding 

the reasons for different flow rates between the ice from different climate periods. 

Differential flow rates had been reported for the ice from different depths in the 

ice cores, based on field measurements of borehole closure and inclination 

change. 

The experiments, in two different stress configurations, gave complementary 

results. With the progression of strain (see Figure 3.4), the deformation of the 

samples tended to reach a constant steady state (tertiary) flow rate which resulted 

in an approach to steady rate crystal size and fabric pattern compatible with the 

stress configuration. The path to steady state flow was dependent upon the 

relationship between the stress configuration and the initial crystal orientation 

fabric pattern. Ice with a c-axis fabric pattern compatible with the applied stress 

configuration (small circle girdle pattern for compression and single maximum 

pattern for shear) reached steady state flow directly (after primary creep), without 

passing through a significant minimum creep stage. Examination of the tertiary 

strain rate and impurity concentrations failed to find any significant difference 

between the tertiary flow rates of Wisconsin and Holocene ice, despite significant 

variations in the impurity concentrations. The experimental results show that the 

initial crystal size and the presence of impurities (in the concentrations found in 

the different ice samples) seem not to affect the ice flow rates at the temperature 

and stress tested. The ice flow rates are found to be determined mainly by crystal 

orientation fabric pattern. It was concluded therefore, that the more rapid flow 

measured in some field projects for the Wisconsin ice is primarily due to 

enhanced crystal orientation strength. 

Some fabric statistical parameters (Wang, 1994) measured from tested samples 

are summarised in Table 3.2. The enhancement factors which in this case are 

calculated as the ratio of minimum strain rate of the (anisotropic) sample to the 

minimum strain rate for isotropic ice from the simple shear tests, are also included 

in Table 3.2. This modified measure of enhancement is used in order to be able to 

relate it to the unmodified anisotropic crystal fabric. The fabric parameter <j>(l/4) 
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versus enhancement factor has been plotted with the results obtained from the 

analysis of the boreholes in Figure 3.10. 

Sample number Fabric Description µ (j <1>(1/4) <1>(1/2) E 

AGZ77-225A weak maximum 27 16 15 22 1.2 

AGZ77-225B weak maximum 33 20 20 26 0.9 

AGZ77-229 single maximum 25 17 15 21 3.8 

AGZ77-230 single maximum 19 11 12 18 5.7 

BHC1-73B central trend 21 9 14 21 4.0 

BHC1-79C central trend 19 15 10 15 9.5 

BHC1-84B central trend 21 10 12 20 13 

BHC1-108D ? 48 26 30 35 2.5 

BHC1-116D multi maximum 26 7 21 25 1.0 

BHC1-121B multi maximum 36 26 11 28 3.4 

BHC1:-134D ? 58 29 28 71 1.0 

BHC1-138C multi maximum 46 46 30 40 0.4 

Dye 3-T338 girdle 52 17 38 57 0.3 

Dye 3-T1556 central trend 23 20 12 13 0.3 

Dye 3-T1763 single maximum 17 9 10 16 15 

Dye 3-T1922 single maximum 16 11 9 14 11 

Table 3.2. Data for crystal orientation fabrics and enhancement 
factors resulting from simple shear tests. µand a indicate mean 
angle and standard deviation of the c-axis crystals to the vertical, and 
rX 114) and rX 112) the half-apex angles of the cones containing 25% 
and 50% of the c-axes. E is enhancement factor, the ratio of minimum 
strain rate of the sample to the minimum strain rate for isotropic ice 
(fabric data taken from Wang, 1994). 

3.3.2 Ice Flow Relations Derived from Ice Deformation Tests 

under Combined Shear and Compression Stresses 

Li and others (1996) performed a range oflaboratory ice deformation tests with 

combined compression and shear stress configurations at a constant temperature 

of -2.0 ·c. The test samples were laboratory-prepared finegrained polycrystalline 

ice with initially randomly oriented ice crystals. Experiments were carried out for 
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various combinations of shear and compression with shear stress ranging from 0 

to 0.49 MPa and compressive stress ranging from 0 to 0.98 MPa but such that for 

every experiment, the octahedral shear stress was 0.4 MPa. They found that with 

constant octahedral stress (root mean square of the principal stress deviators), the 

minimum isotropic octahedral shear strain rate has no dependence on stress 

configuration (Figure 3.11). This result is in support of the hypothesis that 

isotropic ice flow is dependent on the second invariant alone, of the stress tensor. 

This fundamental assumption has been used to provide a general description of ice 

flow behaviour independent of the stress configuration (e.g. Nye, 1953; Glen, 

1958; Budd, 1969). Most laboratory studies of ice deformation to determine the 

flow properties of ice relevant to ice sheet flow have concentrated on either simple 

shear or unconfined compression tests. Some experiments such as Steinemann 

(1954) and Kamb (1972) have studied combined compression and shear by the use 

of hollow cylindrical samples which were deformed by vertical axial compression 

and torsion for horizontal shear simultaneously. These experiments provided very 

useful results for the development of crystal orientation fabrics in these combined 

stress situations but have not been sufficient to provide a clear indication of the 

dependence of the flow properties on the combined stress conditions, particularly 

in steady state tertiary flow where the new ice fabrics are well developed. 
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Figure 3.11. Creep curves (log-log plots of octahedral strain rate as 
a function of octahedral strain) for ice-deformation tests in various 
combinations of compression and shear. The combined octahedral 
stress for all tests was 0.4 Mpa. The test temperature was-2.0 °C. 
(from Li and others, 1996). 
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Li and Jacka (1996) carried out further experiments with a variety of ratios of 

shear to compression, and including a range of octahedral stress magnitudes, thus 

allowing examination of the power law exponent. Octahedral shear stresses 

ranged between 0.2 and 0.8 MPa. All tests were run to beyond minimum creep. 

Results show that isotropic minimum octahedral shear strain rate increases with 

increasing octahedral shear stress according to the power flow law with an 

exponent of 3. This octahedral strain rate stress relation is in good agreement with 

that obtained from the simple stress configurations, providing support for the 

fundamental assumption (Nye, 1953; Glen, 1958) that the isotropic octahedral ice 

flow rate is dependent only on the second invariant alone, of the stress tensor. 

For tertiary (anisotropic) ice flow, the octahedral strain rate is stress configuration 

dependent as a consequence of the developed crystal orientation fabric, which is 

also stress configuration dependent, and which develops with strain, rotation and 

recrystallization. The results from Li and others (1996) indicate that the 

enhancement factor for steady state tertiary octahedral shear strain rate depends on 

the "shear or compression fractions". The "shear fraction" (As) and the 

"compression fraction" (Ac) of the octahedral shear stress were defined (Li and 

others, 1996) respectively as 

(3.3.1) 

and 

(3.3.2) 

for the stress configuration involving longitudinally confined vertical compression 

combined with horizontal shear 

- cr/2 0 't 

cr.= 0 00 
IJ 

(3.3.3) 

't 0 -cr 
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where O'ij is stress tensor, O'z = -0' is applied vertical compressive stress, 'txz = 't is 

the horizontal shear stress, while O'x = -cr/2 arises from confining the horizontal 

extension to the transverse (y) direction (see Li and others, 1996, for details). 

These fractions, which differ from A , the generalised stress configuration 

parameter of Lile (1984, 1987) since they explicitly relate to the configuration for 

simple shear (see Section 3.4.1.1), vary from 0 to 1and1to0 respectively as the 

stress situation varies from purely confined simple compression ('t = 0) to purely 

simple shear ( cr = 0), and are simply symmetrically related by 

2 2 
As=l-Ac. (3.3.4) 

The octahedral shear strain rates for minimum (secondary flow with still isotropic 

ice) and for tertiary flow (with well developed fabrics) were presented as a 

function of the shear and compression fractions by Li and others (1996) as shown 

here in Figure 3.12. These results indicate that the minimum octahedral shear 

strain rate remains unchanged for all combinations of the level of shear versus the 

level of compression (for the fixed octahedral stress of 0.4 MPa). For the tertiary 

anisotropic strain rates Figure 3.12 provides a measure of the enhancement factor 

which was found to vary from -3 for compression alone( with zero shear) to -10 

for shear alone (with zero compression). Based on these experimental data a flow 

law in terms of octahedral values for anisotropic ice was represented by 

incorporating a variable enhancement factor, E dependent on the degree of shear 

or compression. Thus the octahedral shear strain rate for anisotropic ice e0 t has 

the relation with the octahedral shear stress 'to given by 

(3.3.5) 

where A is the temperature rate parameter for minim creep in isotropic ice and n is 

about 3. 

If Ee and Es are the respective enhancement factors for compression and shear 

alone, then the enhancement factor for the combined stress situation (3.3.3), E A.c 

with compression fraction, Ac is given by (using the straight line fit in Figure 3.12) 
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with Ee= -3 and Es= -10. 

As 
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Figure 3.12. Plots of combined octahedral strain rate at minimum 
(isotropic) strain rate and at tertiary (anisotropic) strain rate (log 
scale) as a function of compression fraction Ac (linear scale). 
Corresponding values of shear fraction As are also shown. The 
minimum octahedral strain rtes (for isotropic ice) are relatively 
constant, whereas the tertiary rates (with strongly developed fabrics) 
give enhancements relative to minimum of about a factor of 3 for 
compression to about a factor of 10 for shear. The combined 
octahedral stress for all tests was 0.4 Mpa. The test temperature was 
-2.0 °C. (from Li and others, 1996). 

(3.3.6) 

Based on a more extensive set of experimental data, Budd and others (in 

preparation) and Warner and others (1999) made a comprehensive examination of 

tertiary flow rates for individual component strain rates. The conventional Glen

Nye flow law predicts an increase in component strain rates, for increases in the 

other component stress, through the corresponding increase in the octahedral shear 

stress. They found instead that the increase in tertiary compression rates from 

increasing shear stress is greater than the Glen-Nye law prediction, whereas the 
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influence on tertiary shear rates of increasing compressive stress was less (Warner 

and others; 1999, Fig.1). A possible generalisation of the flow relations providing 

a reasonable quantitative fit to their results was proposed as: 

(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 

where a= E!13 and P = E~13 are taken as constants. Here ko is temperature rate · 

parameter in octahedral values and corresponds to the value of A in Equation 

3.3.5, Sxz and S22 are shear and compression stress deviators respectively. These 

flow relations contain both the direct influence of combined stresses expected 

from a non-linear flow law and the enhancement that are partially related to the 

development in tertiary flow of "compatible" ice crystal orientation fabrics (the 

"induced anisotropy")(Warner and others, 1999). 

3.4 Review of Previous Approaches to Modelling 

Anisotropic Ice Flow 

3.4.1 Modeling of Anisotropic Ice Flow 

Within the last decade there has been increasing interest in numerical modelling of 

the flow of ice sheets. Such models have been used for predicting the response of 

ice sheets to climatic variations, for developing time scales for deep ice cores from 

Greenland and Antarctica, and for a understanding the development and decay of 

Pleistocene ice sheets. One of the problems, which affect the results of the 

models, is the type of flow law (i.e. constitutive relation for ice) which is used in 

the model, and the values of the various parameters in the relation. 

Fundamental to understanding the dynamics of ice sheets is the rheological flow 

law for ice, that is, the constitutive relation of strain rate to the stress that produces 

it. Most ice sheet models use a form of Glen's flow law (Equation2.3.18). The 

theoretical considerations of Glen's flow law are based on the assumption that ice 
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consists of fine-grained randomly oriented polycrystals representing a statistically 

homogeneous and isotropic material. In natural ice sheets the simple isotropic 

form of polycrystalline ice only exists at shallow depths, typically less than several 

hundred metres. The large amounts of deeper ice have developed strong 

anisotropic crystal orientation fabrics. The anisotropy due to flow-induced crystal 

orientations has a large effect on the ice flow rate (see Section 2.2.3), therefore, 

Glen's simple flow law is not appropriate when anisotropy of the ice crystal fabric 

develops in the deeper parts of ice sheet, allowing the ice to flow possibly an order 

of magnitude more rapidly than it would for isotropic ice. 

Some attempts have been made to describe the anisotropic ice flow by 

incorporating the effects of anisotropy into the constitutive relation (flow law). 

There are usually two kinds of approach for this. One approach, a simpler 

procedure accounting for anisotropic effects, is by modifying Glen's flow law by 

introducing an enhancement factor (Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; Kostecka and 

Whillans, 1988; Reeh, 1988; Schoot and others, 1992, 1996; Huybrechts, 1992). 

The enhancement factor, defined as the ratio of the strain rate for anisotropic ice 

to the strain rate for isotropic ice, can be derived from laboratory experiments 

(Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; Baker, 1981, 1982; Jacka and Budd, 1989; Li and 

others, 1996; Budd and others, in preparation; Warner and others, in press) or also 

from field observations (Russell-Heard and Budd, 1979; Dahl-Jensen, 1985; Shoji 

and Langway, 1984, 1988). Some authors use a Schmid factor instead of the 

enhancement factor (Azuma, 1995; Dahl-Jensen and others, in press; Miyamoto 

and others, in press). The Schmid factor is determined from the crystal c-axis 

orientations (Azuma, 1995). Another approach is by establishing a new 

theoretical expression for tlie constitutive relation which includes anisotropy. 

(Johnson, 1977; Lile, 1978; Lliboutry and Duval, 1985; Van der Veen and 

Whillans, 1990; Lliboutry, 1993; Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996). 

Analyses such as those as Johnson ( 1977) extend the form of the flow relations 

from the isotropic Glen form discussed in Section 2.3, to an anisotropic form by 

using new tensor invariants constructed from the stress deviator and a preferred 

, direction (unit vector m) associated with the material structure in relation to the 

stress. 
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Flow relations of this type, selecting the vertical direction for m , were applied by 

Van de Veen and Whillans (1990) to an analysis of the ice flow leading to the 

Dye3 borehole, in an attempt to model the strain rate profile measured by the 

Gundestrup and Hanson (1984) and to explain the enhancement factor for shear 

strain calculated by Dahl-Johnson (1985). 

In quite a different approach Paterson ( 1994) used Johnson' s flow relations, 

choosing as the preferred direction ( m ) the direction of the single maximum axis 

of an ice core fabric, in his analysis of the compression experiments made by 

Shoji and Langway (1984) on ice from Dye3, which applied the compression at 

various angles to the fabric orientation. 

The other approaches require knowledge of the variation of the crystal c-axis 

orientation throughout the ice sheet and of the validation of the theoretical 

predictions of the behaviour of the ice in natural ice masses. There are two well

known extreme hypotheses in polycrystalline deformation. One is the Sachs 

model (1928) which assumes that the stress on each grain is equal to the applied 

stress, and the other is the Taylor model (1938) which assumes that the strain 

throughout the polycrystalline sample is uniform so that the strain in each grain is 

equal to the bulk strain. Real polycrystalline behaviour probably exists between 

these two extreme hypotheses. 

Some work on this aspect has recently been presented at a workshop on ice 

rheology and anisotropy which was held in Grindelwald, Switzerland (Dahl

Jensen and Morland, 1997) 

In the following sections three examples of previous models for anisotropic ice 

flow are chosen to discuss the problem in more detail. They are Lile's original 

model, which also provides a reminder that many microscopic models do not 

discuss interactions between crystals, Lliboutry's model, which has been applied 

to several recent studies of idealised ice sheet flow in flow line models, and the 

model presented by Azuma and Goto-Azuma which includes explicit sums over 

crystal aggregates. These three models develop their own constitutive relations 

for anisotropic polycrystalline ice. 
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The usual approach to obtaining anisotropic flow relations from a microscopic 

description of the highly anisotropic behaviour of the individual grains in 

polycrystalline ice involves either simulations with explicit summations over 

aggregates of individual crystal c-axes, or the parameterisation of the distribution 

of c-axes using an orientation distribution function,f, depicting the volume 

fraction per steradian of a continuum aggregate of crystals of total volume V, 

representing c-axes orientated within an elementary solid angle dQ , defined by 

the longitude and latitude coordinates 

~(e ) = _!_ dV . 
,<p v dQ 

3.4.1.1 Lile's Model 

Following Weertman's (1963) lead, Lile (1978, 1984) made the first quantitative 

study of the effect of a preferred c-axis orientation fabric on the flow rate of ice. 

He considered a linear rheology. Based on assumption that the stress on each 

grain is equal to the applied stress and that the basal glide rate is linearly 

proportional to the resolved basal shear stress, he considered an ice aggregate as a 

collection of interconnected crystals. These crystals were treated as deforming 

independently by basal glide but with the bulk flow rate being influenced by the 

"interference" between crystal grains, which Lile related to the mean square of the 

difference between the strain rate for an individual grain and the strain rate of the 

aggregate. He then established a model relating the deformation rate of an 

anisotropic polycrystal aggregate to that of an isotropic polycrystal aggregate, 

developed in terms of an enhancement factor applied to the bulk isotropic fluidity 

in the flow law. 

In Lile's flow law the relation of strain rate tensor (e,,) to the deviatoric stress 

tensor (Sij) for anisotropic ice flow is expressed in terms of the polycrystalline 

fluidity A.: 

(3.4.1) 

where 
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1 = l(J 2, J 3, f, T) (3.4.2) 

is a scalar function of the second (J2) and third (J3) deviatoric stress invariants (see 

Section 2.2.1), temperature T, and crystallography represented by the orientation 

distribution function f 

From the relationship between the various stresses when dependence on J2 is 

eliminated from J 3 by scaling the components of Sij to an octahedral value of 2116 

(see Lile, 1978, for details), a stress configuration parameter, A, is introduced and 

defined as 

or (3.4.3) 

where, 't1, 't2 and 't3 are the principal shear stresses and Sr, S2 and S3 the principal 

deviatoric stresses (see Section 2.2.1). A is non-dimensional and independent of 

the second deviatoric stress invariant while retaining the symmetry and unity 

limits exhibited by the normalized form of the third deviatoric stress invariant. It 

ranges from +1 for uniaxial tension (S 2 =S 3 = _.!_S 1) to -1 for uniaxial 
2 

compression (S 1 =S 2 = _.!_S 3 ) with 0 for simple shear (S 2 = 0 andS3 =-S1 ). 

2 

Specification of the independent physical invariants, octahedral shear stress ( -r 0 ) 

and the stress configuration parameter (A), together with the orientation of the 

principal axes of stress is sufficient to define an arbitrary deviatoric stress 

situation. 

Replacing Ii and J3 by A in Equation 3.4.2, the polycrystalline fluidity becomes 

A.= A.(A,f, T). (3.4.4) 

Lile found that two aggregates differing only with regard to their orientation 

fabrics and deforming under identical conditions of temperature, stress situation, 

etc. If one is isotropic, the ratio of their octahedral deformation rates ( E0 ) defined 

as octahedral enhancement factor is 
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Ao(f,A) =B(f A)G(f A) 
Ao(f') ' ' ' 

(3.4.5) 

whereB(f,A) is the interference component of the enhancement, and G(f ,A) is 

the geometric component of the enhancement, and both involve integrations over 

the crystal orientation, where the orientation distribution function weights the 

various products of individual crystal strain rates, and these in tum involve the 

relationship between the individual crystal axes and the stress configuration 

described by the parameters (see Lile, 1978, for details). The above equation 

provides a flow law for an arbitrary orientation fabric and state of stress through 

application of the enhancement factor E to the flow law for an isotropic aggregate. 

To compare the results from the model calculation with the observations, ice 

deformation tests on anisotropic ice, taken from ice cores from Law Dome, East 

Antarctica, were carried out in uniaxial compression (A = -1 ) and simple shear 

(A= 0) respectively (Lile, 1978; 1984). The enhancements calculated from the 

model using the measured orientation fabric, stress configuration and tilt 

orientation of the specimen as inputs show a close agreement with the observed 

enhancements from experiments (see Table 1, Lile, 1978). Lile's results were 

useful to compare the flow rates for low stress in early primary creep which 

follows approximately linear stress dependence rheology. The formulation is not 

appropriate for the cubic stress dependence of tertiary flow. The model also does 

not address the problem of the development of the anisotropic crystal structure in 

the ice sheet. While only the influence of different fabrics and stress 

configurations, i.e. the anisotropic aspect interference, was considered, this work 

represents one of the early contributions to describing the influence of interactions 

between the crystals. This is clearly an important topic since even well aligned 

polycrystalline samples deform far more slowly than single crystal deformation 

rates. 

3.4.1.2 Lliboutry's Model 

Lliboutry ( 1987b) derived an anisotropic power law depending on seven 

rheological parameters which are determined from the polycrystal fabric, under 

the assumptions that the stress is uniform and there is no energy dissipation at 
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grain boundaries. Lliboutry (1993) extended his model to a polynomial flow law 

by adding a Newtonian dissipation potential, which increases the number of the 

rheological parameters to ten. These ten rheological parameters depend on 2 

temperature-dependent parameters and on the 4 first even moments of the c-axes 

distribution. 

From the flow relation for the deformation rate ( i' b) of an single crystal in terms 

of the resolved shear stress ( 'tb) on its basal plane 

(3.4.6) 

where \jib and Bb are temperature parameters, the anisotropic constitutive law in 

Lliboutry's model, is expressed by the relation between bulk strain rate ( i') and 

applied deviatoric stress (S) as 

i'=Ms (3.4.7) 

or 

i'd <pl. .J3qs~ -s~) 0 0 0 sd 

i' ax .J3qs~ -s~) <pax -2.J3Cs5s6 

i' 4 0 -2.J3Cs 5s6 

<p 

<p11 + 2.J3csdsax 

0 0 sax (3.4.8) 
0 0 S4 

i' 5 0 0 0 <p 11 -2../3Csdsax - 2.J3csaxs 4 
Ss 

i'6 0 0 0 -2../3Csaxs 4 <pl. s6 

where Mis a symmetric fluidity matrix. In a right-handed Cartesian coordinate 

system when the z-axis is an axis of rotational symmetry, the subscripts of 4, 5 

and 6 denote the y-z plane, x-z plane and x-y plane, respectively; and subscripts d 

and ax denote normal directions reduced from the x, y and z three directions by 

the incompressibility of ice (see Lliboutry, 1993, for details). The parameters in 

the matrix M have the relations reflecting the two terms in the single crystal flow 

law (Equation 3.4.8) as: 

<pax \jf ax Bax Aax.l Allax s2 
ax 

<p .L = "'.L + Aax.l B .L A.Lu 't2 .L (3.4.9) 

<pll 'l'u Auax A.Lu Bu 
2 

'tu 
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where ( \jl i , BJ, A kl, C) (i,j, 1, k = ax, 1-, II ) are the 10 rheological parameters. The 

subscripts of 1- and II denote the values are normal or shear components, 

respectively. The \jf 1 are proportional to \jib, while B j and Aki are proportional to 

Bb, with the proportionality factors consisting of integrations involving the 

orientation distribution and represent the interaction of the fabric and the applied 

stresses. For the rotational symmetric case f(S, <!>)depends only on the angle 8. 

\jf b and B b are temperature parameters ( independent of the fabric) which can be 

obtained from Budd and Jacka (1989) for n=3 and Castelnau and others (1996a) 

for n=l (Mangeney and others, 1996). In this case, the fabric is described by a 

somewhat different function v(e) for the distribution of c-axes orientations; v(e) 

represents the volume of grains for which the angle between the c-axis and the in 

situ vertical direction is larger than 8. As a simple parameterisation Lliboutry 

took 

(3.4.10) 

where v expresses the strengthening of the fabric. The 10 rheological parameters 

can then be expressed as a function of a parameter 8112 (corresponding to the 

cp(l/2) fabric parameter discussed earlier) which is linked to the exponent v to give 

V(8 112 ) = 112; 8112 = 60° for isotropic ice and a zero value corresponds to the case 

where all c-axes align exactly with the in situ vertical direction (Figure 3.13). 

From Equations 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 we can see that the shear strain rates in the x-z 

and y-z plans y 4 and y s respectively contain the cubic flow law terms B 11 't~S 4 and 

B 11 't~S 5 : and from Figure 3.13 it is clear that Bu not only dominates the flow 

relations by an order of magnitude for fabrics with a strong single maximum 

compatible with shear stresses such as S4 and S5, but also that there is an 

enhancement in B 11 approaching 35/8 compared with isotropic fabrics. 

This flow law has been applied to solve the force balance equations for the steady 

flow of a viscous, incompressible, anisotropic fluid with a fixed (Mangeney and 

others, 1996) and a free surface (Mangeney and others, 1997) for a flow line under 

isothermal conditions, and for investigating the shallow ice approximation for 
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anisotropic ice (Mangeney and Califano, 1998). Although this provides a useful 

approach to deal with anisotropic ice flow it needs to be tested more fully against 

laboratory determined anisotropic flow rates, this scheme also does not address 

the evolution of the crystallographic structure within the ice sheet. 

Figure 3.13. Rheological parameters in Lliboutry's model (from 
Lliboutry, 1993). Taking Bb as unit, the relative volume of crystals 
whose c-axis deviates from the axis of rotational symmetry by more 
than 8 is assumed to be V( ())=cos v 8. The median of() is given at the 
bottom. 

3.4.1.3 Azuma's Model 

From uniaxial compressive deformation tests on individual crystals of different 

orientation, a relationship for the c-axis orientation, strain rate and stress for 

individual grains was derived (Azuma, 1995). Based on this relationship a flow 

law of polycrystalline ice with arbitrary c-axis orientation fabrics was derived and 
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expressed in terms of the principal-axes coordinate system (Azuma, 1994) and in 

the x-y-z coordinate system (Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996). This model takes 

the approach of summing the contribution of individual crystals. It has been 

applied to aggregates of crystals produced to fit particular orientation distribution 

functions, and to thin section fabrics from ice cores. It does not require any 

assumption of symmetries. 

To derive this flow law expressed in the x-y-z coordinate system (Azuma and 

Goto-Azuma, 1996), several assumptions were made: 

(1) Individual grains deform only by basal glide. 

(2) The basal glide of each grain takes place in the maximum shear-stress 

direction on the basal plane when the macroscopic stresses act on the grain. 

(3) A larger stress acts on a grain surrounded by softly oriented grains than that 

surrounded by stiffly oriented grains and a larger stress acts on the stiffer 

grain, i.e. the stresses on an individual grain are related to the bulk stress by 

(3.4.11) 

where~ is a grain geometric tensor, relating the individual crystal c-axis 

orientation to the macroscopic stress situation, and the "local" geometric tensor 

GL involves a average over grains in the neighbourhood of the grain (g). 

(4) Shear strain rate and shear stress on basal planes of single ice crystals are 

related by a power-law equation (Weertman, 1983). 

(5) The macroscopic strain rate component of the aggregate is equal to the 

averaged value on all the grains in the aggregate of the strain rate components 

of individual grains. 

In Azuma and Goto-Azuma (1996) the further approximation was made of 

replacing the local averaging of the grain geometric tensor G~ in assumption (3) 

with the average the whole aggregate. 

In this flow law model, the strain rate tensor ( eii) is related to the stress tensor 

(crij) by a bulk geometrical tensor (Gij): 
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• - R Gsym n -G .. -
a,j-1-' IJ 't' 't- IJ(J'i.J' 1,J-X,y,z (3.4.12) 

where, GiJ andG~;m are averages over the aggregate grain geometrical tensors 

discussed below, alJ is the applied (macroscopic) stress, n is a constant value of 3, 

and fJ is a parameter dependent on temperature and possibly impurity 

concentration and other variables but independent of stress configuration. 

The grain geometrical tensor, G~, is defined as 

G g -m· c· iJ - I J 

and for grain and bulk tensors 

(3.4.13) 

(3.4.14) 

where Cj is the unit vector parallel to the c-axis of the grain, and mi is the unit 

vector of the glide direction on the basal plane and can be determined from 

assumption (2) with the stress tensor <J1j and the unit vector Cj (see Azuma and 

Goto-Azuma, 1996, for details). Hence, the geometrical tensor Gu can be 

calculated with the c-axis fabric data and the stress configuration. For example, 

when uniaxial compression or simple shear act on ice with a random fabric ice 

(isotropic ice), the stress tensor <Jij and the Gu tensors become: 

a'-=[~ IJ 

0 

and 

a•h•• = [~ IJ 

cr 

0 0 J 0 0 
0 -cr 

0 aJ 0 0 
0 0 

G~.omp. = 0 
IJ 

[

116 

0 

Gshear = ( ~ 
IJ 

3/10 

In Equation 3.3.1, the stress tensor criJ can be replaced by the deviatoric stress 

tensor Su, as Gxx + Gyy + Gzz =0. This flow law demonstrates the direction

dependent mechanical properties of anisotropic ice. For each c-axis distribution 
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the tensor Gij can be calculated by Equation 3.4.13 for a given stress field O'ij. 

Then the strain rate tensor £
1
, can be obtained from Equation 3.4.12. 

Figure 3.14 shows the enhancement factor, the ratio of the strain rate for 

anisotropic ice with a developed crystal orientation distributions to that for 

isotropic ice, with a random crystal orientation distribution, calculated by this 

flow law (Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996). The angle <I> for the single maximum 

fabric shows the standard deviation of the zenith angles of c-axes. For the small 

~ircle girdle pattern, the c-axes are distributed so that the zenith angle of each c-

axis should be<!>± 5°. The enhancement factor of the horizontal shear 

deformation for a single maximum (HS(SM)) increases to a value of about 8 as 

the angle <I> decreased. On the other hand, the enhancement factor of the vertical 

compression for a single maximum (VC(SM)) decreases to zero as the angle <I> 

decreases. In the case of a small circle girdle, the enhancement factor for the 

vertical compression (VC(SCG)) approaches a value of 5 as <I> approaches 45° and 

decreases to zero as <I> moves away from it. These theoretical calculations agree 

reasonably well with the laboratory experimental results (Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
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Figure 3.14. Calculated flow enhancement factors by Azuma's model 
(from Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996). HS(SM) indicates the 
enhancement factor for horizontal shear deformation of a single
maximum fabric ice. VC(SM) designates the enhancement factor for 
the vertical compression of a single-maximum fabric ice. VC(SCG) is 
that for the vertical compression of a small-circle girdle. 
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This flow law has been used to simulate fabric development in ice sheets by 

considering crystal lattice rotation only (Azuma, 1994). Qualitatively estimating 

the stress field from the topography of the ice sheet three typical ice flow regimes 

were derived as shown in Figure 3.15. In the flow regions A and B, where the 

stress fields may be uniaxial compression or pure shear, Azuma proposed that the 

c-axes align vertically with depth and form a broad single maximum or two 

maxima at the middle depth in the ice sheet, which is then followed by the 

development of a strong single maximum pattern in the flank region owing to the 

increase in simple shear with depth. In the flow region C, where the stress fields 

may be uniaxial extension or pure shear, the development of a great circle girdle 

or a two-maxima pattern is predicted at the middle depth. Such a great circle 

girdle would be altered to a strong single maximum at great depth due to the 

increase in simple shear with depth. 

A B c 

Figure 3.15. Stress configurations and fabric development predicted 
by Azuma' s model at a drainage in an ice sheet (from Azuma, 1994 ). 
A=divergentflow region; B=parallelflow region; C=convergentflow 
region. 
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This theoretical flow relation has been improved by including the pararneterisation 

for a recrystallization effect (Azuma, 1997). Dahl-Jensen (1997) used this 

microscopic (crystal based) theory to calculate theoretical anisotropic viscosities 

for fabrics with a transverse symmetry. These anisotropic viscosities were used in 

a macroscopic constitutive equation for materials with transverse isotropy 

analogous to that formulated by Johnson (1977). This flow law has been applied 

to the Dye 3 borehole, South Greenland (Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996; 

Thorsteinsson and others, 1999). Thorsteinsson and others (1999) concluded that 

the fabric alone could not account for the enhanced deformation in the upper part 

of the lower 250 rn of glacial ice or the reduced strain rate in the lower part by 

Azurna's theories. Thorsteinsson and others (1999) suggested that an impurity 

factor should be included in the constitutive relations. However the results 

obtained from the intercornparison study of ice core shear and compression rates 

by Wang ( 1994) indicated that the similarity of flow rates for the tertiary strain 

rates irrespective of the impurity content did not favour an impurity based 

exploration. 

Although Azurna's model provides a useful approach to both the evolution of the 

ice crystal structure and the flow properties of anisotropic ice there are some 

notable discrepancies with results from laboratory studies and also with the fabrics 

observed in the ice cores from Law Dorne. In particular the laboratory results of 

Russell-Head and Budd (1979), Wang (1994) and Li (1995) show a sharper 

increase in enhancement factor with decreasing fabric parameter <j> (114 ). Also in 

both laboratory experiments and ice core observations (Jacka, 1987; Budd and 

Jacka, 1989) the development of the vertical single maximum and high tertiary 

flow rates with horizontal shear appear to occur largely over the first 20% shear 

strain compared with the larger strains involved in the Azuma model. 

This suggests that at this stage the direct empirical approach of moving 

enhancement to flow based on the laboratory studies together with ice core and 

borehole measurements will provide the most appropriate scheme for ice sheet 

modelling. 
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3.4.2 Modeling of Development of Crystal C-axis Orientaion 

Fabrics 

There has also been work on the complementary task of modelling the 

development of crystal fabrics in flowing ice, since realistic simulation of ice 

sheet flow would also require a model to predict the ice fabrics when age, past 

strains, temperatures, and maybe other factors, such as dust or salt content, are 

known. 

Azuma and Higashi (1985) first gave a simple model for uniaxial compression 

which considers each crystal in the aggregate as an isolated crystal subject to a 

basal shear strain proportional to the overall strain and to geometrical constraints. 

An extension was then made to cover uniaxial tension (Fujita and others, 1987; 

Alley, 1988), pure shear and simple shear (Alley, 1988). This model has been 

improved to predict the development of preferred c-axis orientation with 

increasing strain in an ice sheet when a given stress condition is applied (Azuma, 

1994). 

So far these models do not give the steady state girdle fabric for continuing 

unconfined compression as observed from the laboratory experiments and for 

appropriate field situations e.g. the central zones of ice shelves (Budd, 1972). 

Models based on the hypothesis of a uniform stress state in the polycrystal have 

been proposed by Van der Veen and Whillans (1994) and Castelnau and Duval 

(1994). The work of Van der Veen and Whillans (1994) incorporates 

recrystallization in their simulation and the evolution of crystal axes under 

cumulative strain. They simulated recrystallization by removing some crystals 

whose cumulative strain differed from the aggregate value by more than a 

threshold amount, and replaced them with new crystals oriented for easy glide .. 

This enabled them to simulate the development of girdle fabrics under uniaxial 

compression. 

In order to get closer to the physical mechanisms involved at the grain scale, 

Castelnau and others (1996a; 1996b) have used a powerful viscoplastic self

consistent (VPSC, Hutchinson, 1976) model (Molinari and others, 1987; 

Lebensohn and Tome, 1993; 1994) to simulate fabric formation and evolution in 
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polar ice. This model considers each grain as a heterogeneous inclusion 

embedded in a homogeneous matrix which can exhibit any kind of anisotropy. It 

is assumed that the ice single crystal deforms by slip on the basal plane and in the 

prismatic and pyraniidal planes. 

Some models have been outlined (Meysonnier and Philip, 1996 and Svendsen and 

Hutter, 1996) which aim at a simultaneous evolution of a parameterisation of the 

crystal fabric via an orientation distribution function and calculation of the 

corresp0nding variables describing the mechanical deformation of the ice. 

Applications have been made for transverse isotropic fabrics in the simple 

configurations of uniaxial tension and compression (Meysonnier and Philip, 1996) 

and simple shear (Svendsen and Hutter, 1996) with qualitatively encouraging 

results. 

So far these models have not adequately included the co-evolution of changes in 

crystal size (number per unit volume) with the associated processes of 

recrystallisation as well as the interactions between crystals. The treatment of 

anisotropic ice flow developed in this thesis in relating the strain rate to strain, 

based on both laboratory studies and ice core results, inherently also gives the 

evolution of the development of the statistical characteristics of the crystal 

structure including crystal size, orientation fabrics shape, and the statistical 

parameters of the distribution as a byproduct. Although the crystallographic 

properties are not used directly in the flow line model they provide a means to 

validate the model and allow direct intercomparison for the analysis of results for 

individual boreholes and ice cores. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANISOTROPIC ICE 

FLOW MODEL 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter a model for anisotropic ice flow is developed. To incorporate the 

effect of ice fabric anisotropy on the flow of ice into an ice sheet model some 

modellers have simply applied an "enhancement factor" to the relationship 

between stress and strain rate measured in the laboratory as a constant rescaling 

factor uniform throughout the ice sheet. Instead of treating the details of the twin 

questions of the evolution of crystal orientations and the response of the resulting 

polycrystalline material to stresses at a microscopic level (see Section 3.4), the 

approach developed here is to use a more direct and simple way to parameterise 

empirically the strength of enhancement as it develops in shear flow, based on the 

laboratory observations of the process. This inherently includes the effect of 

development of the anisotropic fabrics along with the changes in strain rate with 

strain. Although the success of theoretical work on the flow of ice is a heartening 

confirmation of the assumptions made, laboratory tests provide the best 

foundation for our knowledge of the behaviour of ice (Glen, 1958; Budd and 

Jacka, 1989). This project draws for guidance upon the physical paradigm of 

evolving compatible crystal fabrics, in relation to laboratory deformation 

experiments, and to observations correlating ice core fabrics and bore hole shear 
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rates, in developing the simple parameterisation of the enhancement of horizontal 

shear flow, but the aim of this project is not to explicitly to model the details of 

fabric evolution. 

4.2s Preliminary Studies 

The model described in this section is from a preliminary study, as part of the 

project, to incorporate into ice sheet models the enhanced ice flow which arises 

from the development of anisotropic ice crystal fabrics which are compatible with 

the flow conditions. In this model anisotropic rheology is incorporated into a 

steady state ice sheet flow model via an enhancement factor for shear flow. This 

enhancement factor depends on the strain history of the ice. It is based on 

laboratory studies of ice deformation, together with ice core studies, and is 

determined in the model by iteratively (see Section 4.5) calculating shear and 

compression strains along ice flow trajectories and feeding these back into the 

anisotropic ice flow law. This model has been applied to calculate the ratio of 

depth averaged velocity to surface velocity from an idealised flow line of a large 

ice sheet in a study which examined the influence of enhanced horizontal shear 

flow at depth in ice sheets on velocity profiles and consequently on ice-flux 

measurements (Wang and Warner, 1998). 

As described in Section 3.1, laboratory ice creep tests on initially randomly 

orientated polycrystalline ice subjected to constant stress indicate that the 

minimum strain rate is attained at about 1 % octahedral shear strain. Beyond this, 

and associated with the development of the anisotropic fabric in the ice sample, 

the strain rate increases. This can be considered as an enhancement of strain rate 

above the minimum strain rate as a function of strain, and is observed over a range 

of stresses and temperatures. The enhanced strain rate approaches an asymptote 

beyond about 10-20% octahedral shear strain, with an enhancement factor of 

about 3 for uniaxial compression and about 6-10 for simple shear. The 

experiments show that accumulated strain provides a natural parameter to describe 

the development of the enhancement factor from 1 at 1 % strain to 10 beyond 10-

20% strain for shear flow. 
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In this preliminary model, longitudinal stresses are neglected for the large scale 

flow (horizontal scales greater than about 10 ice thickness) and the shear stress 

'txz is taken as the driving stress, 'txz = pgaZ, in terms of the ice density p, the 

acceleration due to gravity g, the depth Z and the surface slope a where these 

values also represent large scale averages. The relation between shear strain rate 

( 8xz) and shear stress ( 'txz) includes an enhancement factor E which is a function 

of the shear ( exz) and compression ( ez) strains accumulated in the ice, 

E xz = E (Exz ,Ez) A (T) 'txz3 (4.2.1) 

with the temperature dependent coefficient A(T) (see Section 4.3.2.2) describing 

the flow relationship at the minimum creep rate for isotropic ice. 

For initially isotropic ice the developing enhancement under continued constant 

shear stress is easily described as a function of the cumulative strain as discussed 

above. A slightly more complicated situation arises in ice sheets. 

The ice deformation in the upper part of an ice sheet is dominated by vertical 

compression while in the deeper parts the deformation is dominated by steadily 

increasing shear. Even though the ice sheet model dynamics neglects compressive 

stresses and are driven by horizontal shear stress ('txz), the dependence of crystal 

fabrics on the stress configuration and strain history must be taken into account, 

varying from development towards a fabric compatible with vertical compression 

in the upper regions to the development towards a fabric compatible with 

horizontal shear as the ice flows downwards and outwards. 

To address this complication, the enhancement factor E(Exz. Ez) is taken to be a 

function of the ratio of shear strain to compressive strain, r = ExJEz, rather than a 

function of the shear strain alone, as might be appropriate for a laboratory shear 

alone experiment starting with isotropic ice. This enables us to ensure that the 

enhancement factor is kept at unity until shear strain overtakes vertical 

compressive strain. In ice sheets this occurs at depths where the shear strain 

greatly exceeds 1 %, and while shear strain thereafter increases rapidly with depth, 

vertical compressive strain changes only slowly. Using the ratio of strains thus 

provides a convenient way to rescale the dependence on shear strain to ensure that 
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the developing enhancement of ice flow under sustained shear comes into play 

only once the shear compatible fabric has overwritten any compressive fabrics. 

This approach was based on the assumption that the shear flow of the ice whose 

fabric is vertical compatible with compression proceeds at the secondary 

minimum creep rate for isotropic ice under horizontal shear. This assumption has 

been used because of the absence of laboratory data on the shear deformation of 

ice with a fully developed small circle girdle fabric at the time the model was 

developed. Since then, these kinds of laboratory experiments have been carried 

out and the results do not completely support the above assumption. An improved 

model that will be described in the section 4.3 has taken this into account. 

Strain Ratio Enhancement Factor 

(Exz/Ez) (E) 

<1 1 

1-3 ( Exz / Cz ) l/log103 

3 -100 10 

100- 1000 1000 I ( Exz I Ez ) 

> 1000 1 

Table 4.1. Enhancement factor E( Bx/eJ as a function of the ratio of 
horizontal shear strain ( exJ to vertical compressive strain ( eJ. 

In this initial study a simple parameterisation for the enhancement factor E as a 

function of the shear strain to the compressive strain has been used. The 

enhancement factor E(Exz/Ez) displayed in Table 4.1 increases from 1 to a 

maximum of 10 (adopted from laboratory results for shear) as the ratio of shear 

strain to compressive strain increases from 1 to 3 and is kept unchanged until the 

strain ratio r reaches 100. Russell-Head and Budd (1979) observed that very near 
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the base of the ice sheet the shear strain rate can fall to low values. This decline 

may owe something to disruption of shear compatible fabrics due to the influence 

of varying longitudinal stresses which would reduce the enhancement factor, but 

may also involve a decrease in shear stress and not be solely due to 

crystallographic effects. It may reflect relatively stagnant or obstructed ice below 

the highest shear zone, which may be related to the large-scale bedrock roughness 

which in general might not be well defined by ice thickness sounding. 

Accordingly in this model it was decided not to carry the enhancement of ·shear 

flow all the way to the local mean bedrock, and for the preliminary study a 

reduction in the enhancement factor commenced once the strain ratio exceeded 

100 and enhancement was progressively returned to unity as the strain ratio 

increases from 100 to 1000. This prescription is somewhat arbitrary but is 

motivated by the idea that a high shear layer may form some distance above the 

large scale average bedrock in real ice sheets, where the shear may be relatively 

undisturbed by the influence of irregular bedrock topography peaks and the 

corresponding induced local longitudinal stresses on the flow. As we see that the 

major effects of this treatment of enhancement are a rapid increase in strain-rate 

where enhancement sets in, and then nearer the bedrock a competition between 

decreasing enhancement and the rising influence of higher temperatures. In other 

studies the parameterisation of the reduction of enhancement near the base of the 

ice sheet has also been investigated as a function of distance from the bedrock. 

The vertical length scale for such a reduction in enhancement (perhaps as a proxy 

for reducing shear stress) should presumably be characteristic of the amplitude of 

those bedrock undulations which occur within a horizontal distance corresponding 

to the assumptions of the shallow ice approximation, rather like a smoothing 

envelope over the bedrock bumps with a length scale of several ice thicknesses. 

An example (see Figure 6.3) showing the reduction in local shear stress near the 

bed for ice flow over irregular bedrock near Cape Folger was given by Budd and 

Jacka (1989), from results of a finite element model study by Budd and Rowden

Rich (1985). 

These preliminary model studies revealed that for temperature dependent ice 

rheology the shear strain overtakes the compressive strain at compressive strains 
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which are often in excess of 50%. With the benefit of hindsight it may be that in 

such circumstances full enhancement would be reached even more rapidly than as 

described by the parameterization in Table 4.1. This preliminary model already 

showed that enhancement develops over a relatively narrow transition zone, 

indicating that even a conservative estimate of the shear needed to establish a fully 

developed compatible anisotropic crystal fabric produces striking modifications to 

strain rate profiles. 

4.3. The Model Assumptions and Description 

fu the preliminary study (Section 4.2) a simple dependence of enhancement of the 

shear flow on ice flow history was introduced, through the ratio of shear strain to 

compression strain, giving enhanced shear flow (compared to minimum creep 

rates) only after the shear strain becomes substantially dominant. Recent 

experiments have shown that when horizontal shear stress is applied to ice which 

has a fabric compatible with vertical compression (i.e. small circle girdle pattern), 

the secondary shear flow is already - 2.5 times faster than minimum strain-rates 

for isotropic ice (Li and Jacka, 1998; see Figure 3.4b). This indicates that for 

shear the fabric which is compatible with compression is an easier glide crystal 

orientation fabric than the uniform distribution and this pattern facilitates 

enhanced flow by a factor of 2.5 over the minimum flow rate for a random fabric. 

This result implies that there is a delay of enhancement in the scheme prescribed 

for the preliminary model (Section 4.2). 

Here the model is improved by the use of a different enhancement scheme which 

is more directly linked to the laboratory experiments of Li and others (1996) 

involving combined shear and compression stresses. fu this steady state dynamic 

and thermodynamic flow line model, the basic assumption of the treatment of 

enhanced flow is that ice is always in tertiary flow, with the ice crystal fabric 

always compatible with the current stress configuration. This assumption ignores 

any delay in the crystal fabric responding (becoming compatible with) the in situ 

applied stresses. It therefore represents the most rapid response possible of flow 

enhancement to stress conditions. The laboratory experiments indicate that 
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increasements of about 10% strain are enough to establish a close approximation 

to a compatible fabric in tertiary flow from a prior configuration (Budd and Jacka 

1989; Li and others, 1996; Li and Jacka, 1998). The combination of stresses in an 

ice sheet in general varies from compression dominated in the upper part of ice 

sheet to shear dominated in the deeper parts. Since this model involves the 

relative magnitudes of shear and compression stresses, the influence of the 

compressive stress on shear strain rates has been also included by retaining the 

octahedral stress in the shear component of the flow relations. This has a direct 

influence on the shear strain rates in the upper regions of the ice sheet. 

This is the form of the anisotropic flow model that is applied to two different 

flow lines (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), one borehole drilling site (Chapter 5) and in 

a trial application to a model of the whole Antarctic ice sheet in Chapter 9 in this 

thesis. 

4.3.1. Stress Configurations and Driving Stress 

In this flow line model an initial assumption is made to consider flow entirely 

constrained to a vertical section in steady state balance. In this case it is assumed 

that 

(4.3.1.1) 

and 

(4.3.1.2) 

where x is in the line of flow and z in vertical. The model would be readily 

generalised to include a prescribed transverse extension with f.Y * 0. For the 

present version the corresponding stress configuration is shown in Figure 4.1 

(companied with laboratory experiment case), so that the laboratory results (Li and 

others, 1996) can be directly used in this model, even though they addressed the 

converse case of f.x = 0 and f.Y = -ez in the experiments. 
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In the model 
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the stress corifigurations in the model (left 
side) and laboratory experiment (right side) under confined 
combination of compression (a) and shear ( T) stresses. Also shown 
are the stress tensor ( <J'ij), hydrostatic pressure (P), stress deviator 
tensor (Sij) and octahedral stress ( i-0 ). 
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Then the equations of motion (Appendix I) reduce to 

a't'xz acrz --+-=-pg 
ax az 

(4.3.1.3) 

(4.3.1.4) 

(4.3.1.5) 

in a Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 4.5) with the x-y plane parallel to the 

geoid and the z-axis pointing vertically upwards (z=O at sea level, z=E at surface 

and z=B at bed). 

The relation between stress (<Ji) and deviatoric stress (Si) is 

i = x, y, z (4.3.1.6) 

where the hydrostatic pressure is given by 

Pzp g(E-z) , 

where Eis the surface elevation (4.3.1.7) 

p is the density of ice and g the acceleration due to gravity. 

Replacing stresses with stress deviators, Equations (4.3.1.3), (4.3.1.4) and 

(4.3.1.5) become 

aP =O 
ay 

a 't'xz a sz a p 
-- +--+-=-pg 

ax az az 

(4.3.1.8) 

(4.3.1.9) 

(4.3.1.10) 

Integration of Equation (4.3.1.10) from the surface, E, to a depth, z, gives 

-P(z)= f C-pg- ()Sz - a't'xz )dz=-pg(E-z)-Ja't'xz dz-SzlE (4.3.1.11) 
az ax ax z 

z z 
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substituting (4.3.1.11) into (4.3.1.8) and integrating again from the surface to z 

yields 

a E EE a2 "C as (E) 
"Cxz = P g-(E-z) + J f----f-dz'dz + z (E-z). 

a x z z' dx dx 
(4.3.1.12) 

In the above equation, the second and third terms on the right hand side are 

considered smaller compared with the first term. The se~ond term on the right 

(Budd, 1970a; 1971; 1975) may be termed the variational stress since it 

represents the resistance of the ice to a varying stress gradient in the line of 

motion. It is usually associated with curved particle paths. For slowly varying 

stresses or long wave fluctuations it becomes negligible (irrespective of the 

magnitude of 'txz) but for short-wave fluctuations it becomes very important. 

Budd ( 1968) indicated that for variations of wavelength about four times the ice 

thickness or shorter this term should be considered. 

By neglecting the last two terms in Equation (4.3.1.12) the shear stress as the 

driving stress in the model is then calculated in 

"Cxz = pga(E- z) (4.3.1.13) 

where eds the surface slope. Equation (4.3.1.13) implies that the large scale 

smoothed ice flow is driven primarily by large scale gradients in the surface 

elevation. If the surface were to be perfectly horizontal, there would be no large 

scale driving force and hence no ice flow without longitudinal stresses, but this is 

not generally the case in natural ice sheets. 

4.3.2. The Flow Relations 

In the model that is the main focus of this thesis the flow law is based directly on 

the laboratory experiments by Li and others (1996), discussed in Section 3.3.2. 

Those experiments, involving combined shear and confined compression stresses, 

showed an anisotropic rheology which they summarised by a flow relation, 

expressed in tenp.s of octahedral values of stress and strain-rate, for the strain-rate 

in tertiary creep f: 0 : 
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(4.3.2.1) 

involving an enhancement factor EO"c) which is a function of the compression 

fraction (Ac) and the temperature dependent flow coefficient A
0 
(T) that describes 

the octahedral minimum creep rate. The compression fraction is defined as the 

function of shear stress ('txz) and compressive stress deviator (Sz) in 

(4.3.2.2) 

Once the isotropic condition implicit in Glen's flow law no longer applies, a 

single relation between the octahedral stresses and strain-rates no longer suffices 

to describe the flow law. For our model, we consider the flow relations for 

components of shear and compression as follows 

(4.3.2.3) 

(4.3.2.4) 

where G(Ac) and F(Ac) are enhancement factors of shear and compression 

component, respectively. 

The octahedral shear stress is taken as 

(4.3.2.5) 

on the assumption made in Section 4.3.1 that the ice flow corresponds to a 

confined vertical compression stress combined with a horizontal shear stress. 

While it is assumed 'txz = pga.(E- z), Sz is not defined and so Ac is related to the 

strain rates by taken the ratio of (4.3.2.3) to (4.3.2.4) 

(4.3.2.6) 

Using Equations (4.3.2.3) and (4.3.2.4) to obtain an expression for 't
0 

which is 

substituted back into Equation (4.3.2.3) yields a cubic equation for the shear strain 
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(4.3.2.7) 

in terms of the compression fraction Ac, the shear stress 'txz and the vertical strain 

rate sz. This equation can be solved iteratively (Section 4.3.3) for the shear strain 

rate s xz , which can be integrated to provide the horizontal velocity in the usual 

way (see Section 4.4.3). The vertical strain-rates can be calculated from the 

horizontal velocities using the incompressibility of ice. From Equations (4.3.2.3) 

and (4.3.2.4) G(Ac) approaches E(AJ as Ac tends to zero, while F(Ac) 

approaches E(Ac) as Ac tends to one. When the shear strain rate is much larger 

than the compression strain rate, Equation 4.3.2.7 simplifies to the usual relation 

(4.3.2.8) 

where G(A.c) then corresponds to the enhancement for shear alone. 
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AC 

Figure 4.2. The ratio of enhancement factors in the shear component 
(G(A.c)) to the compression component (F(A.c)) is plotted as a function 
of the compression fraction (Ac)· (The data come from Li and Jacka, 
personal communication). 
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The results of laboratory combined stress experiments (Li and Jacka, personal 

communication) for individual components of the stress and strain-rate tensors, 

show that the ratio G(A.c )/F(A.c) is of order unity (Figure 4.2). There appears to be 

a gradual trend for the ratio G(A.JIF(A.c) to fall slowly as shear dominance 

increases, but this is not important in determining the shear strain rate. 

Accordingly for the present model we simplified Equation 4.3.2.6 by taking 

G(A.c) = F(A.c) = E(A.c) to obtain 

(4.3.2.9) 

and used the parameterisation of Li and others (1996) for E(A.c) described in next 

section. 

4.3.2.1. Enhancement Factor Derived from Laboratory Experiments 

The enhancement factor for shear G(A.c) and compression F(A.c) are simplified to 

be equal to E(A.c) in this model. Li and others (1996) described the way the 

enhancement factor for e 
0 

in tertiary flow varies between Es and Ee, the 

respective enhancement factors for shear or compression alone, (they took Es = 10 

andEc = 3) by 

(4.3.2.10) 

in terms of the compression fraction Ac, which is defined in Equation 4.3.2.2 and 

can be calculated from shear ( axz) and compressive ( ez) strain rates as 

(4.3.2.11) 

The compression fraction varies from 1 to 0 as the stress situation varies from 

purely confined compression (shear stress 'txz = 0) to simple shear (compressive 

deviatoric stress Sz = 0 ). 
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In the calculations presented in the remaining Chapters of this thesis, the form of 

the enhancement factor, E(A.c), suggested by Li and others (1996) (4.3.2.10) above 

was retained with Ec=3, but taking E5=6. This reduction in the maximum 

enhancement of shear strain rates is based on the studies of the DSS borehole 

(Chapter 5) and Law Dome flow line (Chapter 6). It reflects the remaining 

uncertainty as to how representative the laboratory enhancement results are for 

flow under the stress levels encountered in ice sheets as discussed in Chapter 3. 

The model applications made for Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 showed that by taking 

the enhancement varying from 3 to 6 the modeled shear strain rate profiles have a 

good match with the borehole strain-rate measurements (Figure 5.1 l(a) and Figure 

6.7) and the modeled temperature profiles (Figure 6.6, the basal geothermal heat 

flux gradient is 0.035 K m-1
) showed better agreement with the borehole 

measurements than the calculations made (not presented in the thesis for reasons 

of space) taking enhancement varying from 3 to 10 and the basal geothermal heat 

flux gradient of 0.02 K m-1
• The higher basal geothermal heat flux gradient of 

0.035 K m-1 was chosen for the flow line calculations presented, based on the 

borehole measurements (see Table 3.1) and it led to better agreement using a 

lower enhancement (see Equation 4.3.2.9). 

4.3.2.2. Enhancement Factor based on Ice History 

For comparison, the enhancement factor E( Exz/Ez) from the preliminary studies 

mentioned in Section 4.2 and displayed in Table 4.1, containing the history of the 

ice, is also employed in place of E(A.c) in Equation ( 4.3 .2.9) in the study of the 

Law Dome flow line in Chapter 6. In that set of calculations E(Ex:JEz) is calculated 

using Table 4.1, with Exz/Ez being evaluated along the flow trajectories. For this 

work the original range of enhancements from the preliminary model was 

retained, increasing from 1 to a maximum of 10 (adopted from laboratory results 

for shear) as the ratio of shear strain (Exz) to compressive strain (Ez) increases from 

1 to 3. As well as exploring possible differences in the onset of enhancement these 

parallel calculations also provide a comparison using a higher maximum 

enhancement factor. Unlike the preliminary studies (Wang and Warner 1998) the 

final two rows of Table 4.1 are not required as the modelling in Chapter 6 
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involves a different approach to the possible reduction of enhancement near the 

base of the ice sheet. 

4.3.2.3. Temperature Dependent Parameters 

The temperature dependent coefficient A(T) (Table 4.2) is based on laboratory 

experiments (corresponding to the octahedral shear stress of 0.1 MPa) summarised 

by Budd and Jacka (1989). In our model this table was used to interpolate A(T) 

using logarithmically. The values of octahedral (A0 ) and simple shear (Axz) have 

the relation (Budd and Jacka, 1989) of 

(4.3.2.12) 

Temperature 

( oc) 0 -1 -2 -5 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 

Axz 2.94 1.43 8.62 3.15 1.09 2.70 7.57 1.68 3.15 

(bar-3 yr-1) x 10-1 x 10-1 x 10-2 x 10-2 x 10-2 x 10-3 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 

Ao 4.41 2.15 12.93 4.73 1.64 4.05 11.36 2.52 4.73 

(bar-3 yr-1) x 10-1 x 10-1 x 10-2 x 10-2 x 10-2 x 10-3 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 

Table 4.2. Temperature dependent coefficient values of octahedral 
(A0 ) and simple shear (Axz) component. 

According to Arrhenius relation (Paterson, 1994) the value of A(T) varies with 

temperature (T) as 

A(T) =A' exp(-_g_), 
RT 
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where A' is independent of temperature, R is the gas constant (8.314 J mor1 K1), 

Q the activation energy for creep. With the following values for A' and Q 

(Huybrechts, 1992): 

T <-10 °C 

T ~-10 °C 

A' =l.14x10-5 pa-3 yf1 

A' =5.47x1010 pa-3 yr-1 

Q=60 kJ mor1 

Q=139 kJ mor1
, 

the values of A(T) are plotted in Figure 4.3 together with the values of Axz(T) used 

in our model. Figure 4.3 shows little difference between these two sets of data 

which has also been indicated by Huybrechts (1992, Figure 4.3). 

-5'--~~...._~~--L-~~--'-~~--'-~~--' 

-50 -.+O -30 -20 -10 0 

Temperature ( C) 

Figure 4.3. Comparison of the temperature dependent coefficient 
values from the Arrhenius relation (Equation 4.3.2.12) indicated by 
the symbol ( *) and from the laboratory experiments (AxJ used in our 
model indicated by the symbol ( o ). 

4.3.3. Iterative Process 

In this model the strain-rates are determined by solving Equation (4.3.2.8) through 

an iterative process (Figure 4.4). The steady state temperature distribution in the 
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ice sheet and the enhancement factor distribution were treated alternately. For 

fixed enhancement factors (E(Ac)), the heat equation was solved for the steady 

state temperature distribution (Section 4.4.8). This temperature distribution was 

then used to calculate new shear strain-rates and so update the velocities (see 

Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4). New temperatures were calculated and this process was 

repeated until the temper"ature distribution converged. For a fixed temperature 

distribution (A0 (T)), the enhancement factors were determined using the 

compression fractions (Ac) calculated in terms of shear and compressive strain 

rates. This enhancement factor distribution was then used to calculate new shear 

strain-rates. The horizontal velocities were then updated and new vertical strain

rates determined, allowing an updating of the enhancement factor. 

4.3.4. Bedrock Treatment 

Two major complications must be addressed in extending the results of laboratory 

ice deformation experiments to the quantitative description of ice flow in ice 

sheets. The first is the development of anisotropic crystal fabrics with increasing 

strain, in response to applied stresses. The second is that the nature of flow in the 

regions near the base of ice sheets is rather uncertain, even though it is in this part 

of the ice column that ice sheet models typically develop much of the horizontal 

deformation velocity. In basal layers, where ice is usually at its warmest and 

deformation rates can be large, any deviations from the usual presumption of 

increasing shear stress with depth produce large increases in the computed shear 

strain-rate and consequently of horizontal velocity. 

In this project a concept of an envelope topography, smoothing over the higher 

frequency bedrock roughness, will be used. This is based on the combination of 

observations, from boreholes and radar echo sounding, showing relatively smooth 

and continuous high shear layers with the appearance of enveloping over the 

rough bedrock features. The appropriate spatial scales for the representation of 

this smoothing in the model require further examination. 

Longitudinal averaging of surface slopes and ice thickness could be done 

following the approach of Kamb and Echelmeyer (19~6) however the simpler 
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methods employed here are more appropriate because of the uncertainties 

associated with bedrock variations across the flow direction 
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Figure 4.4. The model structure. 
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4.4. Numerical Methods and Calculations 

4.4.1. Relative ~-Coordinate 

Figure 4.5 represents the profile of typical ice flow line with z directed vertically 

upward from sea level, x directed horizontally along the flow line in the divide of 

flow, and y is directed horizontally in the transverse direction. 

y 

z 

pg 

Distance 

Figure 4.5. The profile of an ice flow line. z (or Q is vertically 
upward (or downward), x horizontally along the flow line from the 
divide, and y horizontally in the transverse direction. Z is the depth 
from the suiface. a and /3 are suiface and bedrock slopes. p is the ice 
density and g gravitational acceleration. Nz is the total number of the 
vertical evenly spaced bands. Fin and Fout are fluxes. Mis the net of 
accumulation and ablation. 

To solve the heat equation the derivatives will be replaced by finite differences 

and the integrations by discrete sums (see Section 4.4.2 in details). This will 

introduce various errors into the calculations, as the upper and lower boundaries 
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of the ice will generally not coincide with grid points. This problem may be 

reasonably overcome by transforming the vertical coordinate z to a new vertical 

coordinate t;. 

The relation between z and t; is 

E-z 
t; = -- or z = E - t; D 

D 

and 

a t; 1 
-=--az D 

(4.4.1.1) 

(4.4.1.2) 

where D=E-B is the ice thickness, Eis the surface elevation, and Bis the bedrock 

elevation. t; is dimensionless and varies from 0 at surface (z = E) to 1 at the base 

of the ice (z = B). The transformation of an orthogonal system (x, y, z, t) into a 

non-orthogonal system (x, y, t;, t) was introduced to ice sheet modelling (Budd 

and others, 1971; Jenssen, 1977; Funk and others, 1994) based on analogy to the 

a-coordinate system developed by Phillips (1957) for numerical weather 

forecasting. 

The partial derivatives of a scalar dependent variable Sin (x, y, z, t) system and in 

(x, y, t;, t) system have the general relations (see e.g. Haltiner and Williams, 1980) 

asl =as at; 
dZ z at; az 

1 as 
=---

D at; 

1 as 

r = x, y, or t (4.4.1.3) 

(4.4.1.4) 

(4.4.1.5) 
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where the subscript z and s denote (x, y, z, t) system and (x, y, s, t) system 

respectively. 

Using the two-dimensional divergence 

(4.4.1.6) 

Equation 4.4.1.3 can be written as 

v s = v s - as as v z 
z ~ as az ~ 

(4.4.1.7) 

or 

- - - - av as V ·V=V ·V---·V z 
z s as az s 

- - 1 av =V ·V+--·V (E-rD) 
s Dass ':> 

(4.4.1.8) 

for a vector dependent variable V in the x, y plane. 

When r = t, the result is 

(4.4.1.9) 

the total derivative ins-coordinates is 

(4.4.1.10) 

where V is the horizontal velocity henceforth, 

ds 
CO=-

dt 
(4.4.1.11) 

is the vertical velocity in the s system and S can be a scalar or a vector. 

In the (x, y, s, t) system, velocity and temperature are calculated at the levels 

formed by dividing the ice thickness into certain bands. These bands could be 
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divided evenly (e.g. Budd and others, 1971; Jenssen, 1977; Mavrakis, 1992) or 

unevenly with higher concentration towards the base of the ice (Huybrechts, 

1992). 100 evenly spaced bands are used in the model described here. 

4.4.2. Finite Difference Method and Staggered Grid Points 

In the model, partial differential equations are solved using the finite-difference 

method. A staggered grid finite-difference scheme in the s-coordinate system is 

employed (MacAyeal, 1996). 

Considering a rectangular domain in x, s space, where i, j denote the index 

numbers of a grid point with Nx, Nl the total number along the respective axes, the 

variables calculated at the grid points are shown in Figure 4.6. 
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X Exz,Exz,Ez,E 

Scheme a Scheme b 

• Vz OVz 
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Figure 4.6. Staggered grid points, showing the locations of the values 
of horizantal (Vx) and vertical (Vy) velocities, shear ( exz) and 

compressive ( Ez) strain rates, shear ( Exz) and compressive ( Ez) 

strains, enhancement factor (E), and temperature (T). Scheme a and 
scheme b means Vz and E.z are calculated by the longitudinal strain 
rates and by the shape function approaches, respectively (see Section 
4.4.4 ). i and j denote the index numbers of a grid point. Nx and Nz 
are the total numbers of the grid points in the horizantal and vertical 
directions. 
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4.4.3. Horizontal Velocity 

Since the movement of the ice sheet is caused by internal deformation of ice and 

basal sliding over bedrock, the horizontal velocity (U) along the flow direction for 

grounded ice consists of two components, i.e. an internal deformational part (V1) 

and a basal sliding (Vs), as 

U=VI + v .. (4.4.3.1) 

The sliding is expected only where the basal ice is at or near the melting point. In 

the case of the basal ice frozen on bedrock where the basal temperature is lower 

than pressure melting point, there is no sliding at the base of the ice so that the 

horizontal velocity is equal to the internal ice velocity, as given in section 4.4.3.1. 

The sliding velocity formulation is given in section 4.4.3.2. 

4.4.3.1. Internal Velocity 

From the relations between the strain rate and velocity components (Section 

2.2.2.1), we have 

. _ _!_(dVx dVz) 
8 xz - 2 dz + dx ' (4.4.3.2) 

where sxz is the shear strain rate determined from the flow law (Section 4.3), V x is 

the horizontal velocity along the flow direction and V z is the vertical velocity. 

Here, V x is the internal velocity (V1) which is a function of depth with a maximum 

value at the surface and zero at the bedrock. The second term on the right hand of 

Equation 4.4.3.2 is usually neglected by assuming'dVz/dx << dVx/az, i.e. that 

horizontal variations in the profile of the vertical velocity are small. For a given 

shear strain rate the internal velocity at any depth is hear computed by integrating 

Equation 4.4.3.2 with respect to z, 

(4.4.3.3) 

where 

dz = dCE-sD) = -Dds, (4.4.3.4) 
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4.4.3.2. Sliding Velocity 

When the temperature of the basal layers reaches the melting point, basal melt 

water is formed and basal sliding may occur. The sliding law - the relation 

between basal velocity, shear stress, water pressure, and the characteristics of the 

bedrock - is the basal boundary condition in the analysis of the flow of glaciers (or 

ice sheets) with the basal ice at melting point. Establishing a sliding law is one of 

the major current unsolved problems in glacier physics (Paterson, 1994). 

Since Hopkins (1845, 1849) first studied steady sliding velocities as a function of 

slope, many attempts have ~een made to derive sliding velocities from various 

geometric aspects of glaciers and ice sheets (e.g. Weertman, 1964; Budd, 1976; 

Budd and others, 1979,1984; Lliboutry, 1979, 1987; Bindschadler, 1983) 

The form of the empirical equation used in the model described here is adopted 

from Budd and others (1984). The basal sliding velocity (Vs) is 

(4.4.3.5) 

where as is a constant dependant mainly on bed roughness and taken here as 

0.32x103 m3 bar-1 a-1 (Note: it is 5x103 in Budd's model for West Antarctica) for 

matching the observations from Law Dome, East Antarctica (see Chapter 6), 'tb 

(=pgaD) is the basal shear stress, and n* is ice thickness above buoyancy and is 

determined by 

D* =E-aD+b, (4.4.3.6) 

with 

a = 1- p ice and b = -P p •ce 
Psea Psea 

herep,ce (= 885 kg m-3
) is the density of floating ice, Psea (= 1027 kg m-3

) is the 

density of sea water, and P(=20 m) is a factor used to account for the surface firn 

layer of lower density so that the surface elevation for the equivalent solid ice 

thickness is reduced by P. In hindsight it should be noted that the lower density 

for floating ice (from Jenssen, 1988) includes the effect of the firn which is 
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accounted for by the 20m adjustment. However since floating ice has not been 

treated here this correction is not relevant to the present context. 

4.4.4. Vertical Strain Rate and Velocities 

Two approaches to calculating vertical strain rate and velocities in terms of 

horizontal velocity were explored in this project: (a) the direct approach from the 

longitudinal strain rates using incompressibility and (b) from an approximation 

combinating incompressibility and continuity, using the shape function from the 

horizontal velocity profile. The latter scheme is based on the assumption that the 

shape of the horizontal-velocity/depth profile varies only slowly with x. This 

section will describe the vertical strain rate ( 8z) and the vertical velocities in z-

coordinates (W) and in l;-coordinates (c:o) calculated from both approaches. 

If U, V and Ware the velocities for the x, y and z directions, respectively, the 

incompressibility of ice gives: 

au av aw . 
-+-+-=0 or 8x +8y +8z =0. 
ax ay az 

The definition of the vertical velocity in the z-coordinate is 

W=dz' 
dt 

(4.4.4.1) 

(4.4.4.2) 

using equations (4.4.1.1) and (4.4.1.10) to transform it to the l;-coordinate system 

and considering U is the only horizontal velocity component in this flow line 

model: 

dzl azl - - az W=- =- +V·Vi;z+ro-
dt z at 1; as 

(4.4.4.3) 
an a 

=-(1-s)+ U-(E-sD)-roD 
at ax 

where co= ds is called relative vertical velocity in ~ - coordinates. V 1; is a two 
dt 

dimensional del operator in the (x, y, l;, t) system and is expressed in Equation 
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(4.4.1.6). (Here dE = dD is assumed by neglecting the change of bedrock 
dt dt 

elevation with time). 

Taking the derivative of the vertical velocity W (Equation (4.4.4.3)) with depth z 

yields the vertical strain rate as: 

(4.4.4.4) 

Therefore, among these three variables of W, co and f: z , if any of them is known, 

the other two can be obtained from equations (4.4.4.3) and (4.4.4.4). 

( a ) From the longitudinal strain rates 

Using this approach, the vertical strain rate f:zis computed from the longitudinal 

strain rates first and then vertical velocities W and ro are calculated in tum. 

In the model, one of the flow conditions (Section 4.3 .1) is f: Y = 0 . This condition 

combined with incompressibility (4.4.4.1) implies f:z = -f:x, i.e. 

(4.4.4.5) 

reflecting the non-orthogonal nature of the l;-coordinate system. 

The vertical velocity W can be obtained by integrating f:z through the whole 

column 

z ~ 

W = J f:zdz =-DJ f:z Cs) ds (4.4.4.6) 
bed I 

with the boundary condition of zero vertical velocity at the bed (no basal sliding). 

If there is basal sliding, then there should be horizontal at vertical components of 

basal sliding velocity related by the bedrock slope. Basal melting would also 

produce a small downward velocity to the ice at the bedrock. Then ro can be 

obtained from Equation (4.4.4.3). 

( b ) From the shape function 
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As mentioned above this approach is based on an assumption that the shape of the 

horizontal-velocity/depth profile varies only slowly with x. Using this· approach 

(Budd and Jenssen, 1989; Mavrakis, 1992), rois computed first and then Wand 

f.z in tum. This approximate approach is especially advantageous for column 

profile calculations, for example, it is used for the nss borehole studies (Chapter 

5). The process is described below. 

It is assumed that the horizontal velocity (U) can be expressed as 

(4.4.4.7) 

where U is the average horizontal velocity in the column 

l surface 1 

U = - J U(z) ldzl or U = J U(S) ld~I, 
D bed o 

(4.4.4.8) 

and 'I' is a function of depth which gives the shape of the horizontal velocity curve 

as a function of the relative depth s . It is assumed that 'I' changes only slowly 

from one column to another so a,v/ax is close to zero (at the bedrock and ice 

surface it is exactly zero) and so in s-coordinates 

(4.4.4.9) 

The continuity equation for the evolution of the thickness n of the ice column is 

an - -=-- + V ·(nV)=M 
at z 

(4.4.4.10) 

where M is net of accumulation and ablation, and Vis the column averaged 

horizontal velocity vector. For the flow line U is only the horizontal velocity 

component. Since this equation is independent of z (or s) the above equation is 

easily converted to s-coordinates for the model described here: 

an +~(DU)=M. 
at ax 

(4.4.4.11) 

By neglecting term av, the incompressibility equation (4.4.4.1) becomes 
ay 
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au' +awl =O 
ax z az z • 

(4.4.4.12) 

Converting it to the s-coordinate system, by utilising Equations (4.4.4.4) and 

(4.4.4.5), yields 

aul +_!_(an+ au l.._CE-sD)J+ aro =O 
ax i; D at as ax as 

(4.4.4.13) 

By introducing the shape function 'I' (Equation (4.4.4.7)) and the approximation 

( 4.4.4.9) the above equation becomes 

(4.4.4.14) 

Expanding l.._(DU) in Equation (4.4.4.11) to U an+ Dau and then substituting 
ax ax dx -

for dU from Equation (4.4.4.14): 
dx 

(4.4.4.15) 

Replacing s by ( 1-~) and integrating the above equation from bedrock (~=0) to the 

general~: 

1 dD Mu 
ro =-Cl-s-u)-+-

D dt D 
(4.4.4.16) 

where 

(4.4.4.17) 

Since the quantity 'I' may be computed from a flow law, u is also a determinable 

function of depth. This expression is particularly useful for steady state modelling 

where an1at = 0. 

Once ro is obtained from Equation ( 4.4.4.16), the vertical velocity W and vertical 

strain rate sz can be then computed using Equations (4.4.4.3) and (4.4.4.4). 
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4.4.5. Balance Flux and Balance Velocity 

The balance flux and balance velocity are calculated based on the assumption of a 

steady state balanced ice sheet and use the of the equation of continuity for a 

column: 

an - -
-+V·F=M. at (4.4.5.1) 

where Dis the ice thickness, Fthe total mass flux and M the net of accumulation 

and ablation (Budd and Warner, 1996) 

Under balance conditions (i.e. steady state) an is zero, then the divergence of at 
total mass flux must be equal to the net of accumulation and ablation. The flux 

divergence (Figure 4.3) is 

V . p = Fout - F:n 
~x 

(4.4.5.2) 

where Fout is the total mass outflow from any column of a flow line and Fm is the 

total mass inflow, ~x is the distance between these two columns. 

Balance flux can be expressed as: 

Fbal = F:n + M · ~X • (4.4.5.3) 

The corresponding balance velocity (representing a depth averaged velocity) is 

then simply Fbai /D. Using Equations 4.4.5.1 -4.4.5.3, the balance velocity is 

V 
_ F:n +M·~x 

bal -
D 

(4.4.5.4) 

Balance velocities are very useful in their own right. By comparing them with 

actual measured velocities a direct check can be made on the present state of 

balance, provided an estimate of the ratio of surface velocity to column average 

velocity i.e. 'Jl(s=O) can be made. 
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4.4.6. Particle Trajectory and Age 

Combined with the ages of the ice the trajectories give a clear picture of the 

history of the ice. The trajectories provide the means of relating the properties of 

the ice at a certain depth in an ice core to the source region and deposition time of 

that ice. The age horizons provide one possible interpretation for internal radar 

echoes and thereby evidence for or against unsteady changes undergone by the ice 

sheet in the past (Budd and others, 1982). 

From the definition of horizontal velocity ( U = dx ) and vertical velocity 
dt 

(W = dz) in (x, y, z, t) system, particle traJectories of the ice at the vertical depth 
dt 

below the surface, Z, at a certain distance Xj along the flow line are determined by 

Z(x.) = J W(x',z(x')) dx', 
1 U(x', z(x')) 

Xo 

(4.4.6.1) 

and the corresponding time needed for following the particle trajectory 

x, 1 
t (x. Z(x )) = J dx' . 

1
' 

1 U(x',Z(x')) 
Xo 

(4.4.6.2) 

These two'equations define the age of the ice anywhere in the ice sheet by 

following the particle trajectories from the surface. 

4.4. 7. Evolution of Compressive and Shear Strains 

In the model, accumulated compressive strain (Ez) and shear strain (Exz) are 

calculated following particle trajectories by 

(4.4.7.1) 

(4.4.7.2) 
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where Z(xi) is the vertical depth below the surface at a certain distance x1 along the 

flow line. 

Compressive strain calculated from Equation (4.4.7.2) is in fact an instantaneous 

strain (i.e. natural strain or logarithmic strain). In order to compare with the 

shear strain, the compressive strain is converted from the natural strain (Ez) to the 

actual strain (e
2 
')by (see Section 2.2.2.1) 

(4.4.7.3) 

ez' varies from 0 to 1. 

4.4.8. Temperature Distribution 

4.4.8.1. Equation of Heat Transfer in ~-coordinate System 

The full equation of heat transfer within an: ice sheet (see Appendix I) is 

dT k 2 1 - - f 
-=-V T+-Vk·v'T+-
ili pc pc pc 

(4.4.8.1) 

where dT is the change in temperature (T) with time (t) following the motion of 
dt 

ice, k the thermal conductivity, p the density of ice, c the specific heat for ice, and 

f is internal heating assumed to be mainly from shear deformation. 

Simplifications made in the above equation include the use of a constant density 

and the omission of melting and refreezing processes in the variable density fim 

layer. Furthermore, horizontal conduction in an ice sheet can be disregarded as 

temperature gradients in the horizontal directions are usually small compared to 

the vertical gradient (Mavrakis, 1989; 1992), thus VT (or V' 2T) can safely be 

()T {) 2T 
replaced by -;--(or--

2 
). In addition the thermal conductivity is assumed to be a 

oz dZ 

linear function of temperature, ~~ = k', so Equation 4.4.8.1 may be reduced to 

dT k a 2T 1 ok ( {)T )
2 

f 
dt =pc oz 2 +~{)T az +~. (4.4.8.2) 
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To convert it to the ~-coordinate system, according to (4.4.1.10) the left hand side 

becomes 

dTI aTI - - aT - =- +V·V,T+co-, 
dt z at , as 

(4.4.8.3) 

where V is the horizontal velocity vector {U, V}and OJ= ds is the vertical 
dt 

velocity in the s-coordinate. Using (4.4.1.4) and (4.4.1.5) the right hand side can 

be expressed in s-coordinate system as 

k a 
2
T i ak ( aT J2 

f 1 k a 
2
T 1 1 ak ( aT J2 

f 
pc az 2 

z +~ aT az z +~ z = D 2 pc ds 2 + D 2 pc aT as +pc, 

(4.4.8.4) 

The combination of (4.4.8.3) and (4.4.8.4) yields 

(4.4.8.5) 

Considering the steady state ( dT!dt = 0 ), the equation of heat transfer in the s

coordinate system used in the model is 

(4.4.8.6) 

This equation is based on the assumption of steady state temperature ( aT/at = 0) 

and a steady state ice mass ( antat = 0 ). In this equation, heat transfer is 

considered to result from vertical diffusion (first and second terms), horizontal 

and vertical advections (third and fourth terms), and internal deformation heating 

(fifth term). 

4.4.8.2. Boundary Conditions 

Two boundary conditions must be specified before equation 4.4.8.6 can be solved. 

(1). Upper boundary: 
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In the model applications (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), the temperature at the 

surface along the flow line is taken from observations. 

(2). Lower boundary: 

(i). Basal heating: 

At the base, the ice sheet gains heat from both the geothermal heat flux and sliding 

friction due to the motion of the column. These heat flux contributions can most 

easily be incorporated in the basal temperature gradient: 

aT[ = r + 'tb vs 
dZ g k 

b 

(4.4.8.7) 

where "(g is the geothermal heat flux expressed as a temperature gradient in the 

basal ice, 'tb is the basal shear stress, Vs the basal sliding velocity and k the 

thermal conductivity. 

(ii). Basal pressure melting point: 

At the base, the temperature cannot exceed the pressure melting point. If the 

temperature is at pressure melting point then either melting or freezing of existing 

melting water could be occur. In the model, this is treated by the condition that if 

melting or freezing occurs the base temperature is set to the pressure melting 

point. The pressure melting point (Tpmp) is given by (Paterson, 1994, p212) 

(4.4.8.8) 

where T0 = 273.16 K=0.01 °C is the triple-point temperature of water, 

W = 8.7x10·4 K m·1 and P z p g (E - z) is the hydrostatic pressure. This relation 

varies with the impurity (air) content and properties of the ice (Paterson, 1994; 

Budd and others, 1982). In the model, using the above relation the pressure 

melting point is calculated by taking the ice density of 918 kg m-3 and the 

gravitational acceleration of 9.8 lms-1and expressed in the units of °C as follows: 

Tvmv = -0.00087 (E - z) (4.4.8.9) 

where E is the surface elevation and z is the vertical coordinate for the ice above 

the bed in the ice sheet. 
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4.4.8.3. Solution of the Steady State Equation of Heat Transfer 

In this flow line model it is assumed f;Y = 0 (see section 4.3.1), thus the horizontal 

advection term ( V ·Vi;; T) in Equation 4.4.8.6 will be replaced by U oT , then ax 
Equation 4.4.8.6 can be written in 

where (see Mavrakis, 1992, appendix 4) 

specific heat: c = (2091+7.237T)x1015 m 2 
. yr·2

. 
0 C-1 

density of ice: p = 918 kg· m·3 

thermal conductivity: k = (700.3-3.345T)xl0 20 kg· m· yr-3
-

0.C-1 

k ' 
thermal diffusivity: K = - = 36.27 - 0.3996T m 2 

• yr.·1 

pc 

K'=-1 ok = 1 
pc oT 5.739+0.01986T 

(4.4.8.10) 

internal heating f is assumed mainly from shear deformation, so that it can be 

calculated from shear strain rate ( txz) and shear stress ( 'txz) as f = 2 txz 'txz, 

h F 
f 2'txzf;xz 

tus =-= . 
pc pc 

For any column of ice (except at the ice divide) the temperature distribution can 

be calculated from Equation 4.4.8.10 by .solving the following system linear 

equation for levels j=2, Nz-1: 

(4.4.8.11) 

where the subscript refers to points in the column: j=l at the ice surface and j = Nz 

at the bedrock, Nz is the number of vertical levels formed by dividing ice 

thickness into certain bands (see Section 4.4.1), and 

K 
a=---

(D ~s) 2 
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K' ro 
b- (T -T )--

- (2D ~~) 2 J+I J-1 2~S 

u 
c=-

~x 

d = _ F _ U TJupstream . 
~ 

The boundary conditions are: (1) at the surface, Tr=Tobservauon, (2) at the base, with 

a known base temperature gradient ~TI or the pressure melting temperature as 
dz N 

z 

appropriate. The final equation for the gradient boundary condition, the equation 

comes from the calculation of the basal temperature gradient using a three-point 

one-sided difference scheme in the s-coordinate: 

dT =-DdTI = 3TNZ -4TNZ-1 +TNZ-2. 

a~ Nz dz Nz 2~~ 
(4.4.8.12) 

Since K, K' and bare all functions of T, Equations 4.4.8.11-4.4.8.12 form a set of 

non-linear equations and so an iterative scheme (Appendix II) is used to reach the 

solutions of the temperature distribution. Because upwind differences for were 

used the horizontal advection of temperatur~, the solution of successive 

temperature profiles down the flow line simply draws on the knowledge of the 

previously calculated profiles. 
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Chapter 5 

AN ANALYSIS OF ANISOTROPIC ICE FLOW 

PROPERTIES AT THE DSS BOREHOLE, 

LAW DOME, ANTARCTICA 

5.1. Introduction 

An anisotropic ice flow model has been developed in this thesis in Chapter 4. The 

results from the applications of the model to two different flow lines in East -

Antarctica will be shown in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. In this Chapter, the 

anisotropic ice flow properties at the Dome Summit South (DSS) borehole near 

the summit of Law Dome, East Antarctica, will be studied by applying this model 

to one vertical column of ice. DSS is not only the deepest borehole (about 1200 m 

deep) drilled in Law Dome (see Section 3.2.1) but also one that has complete 

observations from the borehole along with physical and chemical results from ice 

core analyses. Based on these detailed data a further study of the ice flow 

properties at the DSS borehole provides information about the internal dynamics 

of ice in Law Dome. 

The borehole inclination measurements have shown reduced shear strain rates 

near the bedrock. It has been concluded here that this reduction cannot be entirely 

accounted for by the change in ice flow properties and therefore is probably due to 

the combination of both reduced shear stress, as a consequence of the influence of 

longitudinal stresses and reduced enhancement associated with the change from 

the strong shear fabrics to ice with fabrics less well aligned for shear. In the 
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applications of the model to the flow lines (Chapters 6 and 7), we do not know 

quantitatively how these different processes are responsible for this reduction in 

strain rate, so we experimented with the model by applying a more gradual 

"discount" (reduction) directly to the shear strain rates in the lower levels to 

produce a match to the observed surface velocities. This is because the observed 

surface velocity varies very smoothly over the domain whereas the ice thickness 

and bedrock elevations vary greatly. This means that this high variability near the 

base is accommodated primarily below the high shear zone. In this Chapter a 

quantitati~e account of the reduced enhancements and shear stresses near the bed 

of the borehole are examined. 

5.2. Background for the DSS Borehole 

5.2.1. Law Dome Summit and DSS Ice Core Drilling 

After 20 years of drilling and analysis of ice cores up to 500 m depth in Law 

Dome, a 1200 m deep ice core - Dome Summit South (DSS) - was drilled at a 

location 4.6 km South-Southwest of the summit of Dome (Figure 5.1) during 

1987-1993 summer seasons by Australia National Antarctic Research Expeditions 

(AN ARE). 

The drilling site was selected to give optimum conditions for a detailed study of 

climatic and other changes which might have occurred over at least the last 25000 

years and possible interrelations between those changes. Law Dome Summit is a 

region of near zero horizontal ice flow where the basal ice has an age now thought 

to be in excess of 100,000 years. An ice core from the surface to bedrock at Law 

Dome summit can therefore provide data on the history of the ice sheet and 

climatic changes over this time period (Hamley and others, 1986; Etheridge, 1990; 

Morgan and others, 1997). 
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116° 
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1 0° 112° 

500 
114° 1 6° 

Figure 5.1. Location map of the DSS borehole on Law Dome showing 
Glaciological data. Swface elevation contours are light lines. 
Accumulation contours in kg m-2 are the heavier lines. Measured 
surface velocities are indicated by arrows of scale length. The Dome 
Summit survey grid is centred onAOOJ. (modified from Morgan and 
others, 1997). 

To enable the selection of the DSS drilling site. a detailed bedrock and surface 

topographic survey was conducted over an area of 100 km~ with 1 km grid spacing 

centred on AOO 1 at Law Dome summit. The survey grids (Morgan, personal 
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communication) including later extensive work are shown in Figure 5.2 by the 

array of small dots (excluding those encircled). 

-E -...c 
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0 :z: 
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1.8 2 2.2 

x 1 of 

Figure 5.2. The Law Dome Summit survey grid with indications of 
the Dome Summit AOOJ and the DSS borehole. (data from Morgan, 
personal communication). 

Here, for the convenience of calculation, the missing points in the survey grids in 

Figure 5 .2 were interpolated from their eight neighbouring points and are 

indicated in Figure 5.2 by the symbols of dots with a ring. Then the grids within 
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the dashed line box were further interpolated onto an even spaced grid (north

south - east-west) with 125 m interval grid spacing. 

Figure 5.3 shows contour maps of surface elevation (a), bedrock elevation (b), ice 

thickness ( c ), surface slope ( d) and bedrock slope ( e ), calculated from on the 

evenly spaced grids within the dashed line box in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.3. The colour maps with contours of surface elevation (a), 
bedrock elevation (b), ice thickness (c), surface slope (d) and bedrock 
slope (e), calculated based on the even spacing grids within the 
dashed line box in Figure 5.2. For (d) and (e), the colour map is in log 
scale. (re-gridded from data of surface elevation, bedrock elevation 
and ice thickness from Morgan, personal communication). 
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Figure 5.3. (continued) 
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Figure 5.3. (continued) 
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The flow lines in the Law Dome Summit area (inside of dashed line box in Figure 

5.2) were generated (Figure 5.4) on the assumption that ice flows downhill in the 

direction perpendicular to the surface elevation contours using the more smoothed 

surface elevation (also shown in Figure 5.4) with the 125 m even spacing grids. 

Figure 5.4 shows a region of ice flow divergence near the DSS site, indicating that 

any study of the flow line from the Dome Summit towards the DSS site needs to 

take transverse flow into account. 
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Figure 5.4. The flow lines in the Law Dome Summit area. Also shown 
are the smoothed surface elevation contours. 
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The aim of the drilling at DSS was to exploit the special characteristics of Law 

Dome summit area, i.e. low surface temperature and high accumulation rate near 

an ice divide, to obtain a high-resolution ice core for climatic/environmental 

studies of the Holocene and the changes from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). 

Using Radar Echo Sounding (RES) to identify areas where laminar within-ice 

echoes extended to the greatest depth, the DSS site was selected to be near to the 

summit (and ice divide) but in an area of relatively level bedrock as shown in 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 

DSS 
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Figure S.S. A "wire mesh" perspective view of the surface and 
bedrock topography in the Law Dome Summit area (inside of the 
dashed line box in Figure 5.2) with locations of the sites of the Dome 
Summit AOOJ and the DSS borehole, is drawn based on the evenly 
spaced grid. 
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Ice sheet 
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Timing 
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Bedrock ....... 

DSS A001 

Figure 5.6.Radar Echo Sounding (RES) profile from the DSS borehole 
on the left going upstream to the Law Dome Summit AOOJ. (from 
Morgan and others, 1997). Note that the lowest strong internal echo 
from the R.E.S. corresponds to the maximum shear layer observed in 
the DSS borehole. 

The main ice sheet characteristics at the DSS drilling site relevant to this borehole 

and core study are summarised in Table 5.1. The depth of ice measured by RES is 

1220 m (Morgan and others, 1997). The relatively high surface accumulation rate 

of 0.69 m y( 1 is a mean value over the past 50 years (Morgan and others, 1997). 

The annual mean surface temperature is -21.8 °C and there is no evidence of the 

occurrence of surface melting in the summer months (Morgan and others, 1997). 

The temperature at the bottom of the borehole is -6.9 °C with a basal temperature 

gradient in the ice of 0.034 °C m-1
• The values of the local slopes of the surface 

and the bedrock are taken from Figure 5.3d and Figure 5.3e. The mean values of 

ice thickness, surface slope and bedrock slope are obtained by averaging points 

over 11 km of the 1 km spaced grid points (i.e. about 10 times of the ice thickness 

at DSS) from Figure 5.3. 
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Table 5.1. The geographical and physical parameters at the DSS borehole 

drilling .site (modified from Morgan and others, 1997). 

Latitude 66°46'11" s 

Longitude 112°48'25" E 

Distance from dome summit 4.68 km at 195 ° 

Surface elevation 1370m 

Ice thickness by RES, (D) 1220 ±25 m 

Mean ice thickness 117 4 (averaged over 11 km, - lOD) 

Borehole depth 1195.6m below the 1987-88 surface 

DepthofLGM 1133 m 

Mean annual temperature -21.8 °C 

Temperature at bottom of borehole -6.9 °C 

Borehole basal temperature gradient 0.034 °C m-1 

Mean accumulation rate 

(last 50 years) 

Surface velocity 

(fromGPS) 

Local surface slope 

Mean surface slope 

Local bedrock slope 

Mean bedrock slope 

Mean wind speed 

0.69 myf1 

2.04 ± 0.11 m yr-1 

0.005 

0.0079 (averaged over 11 km, -lOD) 

0.05 

0.062 (averaged over 11 km, -lOD) 

8.3 m s-1 
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5.2.2. Borehole Measurements and Ice Core Studies 

Shear strain rates determined by repeated borehole inclination measurement 

parallel ( e xz) and normal ( e yz) to surface flow are shown in Figure 5.7 (a and b) 

(Morgan and others, 1996). The flow direction (8) along the entire borehole 

(Figure 5.7d) and the magnitude of shear strain rates ( e8 ) in the flow direction as 

a function of depth (Figure 5. 7 c) may be calculated from the above two shear 

strain rate profiles by 

e 
(} = tan-1 (~) (5.2.1) 

exz 

(5.2.2) 

The borehole temperature profile (Figure 5.7e) was measured at the site (Morgan 

and others, 1996). The basal temperature gradient in the ice of 0.034 °C m-1 at 

DSS is obtained. 

Figure 5.8 shows some results from ice core studies (Li, 1995; Li and others, 

1996; Morgan and others, 1997) which include: (a) mean crystal size, (b) the half

apex angles of the cones containing 25% of the c-axes (<!>(114)) accompanied by 

selected fabric diagrams, (c) normalised ratios from fabric analysis (as described 

below), (d) microparticle concentration (particles with diameters ~0.506 µm were 

counted), and ( d) the smoothed oxygen isotope ratio with the age scale. C-axis 

crystal fabrics and crystal size were measured from crystal thin sections (about 

100 crystals were measured for each section). 

The borehole measurements show that the shear deformation rates are 

approximately parallel to the surface flow (Figure 5.7a). They increase as 

expected with the increase in stress and temperature down to 1000 m depth, then 

decrease to the bedrock presumably with decreasing shear stress due to the 

blocking of ice flow by surrounding bedrock hills (Figure 5.6). In the lower part of 

the borehole there is a narrow spike of very high shear which is associated with 

ice from the LGM (Last Glacial Maximum). This ice has relatively high levels of 
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dust (Figure 5.8d) and chemical impurities and small crystals (Figure 5.8a) with 

strong, vertically oriented, single maximum c-axis fabrics (Figure 5.8b). 

The ice core studies have shown that in the top 300 m crystal growth is controlled 

mainly by temperature. Although fabric patterns are generally close to a random 

distribution in the upper 200 m, a small amount of central tendency is apparent by 

300 m. Between the 300 and 1000 m depth crystal growth is characterised by 

large fluctuations around a general increase in crystal size. Crystal fabrics 

continue to strengthen, with strong single-maximum patterns forming between 

620 and 1000 m. Below 1000 m, crystal size rapidly increases to the bottom of 

the core, in association with the development of multi-maximum fabric patterns. 

As an indication of the fabric development towards girdle and /or single maximum 

pattern, the normalised ratios R20-3o and Ro-15 have been used as shown in Figure 

5.8c for the DSS ice core (Li, personal communication). The ratios R20_30 and R0_ 

15 are respectively the percentage of the colatitudes within 20-30 and 0-15 degrees 

of the all measured c-axes normalised by the corresponding values for the 

randomly distributed fabric. If the fabric develops towards a girdle (or single 

maximum), the value of R20-3o (or Ro-15) will increase along with the fabric 

development. Based on the analysis of crystal orientation fabrics, the evolution of 

crystal c-axis orientations in the DSS core have been divided into four zones as 

indicated in Figure 5.8c. This Figure shows that the ice deformation is dominated 

by compression in the upper part of the borehole while simple shear starts to 

dominate at about 450 m and continues until about 1000 m. Below 1000 m the 

fabrics compatible with simple shear (i.e. single maximum pattern) are distorted 

due to the effect of variable stresses associated with the bedrock topographic. 

Oxygen-isotope studies (Figure 5.8e) have shown that the DSS ice core contains 

1113 m of Holocene ice, 20 m of LGM/Holocene transition ice, 54 m of ice from 

the Last Glacial and about 9 m of basal ice (Morgan and others, 1997). 
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Chapter 5. An Analysis of Anisotropic Ice Flow Properties at DSS Borehole, Law Dome, 
Antarctica 

Recently studies on the DSS ice core have also involved the measurements of 

seasonal cycles of the chemical species for a number of epochs spanning a total of 

28 years (Curran and others, 1998). These include the total-dissolvable iron 

(Edwards and others, 1998), lead isotopes and some selected metals (Rosman and 

others, 1998). Laboratory studies involving annealing experiments on the DSS ice 

core samples have been carried out to investigate the relation between crystal size 

and microparticle variations (Li and others, 1998). 

The main results from the ice core ·and borehole studies which are of interest here 

are as follows. 

There appears to be a systematic variation with depth of the shear rate and ice 

crystal structure until the depth of the maximum shear rate at about 1 OOOm. 

Below that depth the decrease in shear strain rate is associated with a tendency for 

increased crystal size and a decrease in ice fabric strength favourable for 

horizontal shear. 

The thin layer of high shear rate for the ice from the LGM is associated with a 

strong vertical single maximum fabric. From the intercomparison study of 

different ice cores by Wang (1994) it appears that the strong fabric favourable for 

shear is the main reason for the higher shear rate of this ice rather than the 

impurity content. However it appears that the preservation of the strong single 

maximum with small crystals in this layer is due to the retardation of the 

recrystalisation and crystal growth by the high level of impurities. This LGM 

layer is very thin and does not contribute greatly to the total shear. Therefore we 
I 

focus here on the general increase in shear rate down to the maximum shear layer 

(at just below 1,000 m) and consider a reduction in shear strain rate and shear 

stress below that depth due to the general influence of large scale bedrock 

roughness. 

5.3. The Model descripHon 

The model used here is mainly based on the model described in Chapter 4 and 

follows the steps as given below: 
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Stepl: Using the measured temperature profile (T, Figure 5.9a) in the DSS 

borehole and the flow relation (Equation 4.3.2.7 described in Section 

4.3.2) of 

(5.3.1) 

the shear strain rates for isotropic ice (i.e. f:~~ = f:xz, shown in Figure 5.9b 

by the dashed line) are calculated by assuming an enhancement of E(A.c) = 
1 and shear stress ( 'txz) increasing linearly with the depth all the way to the 

bed as 

'txz =pgaZ, (5.3.2) 

where p is the ice density, g the gravity acceleration, a the surface slope 

and Z the depth of the ice from the surface at the DSS site. 
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Figure 5.9.The profile of (a) temperature T, (b) shear strain rates 

Exz (solid line from the observation and dashed line for isotropic ice 

calculatedfrom the model), (c) enhancement factor Eobs and (d)fabric 

parameter <IX. 114 ). 
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Step2: The ratio of the observed shear strain rates ( 8 ~~s , shown in Figure 5. 9b by 

the solid line) to the isotropic shear strain rates (a~;, shown in Figure 5.9b 

by the dashed line) determined from Stepl is calculated as 

• obs 
Eobs = Exz 

•ISO 

Exz 

(5.3.3) 

Here, Eobs is defined as the observed enhancement factor (Figure 5.9c). 

This is the procedure followed in the determination of enhancement factors 

for the other Law Dome bore holes in Chapter 3. 

Step3: Comparing the observed enhancement factor (Eobs) determined from Step2 

with the measured fabric verticality (<j> (1/4), Figure 5.9d), Figure 5.10 

shows that the enhancement factor increases with the strengthening of 

fabric verticality, and that for the same fabric verticality the enhancement 

factor below the maximum value is somewhat lower than that from above 

the maximum value, which indicates that the supposed linear increase of 

shear stress with depth overestimated the shear stresses below the depth of 

maximum enhancement. The enhancement reaches its maximum at about 

961 m depth of the borehole which is about 40 m above the layer of 

maximum shear strain rate. The relationship between enhancement and 

verticality seen in Figure 5.10 should accordingly be regarded as more 

reliable above the maximum shear layer. 

Step4: The enhancement factors in the lower part of the borehole (below the 

maximum enhancement) are recalculated, based on the relation between 

Eobs and <j>(l/4) above the maximum enhancement (shown in Figure 5.10 

indicated by the circle symbols), using the <j>(l/4) data from Figure 5.9d. 

This procedure assumes that the fabric verticality remains a suitable guide 

to enhancement for horizontal shear, and that the variation of the shear 

stress with depth near the bed is the uncertain quantity. 

StepS: The shear stresses below the maximum enhancement are determined by 

inserting the enhancements (Bobs) obtained from the above step and the 

observed shear strain rates ( 8~s) into Equation 5.3.1, showing an 
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approximately linear reduction from 1003 m (the depth of the maximum 

shear strain rate) to 1113 m (the depth ofLGM) and then nearly constant to 

the bed (Figure 5.1 ld in solid line). 
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Figure 5.10. The plot of fabric parameter ( <JX.114)) as a function of the 
enhancement factor (E), above the maximum shear strain 
rate ( o) and below the maximum shear strain rate ( *). 

Step6: Using these reduced shear stresses, and the model enhancement function 

(5.3.4) 

where Es=6 and Ec=3, and the compression fraction (/le) may be calculated 

as a function of the compressive ( £z) and shear strain rates ( exz) 

(5.3.5) 
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Equation 5.3.1 is iterated until the strain rate profiles converge (see 

Section 4.3.3). The calculated enhancement (E(Ac)) is shown in Figure 

5 .11 b by the dashed line and the enhanced shear strain rates are shown in 

Figure 5 .11 a by the solid thick line. The model enhancement is set to 

reduce linearly to unity from the depth of maximum Eobs to the bottom of 

borehole. There is a discrepancy between the model enhancement profile 

of E(A.c) (Step6) and the enhancement profile calculated as the ratio of the 

observed shear strain rate to the isotropic model shear strain rate (Step2). 

This discrepancy occurs because while both calculations use the same 

applied shear stress, the octahedral shear stress in the model calculations is 

a function of that stress, and the shear and compressive strain rate~ (see 

Section 4.3.2). The present calculations use a compressive strain-rate 

determined by the shape function method outlined in Section 4.4.4. The 

octahedral shear stress is involved in the iterative process for the 

calculation of enhancement, and accordingly the value in the model with 

enhancement differs from that of the isotropic model in regions where the 

compressive strain-rates cannot be neglected relative to the shear strain 

rates. The intention of the full model is to represent the response of 

anisotropic flow to the actual in situ stresses, as an enhancement over the 

minimum strain rates for isotropic ice under those same stresses. Clearly 

the estimate of the "enhancement factor" using the model with E= 1 (Step 

2) involves a complicating effect from overestimation of the compressive 

contribution to the octahedral stress. Based on the definition of the 

enhancement factor in the laboratory experiments as the ratio of the tertiary 

strain rate (anisotropic ice) to the minimum strain rate (isotropic. ice) at 

the same temperature and stresses, a "comparable" enhancement factor 

( E(A.c yom) corresponding to Eobs can be calculated by taking out the effect 

of the changed octahedral shear stresses: 

amso 

E(A. yom = E(A )(~)2 
c c TISO 

0 

(5.3.6) 
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where 'r:mso and 'i';0 here denote octahedral shear stresses calculated for 

anisotropic ice flow (i.e. at the end of Step 6) and for the notional isotropic 

ice of (Step 2), respectively, at the same temperature conditions. 

E ( /l,c) corn is indicated by the dotted line in Figure 5 .11 b and generally 

agrees with Bobs , although Bobs is somewhat larger than the 

expectedE(/l.Jcom over the interval where the strain-rates are comparable, 

between about 600 and 800 metres depth. 

5.4. Results from the Model 

The results from the model are summarised in Figure 5 .11. 

The shear strain rate profile computed from the model using laboratory 

determined rheology shows close agreement with the observations from the 

borehole (Figure 5.lla). When the enhancements start to reduce near the bed at 

the depth of 961 m the shear strain rate continues to increase with the increased 

shear stress and temperature until reaching its maximum (at 1003 m depth) where 

the shear stress starts to reduce. Below the depth of its maximum value the shear 

strain rates reduces under the combination of increased temperature with reduced 

shear stress and enhancement. 

The base temperature at DSS is -6.9 °C, which indicates that no significant basal 

sliding can be expected over the bedrock, so the integration of the shear strain rate 

over the ice column yields the horizontal velocity at the surface (see Section 

4.5.3). The computed surface velocity (Figure 5.llc) of2.2 m yr-1 is considered to 

be consistent with the value of 1.98 ± Q.03 m yr-1 obtained from the integration of 

the measured shear strain rate over the borehole depth and with the value of 2.04 

± 0.11 m yr-1 obtained by repeated GPS measurements at a surface marker. 

The ratio of the depth-averaged velocity to the surface velocity is calculated from 

the model to be 0.73 which is close to the value of 0.74 determined from the 

borehole velocity measurements by Morgan and others, 1998, and their value of 

0.76 calculated by assuming the local ice sheet is in mass balance (based on data 
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from long-term surface-elevation observations) and matching the surface 

accumulation rate (averaged over the last -50 years) with the outflow around DSS 

determined by surface strain rate data. The ratio of the depth-averaged velocity to 

the surface velocity represents the relationship between the column-integrated ice 

flux and measurements of the ice sheet thickness and surface velocity. 

To determine the state of ice sheet balance from the ice accumulation distributions 

and ice sheet surface topography this relationship must be considered (Budd and 

Warner, 1996; Wang and Warner, 1998). In areas where ice sliding can be 

neglected this ratio strongly reflects the rheological properties of the ice and 

depends on the shear strain-rate profile through the ice column, which is 

influenced by the profiles of stress, temperature and ice crystal fabrics (Wang and 

Warner, 1998) and may be strongly affected by the large scale bedrock roughness. 

Comparing these values with the value of 0.8 for a cubic flow low with isothermal 

isotropic ice (see Paterson, 1994, p.251-252), at DSS the value of 0.73 is 

significantly smaller. This probably involves the reduced basal shear stresses near 

the bed and the distortion of the fabrics, and is also complicated by the added 

questions of flow within a few ice thicknesses of the Dome Summit as well as the 

influence of quite rough bedrock topography upstream of the drilling site (see 

Figures 5.5 and 6). 

The compressive and shear strains, and ice age are also calculated in the model 

and are shown in Figure 5.1 le. Because the low velocities and strain rates in the 

basal layers, the ice at the bottom of the DSS borehole has been computed to have 

undergone large strains (about 106 % shear strain) and is approaching 106 years 

old. This model however assumes steady state and for such long times the non

steady state variations associated with the ice age cycles would need to be taken 

into account. 

5.5. Summary 

The ice flow properties at the PSS borehole have been studied in this Chapter 

from a combination of data including the analysis of the ice cores and observed 
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shear rates measured in the boreholes. The shear strain rate profile from the 

model based on laboratory rheology for anisotropic ice under combined 

compression and shear provides reasonable agreement with the observations. 

fu this application it was possible to argue for separate reduced enhancements and 

reduced shear stresses below the high shear layer, by combining the model of 

anisotropic flow enhancement with information about the crystal fabrics. Without 

such information the question of describing the-flow in basal layers is more 

problematic, as will be seen in the application of the model of anisotropic flow 

enhancement to a flow line in the next Chapter. 

The model presents a quantitative scheme for separating reduced enhancements 

and shear stresses below the high shear layer near the bed of the borehole. 

We can see from Equations (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) that the results from the model are 

sensitive to the surface slope of the ice sheet because the shear strain rate is 

calculated as the third power of the surface slope. The observed surface velocity 

places some constraint on the effect of uncertainty in the surface slope. The 

relative depth profiles of the strain-rate and enhancement would not be as greatly 

affected by that uncertainty. fu this Chapter t~e surface slope is chosen as a local 

value. The use of mean values of surface slope and ice thickness, representative 

of several ice thicknesses, averaged over a range of flow line scales from the 

Dome Summit towards and well beyond the DSS site, should also be studied for 

comparison. 
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Chapter 6 

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO 

A FLOW LINE IN LAW DOME, ANTARCTICA 

6.1. Introduction 

The model described in Chapter 4 is applied to the Law Dome ice cap in East 

Antarctica along a transect from the summit to Cape Folger (see Figure 3.5), 

which has been the location of extensive fieldwork, and where considerable data 

for model inputs and for model verification are available. In particular the results 

from the model can be compared with the observations presented in Chapter 3 

from boreholes previously drilled along this line. The calculated strain rates using 

the rheology model based on the laboratory studies, which includes anisotropic ice 

from the ice cores, agree well with strain rates determined from the borehole 

inclination measurements, particularly in the upper portion of the ice sheet to the 

maximum shear layer. 

The appropriate spatial scales for smoothing the bedrock deserve further 

examination. Even using the envelope bedrock if it were assumed that the shear 

stresses continue to increase all the way to the bed we obtain surface ice velocities 

which are on average about 20 times larger than observed, indicating that there is 

a need for both the enhancement of the shear flow and the shear stress to decrease 

(on average) in the lower layers giving rise to a maximum shear layer at some 

height above the average bed. This agrees with all those borehole inclination 

measurements from Law Dome which reach near to the bed, but is contrary to the 

usual assumptions made in most simple ice sheet model formulations. However it 
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is also a feature seen from finite element analysis of ice flow over rough bedrock 

(with longitudinal stresses included) for a small portion of this flow line on Law 

Dome by Budd and Rowden-Rich (1985) and Budd and Jacka (1989) (see Section 

6.3). In this chapter, as discussed below, this phenomenon is highlighted by 

simply, in the first instance, halting the vertical integrations of shear strain rate at 

such a depth that the flow model reproduces the observed horizontal surface 

velocity. Below this "rheological depth" the shear strain rate is artificially set to 

zero. While this is obviously an extreme and unphysical procedure, it is 

interesting to observe the consistency with which this depth, and the 

corresponding exaggerated maximum shear layer follow the envelope bedrock. 

Other prescriptions for a more gradual reduction in strain rates in the lower 

regions of the ice sheet were also examined. If an empirical prescription of 

sufficient generality could be devised then it can be used to calculate ice velocities 

throughout the Antarctic ice sheet. More extensive work, involving a wider range 

of ice thicknesses and temperature regimes than encountered in the present study 

would be required to attempt such a prescription. The application of the approach 

to the larger scale for the I.A.G.P flow line inland of Law Dome is described in 

Chapter 7. 

6.2. Model Input Data 

In this chapter the ice flow line model described in chapter 4 is applied to the 

traverse line from the summit of Law Dome to Cape Folger. This traverse line is 

approximately along an ice surface flow line but the ice flow direction does 

diverge significantly from the line along the route, primarily to the west of the 

traverse line direction (see Figure 3.5). The input data - surface and bedrock 

elevations, surface accumulation rate, surface horizontal velocity and surface 

temperature - used in the modelling study are shown in Figure 6.1._ They are taken 

from the observations tabulated by Carter (1976), Mclaren (1968) and Pfitzner 

(1980). Comparison of surface velocity measurements and borehole inclination 

measurements near the margin of the ice cap at BHCl and BHC2, where the ice is 

relatively thin, (Etheridge, 1989) reveals that approximately half the ice motion 

there is due to basal sliding. These measurements have been extrapolated to 
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estimate the generally small sliding contribution to surface velocities along the 

flow line using a simple model for basal sliding velocity (see Section 4.4.3.2). 

This contribution is shown by the dashed curve in Figure 6. lc. 
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Figure 6.1. The model input data for the Law Dome flow line. (a) 
surface and bedrock elevation (thin lines), thick line is the envelope 
bed used in the model, (b) surface accumulation, (c) surface 
horizantal velocity (solid line) and basal sliding velocity (dashed line), 
and (d) surface temperature. (Carter, 1976; Mclaren, 1968; Pfitzner, 
1980). 

All input data are interpolated so that the horizontal resolution is 1 km in the 

model. Vertical resolution is taken by dividing the ice thickness into 100 evenly 

spaced bands by use of the relative thickness coordinate. 
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Based on the observations from the borehole temperature profiles, a constant 

geothermal heat flux in the ice of 0.035 K m-1 ("(g) is taken for the calculation of 

the basal temperature gradient in the model (Section 4.4.8.2) in the absence of 

basal melting and to compute the heat flux to the base of the ice when basal 

melting occurs. This value is equivalent to a geothermal heat flux of about 78 

mwm-2
. Although this may be thought to be on the high side sensitivity studies 

have been carried out with lower values of geothermal flux but they do not give as 

close matches to the observed temperature profiles. It is recognised that the 

temperature gradient in the bedrock varies regionally and at this stage we do not 

have enough regional geothermal heat flux data to constrain the model values 

more precise! y. 

The enhancement factor calculated as a function of compression fraction, E(A.c) 

(Section 4.3.2.1), in the flow relations is taken to vary from 3 (i.e. Ec=3) near the 

top of ice sheet to 6 (i.e. Es=6) with increasing depth of ice. As discussed in 

Section 4.3.2.1 these values differ from the values from the laboratory ice 

deformation experiments, but are consistent with the enhancement factors seen in 

the analyses of shear strain rates from boreholes on Law Dome in Chapters 3 and 

5, and they also emerge as appropriate to the modelling in the present chapter. 

The vertical strain-rates and velocities can be calculated directly from the 

longitudinal strain rates (Section 4.4.4a), but for this study the approximation 

based on steady state was used which relates them, through continuity, to the 

surface accumulation rate, the horizontal gradient of surface velocity, the ice sheet 

geometry and the shape of the depth profile of hori~ontal velocity at each location 

(Section 4.4.4b ). 

6.3. Treatment of Basal Layers 

The discussions of both the enhancement factors in Chapter3 and Chapter 5 

showed that using ice rheology directly based on measurements forces us to 

address the nature of the ice flow near the bedrock. In this chapter the concept of 

an envelope topography, smoothing over the higher frequency bedrock roughness 

is used. This is based on observations, from bore-holes and radar echo sounding, 
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showing relatively smooth high shear layers over rough bedrock features. This 

smoothing is also intended to compensate for the neglect of variations in 

longitudinal stresses in the spirit of the shallow ice approximation. 

A variety of explanations have been proposed for the discontinuities in dielectric 

permittivity that produce the strong internal echoes observed in radio echo 

soundings of ice sheets. These mechanisms include synchronous origins, such as 

deposits of impurities or density variations caused by surface processes, and 

dynamical causes such as crystal orientation fabrics, or crystal sizes (see, for 

example, Fujita and Mae, 1994). In shallower ice sheets the elongation of air 

bubbles in high shear zones also appears to cause internal reflections. During 

1967 sub-surface echoes were observed (Figure 6.2) along the line treated in the 

present Chapter, at between 250 and approximately 400 metres depth (Carter 

1976). 
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Figure 6.2. Suiface and bedrock of the coastal end of the Dome -
Folger line from Carter's approximately 0.25 km spacing data. The 
section is in the general direction of the flow and the approximate 
position of the boreholes on the line are shown: F, A, BHCJ, BHC2. 
The dashed lines indicate the subsuiface echoes observed by carter 
(1967). Several lines from F to A are shown joining similar 880 
isotope ratios at F and A. The thicker parts of the vertical lines in A 
and F indicate the zone of strong vertical c-axis concentrations. (from 
Budd and Rowden-Rich, 1985). 

Correlations between these reflections and the shear strain rate profiles from bor~

holes near the margin of the ice cap, together with related ice dynamics modelling 

by Budd and Rowden-Rich (1985), (the latter is summarised in Budd and Jacka, 

1989) suggests an identification with crystallographic causes, associated with a 
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zone of high shear. Comparison of Oxygen isotope profiles from the 

corresponding ice cores (Morgan and McCray, 1985) with the reflections 

observed by Carter (1976) indicates that in Law Dome internal reflections do not 

necessarily mark isochrones. 

Strong reflections deep in ice sheets, above a reflection-free zone near the 

bedrock, are commonly seen in radar echo sounding, and are frequently 

suggestive of a smooth envelope over the bedrock. Fujita and others (1999) 

comment on the sharp transition from strong echoes which they identify with 

(shear) crystal orientation fabrics, overlying an echo-free basal region in studies 

carried out along the traverse line from Syowa station to Dome Fuji in East 

Antarctica. 

Using the model presented in Chapter 4, the integration of the shear strain rates 

right down to the bedrock on Law Dome gives surface velocities much higher 

than the observed values shown in Figure 6. lc. This problem arises even though 

the shear strain rates agree well with the bore-hole inclination rates in the upper 

part of the ice sheet. This occurred even though the bedrock data had been 

replaced with a smoothed envelope topography, in anticipation of complications 

with the flow in the regions near the base of the ice sheet. The bedrock data were 

smoothed using a running mean over fifteen points (i.e. 15 km) and then adding 

one standard deviation of the bedrock elevation data to produce the enveloping 

effect. Minor tidying up was done over remaining high points. The smoothed bed 

is shown in Figure 6. la by the thicker line. It should be noted that for an envelope 

of one standard deviation above the mean bed about one third of the above 

average unsmoothed points may be expected to reach above the envelope. The 

first and simplest response to this problem was simply to terminate the depth 

integration of shear strain rate at a level Zc above the bedrock, to match the 

observed surface velocities. 

This sharp cut-off in strain rate is clearly an over-simplification, but several of the 

borehole inclination measurements have shown strongly reduced shear strain rates 

near the bedrock and maximum values of shear strain rate well above the bedrock 

at those locations, for example, the BHCl and BHC2 boreholes (Figure 3.8c-d) 

and the DSS borehole (Figure 5.7a). As discussed in Chapter 3 this reduction is 
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probably due to a combination of both reduced shear stress as a consequence of 

the influence of longitudinal stresses (from obstruction by the higher points), and 

also reduced enhancement, since the strong shear fabrics in the ice cores change to 

large crystal multi-maximum ice with flow rates comparable to that of the random 

orientation ice (Russell-Head and Budd, 1979). 

A 2-dimensional finite element analysis by Budd and Rowden-Rich (1985) using 

the isotropic flow law for a section (30 km) of the Law Dome flow line gives an 

illustration of the strong impact that basal irregularities can have on the stress 

distribution as showing the illustration from the review of Budd and Jacka (1989) 

presented in Figure 6.3. 

The analysis was first carried out for an isotropic flow relation for ice giving the 

results shown in Figure 6.3a for the variation of shear stress. The bands of high 

shear stress could be expected to give rise to the variations in crystal anisotropy, 

as observed in ice from all the boreholes (Budd and Jacka, 1989, P.135). 

In the investigation of the DSS borehole in Chapter 5 the detailed crystallographic 

measurements provided possible scheme to disentangle reduced shear stress and 

enhancement. In an ice sheet we general~y do not know quantitatively how these 

different processes combine to produce the reduction in the shear strain rate. 

Instead, the application of a more gradual "discount" was made directly to the 

shear strain rates in the lower levels below the maximum shear layer. A 

substantial reduction in strain rates in the lower levels of the ice sheet is required 

to produce agreement with the observed surface velocities, compared to the 

simple model expectations of steadily increasing shear stress and increasing ice 

temperatures with depth. Such large reductions in strain rate below the maximum 

are also seen in the shear strain rate profiles for BHCl and BHC2, but with 

considerable variability. Such high variability will be ignored for the simple 

approach used here. Commencing at a depth Zct the strain rates given by the model 

were multiplied by functions which decreased monotonically from unity at Zct, 

reaching 0.01 at the bedrock and the "discount depth" Zct was adjusted in each 

column to produce a match to the observed surface velocities. This appeared to 

be a reasonably simple way in which we could adjust the computed velocities to 

match observations without modifying the ice rheology model which also 
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included ice from these Law Dome ice cores. These treatments typically produce 

strain rate profiles with a band of high shear above the bedrock, which can be 

compared with observations. 
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Figure 6.3. Variables stress and strain rates in ice sheets. (a) The cross
section of part of the Law Dome flow line towards Cape Folger where 3 
closely spaced borehole data sets are available has been analysed using 
finite element analysis by Budd and Rowden-Rich ( 1985 ). For isotropic 
ice the pattern of development of high shear stress zanes is shown by the 
dark shading with numerical values for the means of each element giving 
in the table in bars. (b) The observed velocity profiles from Russell-Head 
and Budd ( 1979) and Etheridge and McCray ( 1985) show the relatively 
stiff upper zane moving largely as a block over a high shear zone and a 
highly variable more mobile basal zone. The columns 0-8 in (a) 
correspond to 50-58 in the table. (from Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
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The effect is qualitatively similar to the cut-off approach, producing a band of 

high shear' above the bedrock. Since there are still, due to the competing effect of 

temperature, some appreciable strain rates in the lower regions, the "discounted" 

shear strain rate profiles involve modifications to the strain "rate reaching higher in 

the ice sheet, and typically produce more realistic values for the maximum shear 

strain rate. 

6.4. Results from the Model Output 

The main results from the model output include distributions of temperature, 

enhancement factor, stresses, strains, ice trajectories and ages, strain rates, and 

velocities. 

As discussed in Chapter 4 the enhancement factor scheme based on the laboratory 

experiments with combined compression and shear E(A.c) represents the most 

rapid adjustment of enhancement possible, since it assumes that the evolution of 

compatible "tertiary flow" fabrics can keep pace with the changing stress regime. 

It was also mentioned in Chapter 4 that an earlier enhancement scheme, based on 

more qualitative notions of fabric development and attainment of tertiary flow, 

had been explored, based on the strain history of the ice sample through the 

simple ratio of shear strain to compressive strain (Exz I Ez). This same scheme 

(Table 4.1) has also been used to calculate the enhancement factor E in the model 

outlined in Chapter 4, and results are presented for both schemes for comparison. 

Note that in this scheme based on strain history the maximum level of shear 

enhancement is still taken as 10. 

In Figure 7.4, the left set of graphs summarizes the output from the model using 

the E(A.c) scheme (i.e. enhancement factor E is calculated as a function of the 

compression fraction Ac) and the right hand side of the figure summarizes the 

output from the model using the E(Exz/Ez) scheme (i.e. enhancement factor Eis 

calculated as the function of the ratio of shear strain Exz to compressive strain Ez). 

The features of the results are similar to those described in detail for the I.A.G.P 

flow line (see Section 7.4). 
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Figure 6.4a. Contour plots of temperature, compression fraction (or 
ratio of strains) and enhancement factor, resulting from the model 
based on E(Ac) (left side) and E(&/cJ (right side) for the Law Dome 
flow line. 
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Figure 6.4b. Contour plots of shear stress, compression stress 
deviator, octahedral shear stress, ratio of shear stress to compression 
stress deviator, resulting from the model based on E(Ac) (left side) and 
E( ex/&) (right side)for the Law Dome flow line. 
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Figure 6.4c. Contour plots of shear strain, compression strain, ratio 
of shear strain to compression strain, trajectories and age, resulting 
from the model based on E(Ac) (left side) and E(cx/zj (right side) for 
the Law Dome flow line. 
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Figure 6.4d. Contour plots of shear strain rate, compression strain 
rate, ratio of shear strain rate to compression strain rate, resulting 
from the model based on E(Ac) (left side) and E(cx/Ci) (right side) for 
the Law Dome flow line. 
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Figure 6.4e. Contour plots of horizontal and vertical velocities, and 
the profiles of balance velocity and the ratio of horizontal column 
average velocity to suiface velocity (Based on the envelope bed), 
resulting from the model based on E(Ac) (left side) and E( t;;/zj (right 
side) for the Law Dome flow line. 
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Figure 6.4f. The percentage of the ice thickness (top) and the depth 
above the bed (bottom) of high shear layer as a function of the 
envelope thickness along the Law Dome flow line. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the flow and strain regimes for the law Dome flow line for a 

comparison of a previous study (Budd and Jacka, 1989) (left side) with the current 

study (right side). That previous study is based on an assumption of isotropic ice 

flow and comparison shows that the both of compression strains (Figure 6.5b) and 

shear strains (Figure 6.5c) accumulate more slowly than that based on the 

assumption of anisotropic ice flow. For example, 10% shear strain occurs by 

about half way through the ice thickness for the previous study, but in the current 

model it occurs much higher than that and close to the surface of ice sheet which 

may be attributed to a number of factors including the use of the octahedral shear 

stress in the flow relation, the reduced shear below the high shear layer and the 

effect of anisotropic ice flow. A faster accumulation of vertical compression 

strain results in faster horizontal shear flow by the combination of stresses in the 
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octahedral stress and by the inclusion of an enhancement factor appropriate for 

tertiary flow rates. 
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Figure 6.5. The flow and strain regimes for the law Dome flow line 
from the previous work (left side)(Budd and Jacka, 1989) and from the 
current work (right side). (a) trajectories (solid lines) and the 
ages( dashed lines in kyr ). (b) contours of vertical compression strains. 
( c) contours of horizontal shear strains. 
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6.5. Comparison of the Model Results with Observations 

6.5.1. Temperature Profiles 

The computed temperature distribution (Figure 6.6a) shows that the basal 

temperatures along the flow line are near pressure melting point. Comparing 

these with the observations (Figure 6.6b), the agreement between the temperature 
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profiles from the model with the borehole temperature measurements (Etheridge, 

1989) is reasonable. Matching temperatures has not been the central concern of 

the thesis, although the influence of temperature on flow rates is of course very 

important, and while the geothermal heat flux could probably be adjusted to 

improve the agreement, it is clear that the high shear stresses computed in the 

basal regions in the present study do not arise from overestimating the ice 

temperatures. This depends on the magnitude of the enhancement factor. 

Figure 6.6. Temperatures. (a) The temperature distributionfrom the 
model. (b) The temperature profiles from the model (thin lines) and 
from the borehole observations (thick lines, Etheridge, 1989). 
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6.5.2. Shear Strain Rate Profiles 

In Figure 6.7 vertical profiles of shear strain rate from borehole inclination 

measurements, at three drilling sites on the flow line (see Figures 3.5 and 3.7) -

BHQ and BHC2 (from Etheridge, 1989), and BHF (from Russell-Head, 1979), are 

shown together with the corresponding profiles calculated from the two 

enhancement schemes modelled with the bedrock simple "cut-off' and an 

example applying a continuous discount function for shear strain ratesthe lower 

levels using only the E(Ac) scheme. At BHQ (Figure 6.7a) and BHF (Figure 6.7b) 

the borehole inclination logging does not extend to sufficient depth to show a 

maximum shear layer, although Russell-Head and Budd (1979) point out that the 

shear strain rate at BHF cannot continue to increase through the lower levels, 

given the observed surface velocity and the extent of deformational flow already 

accounted for. A more complete shear strain rate profile is available from BHC2 a 

few kilometres downstream of BHF. BHC2 is very close to the end of the flow 

line, and in matching the surface velocity here it becomes important to deduct the 

sliding motion. The BHC2 borehole is in a bedrock hollow and the smoothing of 

the bedrock also makes the model ice cap appreciably thinner there. With these 

caveats the BHC2 profile is displayed in Figure 6.7c. 

Several aspects of Figure 6.7 deserve comment. Good agreement is seen between 

the model strain rates and the observed strain rates in the upper part of the ice 

sheet. Note that the strain rates at BHQ (Figure 6.7a) are approximately an order 

of magnitude smaller than those at BHF (Figure 6. 7b) and BHC2 (Figure 6. 7 c ). 

The "cut-off' strain rate profiles show the necessity for an improved treatment of 

dynamics in the lower regions of the ice sheet, to reconcile the agreement with the 

observed strain rates and agreement with the observed surface velocities. These 

profiles are of course unrealistic, and the dashed line profiles - examples from 

various experiments that smoothly discount the strain rate in the lower levels 

while maintaining the same surface velocities - may well be more realistic. The 

depths at which these strain rates diverge from the simple model are clear. Note 

that a substantial reduction in model strain rates in lower levels is required. We 

can see that for BHC2 a simple discounting gives a reasonable profile in the lower 

part of the ice sheet as well. It might be possible to improve the general agreement 
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of the lower part of the shear profiles by careful choices, but there are very few 

measured profiles to use for this. Generally it is clear that any smooth "discount" 

from declining enhancement and I or reducing shear stress will place the maxim 

shear layer above the simple cut-off depth. 
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Figure 6. 7. Shear strain rate profiles from borehole inclination 
measurements (thicker lines) at (a) BHQ borehole (Etheridge, 1989), 
(b) BHF borehole (Russell-Head, 1979) and (c) BHC2 borehole 
(Etheridge, 1989). Model profiles at these three sites are presented 
for the "cut-off" model (dotted line) and a "discount" model (dashed 
lines) applied to the E(Ac) enhancement scheme. The results from the 
enhancement scheme E(&x/Cz) based on the ice history (ie. 
enhancement is calculated based on the ratio of shear strain to 
compression strain) are also shown (solid line). 
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Around a depth of 180 metres the measured profile from BHC2 shows a more 

rapid increase in shear strain-rate than the profile using the E(Ac) enhancement 

scheme. This may reflect the failure of one or other of the assumptions in that 

scheme. Firstly it should be noted that for ice flow over rough bedrock the shear 
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stress cannot be expected to simply increase linearly with depth, but rather in a 

more variable way as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Secondly it is that the ice fabrics can 

evolve sufficiently quickly to maintain optimal fabric and tertiary flow conditions 

with the changing stress conditions encountered as the ice flows through the ice 

sheet. As previously indicated this assumption about equilibrium tertiary 

conditions makes the scheme a limiting case, since it models the fastest possible 

adjustment of the anisotropic properties of the ice to the changing stress situation. 

If the crystal fabric evolution tends to lag behind the changing stress conditions, 

until sufficient exposure to a period of shear dominated flow brings it into a 

compatible fabric, then the enhancement of shear flow will be delayed and 

concentrated over a thinner band in the ice sheet. The earlier scheme (Section 

4.2), which (see Section 6.4) showed these sharper transitions, represents the other 

extreme in some sense, because no enhancement was applied in that model until 

cumulative shear strain overtook compression strain. 

6.6. The Main Ice Flow Regions of the Law Dome flow 
line 

Based on the stress configuration and the magnitudes of the strains and strain 

rates, resulting from the model, the ice flow regions for the Law Dome flow line 

are estimated in Figure 6.8. In the Law Dome flow line, a subdivision can be 

made into five typical ice flow regions which are the firn zone, the compression 

zone, the transition zone, the shear zone and the basal ice. 

Thefirn zone is from the surface to the depth at which the surface snow has been 

compressed to ice for which the accumulated ice compression strain is generally 

below 10%. The compression zone is from the bottom offirn zone to the depth 

where shear stress overtakes the compressive deviatoric stress (or shear strain rate 

overtakes the compressive strain rate). The transition zone is between the 

compression and shear layers where the shear stress is approximately equal to 

compressive stress deviator (or the shear strain rate is about equal to the 

compressive strain rate) or alternatively where the shear strain becomes 

comparable with the compressive strain. The shear zone is from the bottom of 

transition zone to the base of the maximum shear layer near to the levels of the 
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"rheological" or "cut-off' depths, Zc. Some corresponding parameters for the 

general ice flow regions along the Law Dome flow line are given in Table 7 .1 

which also correspond in general terms to those described for the I.A.G.P flow 

line. 
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Figure 6.8. Profile of the transect from the summit of Law Dome to 
Cape Folger, showing the flow regions (fim, compression, transition 
and shear zones, and basal ice) detail in the text. Representative 
crystal orientation fabrics measured from ice cores from AOO 1 (Jacka 
and Budd, 1989), BHQ (Li and others, 1988), BHF (Russell-Head, 
1979) and BHC2 (Thwaites and others, 1984) and the locations of the 
boreholes are also displayed. 

Comparing Figures 6.7 and 6.8 shows that the most rapid increase in shear does 

lie below the transition from compression to shear dominance. The "cut-off' 
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depth Zc lies at a fairly uniform height above the smoothed bedrock, except at the 

very edge of the ice cap. The mean "cut-off' depth is approximately 82 % of the 

ice thickness (using the smoothed envelope bedrock), with a standard deviation of 

4 % (see Figure 6.4f). Naturally any-smoother discounting of shear strain-rate 

must commence higher in the ice sheet. 

The analysis of crystal orientation fabrics in the ice cores from ice sheets has 

shown that the fabrics develop from a random fabric near the surface to a strongly 

developed fabric with increasing depth. It is also known that the crystal 

orientation fabric pattern can be indicative of the stress configuration, i.e. a small 

circle girdle pattern is compatible with the uniaxial unconfined compression stress 

configuration, while a single maximum pattern is compatible with a simple shear 

stress configuration (Budd and Jacka, 1989). Thus, crystal fabrics from ice cor~s 

may provide independent evidence of the location of the transition from 

compression to shear dominated flow. 

Some crystal orientation fabrics from ice cores drilled along our transect' - -AoO 1 

(Jacka and Budd, 1989), BHQ (Li and others, 1988), BHF (Russell-Head, 1979) 

and BHC2 (Thwaites and others, 1984) are shown in Figure 6.8 together with 

markers of their depths in the ice sheet. In the upper layers of the ice cap the 

crystal fabrics appear isotropic. The fabrics at 318 metres depth from the AOO 1 

core and at 103 metres from the BHF core, representing girdle patterns, are 

examples in the vertical compression zone. The single maximum fabrics from 

BHQ (at 361 metres), BHF (at 282 metres) and BHC2 (at 207 m) ice cores are 

indicative of flow domination by horizontal shear. The relationship between the 

locations of these fabrics and the ratio of strain rates (and hence in this model the 

compression fraction A,c) is encouraging, and-deserves more attention in future 

work. A multi-maxima fabric near the base at BHC2 is possibly due to basal 

effects such as higher temperature, reduced shear stress and possibly increased 

longitudinal and transverse stresses (Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
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6. 7. Summary 

A flow model based on ice rheology from laboratory and borehole experiments, 

including enhancement effects measured in combined stress experiments, gives 

shear strain-rate profiles that agree well with borehole inclination measurements 

along an Antarctic flow line, at least in the upper portion of the ice sheet. In spite 

of this, the simple form of the model would predict much higher surface velocities 

than are observed on this flow line if the computed strain rates were continued to 

the bed with an assumed linearly increasing shear stress. With no adjustable 

parameters in the flow law the question of reduced shear strain-rates in the lower 

levels of the ice sheet must be tackled to reconcile the situation. Explaining the 

details of flow in these lower levels is expected to be a difficult task, and would 

depend on the detailed bedrock topography at any location (among other 

variables). However, the present work suggests that a simpler empirical treatment 

may merit further investigation. This could be based on the concept of a 

appropriately smoothed envelope bedrock topography, together with an empirical 

prescription for the thickness of a basal zone of reduced strain rates depending on 

the large scale roughness of the bed. This prescription might depend on quantities 

such as the ice thickness above to the smoothed bedrock, and on distance scales 

associated with some characteristic wavelength and amplitude of the bedrock 

undulations. The comparison of the results form the analysis of the Law Dome 

flow line with those for the larger scale I.A.G.P flow line is expected to throw 

some light on this scaling problem. 
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Chapter 7 

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO AN 

I.A.G.P. FLOW LINE, WILKES LAND, 

ANTARCTICA 

7 .1. Introduction 

A model to describe the influence of anisotropy on the ice flow was developed in 

Chapter 4. Chapter 6 presented the application of the model to a flow line of 

about 1 OOkm from the Dome Summit to Cape Folger on Law Dome, East 

Antarctica. As described in Section 3.2.1, Law Dome is a small ice cap, separated 

from the ice flow of the main Antarctic ice sheet by the Vanderford and Totten 

glaciers. The maximum ice thickness near the centre of Law Dome is about 1200 

m. The mean annual surface temperature varies linearly with elevation over a 

narrow rang~ from-21 °C at the Dome Summit to -9 °C near the coast (Xie and 

others, 1989). 

In this Chapter, another approximate flow line is studied, ruong the I.A.G.P 

traverse line ill the interior of East Antarctica. This flow line is the part of the 

southern traverse line into Wilkes Land from Law Dome Summit towards Vostok 

described by Budd and Young (1979) (Figure 7.1). Compared with the Law 

Dome flow line, this flow line is longer (-600 km long) with deeper ( - 4000 m 

deep) and colder (below -50 °C at the surface) ice with faster ice flow (reaching 

60 m yr-1), and suitable for exploring larger scale bedrock features. 
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Figure 7.1. Map of region of Antarctica showing the location of the 
I.A. G.P line and the contours of sulface elevation in meters (dashed 
lines). The studied flow line is the part of the traverse line from Law 
Dome Summit C towards Vostok and is indicated by the thick line 
from A to B. (modified from Young, 1979). 

As described below, the part of the flow line studied here does not start from an 

ice divide, which was beyond the end of the traverse route. This means that the 

ice in the deeper part near the origin of the part of the flow line studied is coming 

from further upstream. This boundary condition for the start of the flow line 

results in a problem for the application of the scheme where the enhancement 

factor is based on the ice history. If the enhancement factor is based on the ice 

history as calculated from the accumulated strains along the flow trajectories then 

there is a problem with the absence of calculated ice trajectories (or strains) in the 

deeper part of ice near the origin of the flow line modelled. Therefore in the 

application of the model here only the enhancement factor scheme derived from 

laboratory experiments with combined stresses was used. 
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7.2. I.A.G.P. Flow Line 

7.2.1. Background of the I.A.G.P. 

The International Antarctic Glaciological Project (I.A.G.P.) was a long term 

program of glaciological research in East Antarctica, conceived in 1969, and 

involved primarily five nations: Australia, France, the United Kingdom, the U.S.A 

and the U.S.S.R (Anonymous, 1971; Radok, 1985). 

The I.A.G.P. aimed at determining the present dynamics and state of balance of 

the ice sheet over a large sector of East Antarctica. It also aimed to study the 

history and possible future behaviour of the ice sheet in this region. 

The original I.A.G.P. study area was around the Wilkes Land region (see Figure 

1.2). 

In past years, the I.A.G.P gathered a vast amount of data, mostly from oversnow 

traverses, airborne echo-sounding and ice core drilling (e.g. Black and Budd, 

1964; Budd and Young, 1979; Drewry, 1975; Drewry and Jordan, 1980; Hamley, 

1987; Lorius and Vaugelade, 1972, 1973; Radok, 1977, 1985; Raynaud and 

others, 1979; Robin and others, 1977; Walker, 1966, 1976;Young, 1979; Young 

and others, 1989). 

7.2.2. The I.A.G.P. Flow Line 

As part of the l.A.G.P, some longer overland traverse routes were carried out such 

as shown in Figure 7 .1: from Dumont d'Urville to 800 km towards Vostok; from 

Law Dome to Vostok; from Mimy to Pionerskaya which is approximately along a 

flowline, and then from Pionerskaya to Dome C, which crosses the general flow 

direction, rising to an approximate elevation of over 3000 m. 

Glaciological data from these traverses include ice velocity and ice thickness, 

surface levelling from barometric altimetry, gravity, magnetics and snow 

accumulation. These data (for the deep interior region of Antarctica) have already 

been used in accordance with the I.A.G.P. aims, to investigate the state of balance 

of the Antarctic ice sheet (Young, 1979; Hamley and others, 1985; Budd and 

Warner, 1996). Based on the observed data a map of accumulation rate in the 
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Wilkes Land area has been generated by Young (1982, Figure2), showing a 

general decrease from Law Dome towards Vostok. 

According to the smooth flow lines (Figure 7 .2) drawn from orthogonals to the 

elevation contours in Figure 7 .1, it appears that part of the traverse route between 

Vostok and Law Dome, corresponding to the line from point A to point B is 

approximately along a flow line. It is therefore reasonable to apply our flow line 

model to this section of the traverse line . 
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Figure 7.2. Map showing smooth flow lines in the study area. The 
studied line from A to B is approximately along a flow· line. (modified 
from Young, 1979 ). 

7 .3. Model Input Data 

The flow line for the modelling studies in this Chapter was chosen to represent the 

region from point A to point B along the traverse route (Hamley, 1987) from Law 

Dome Summit towards Vostok, where the data required for model input, which 

include relatively detailed surface and bedrock data, are available (approximate 2 

km intervals) and are shown in compact form in Figure 7.3a. The model input 
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data also include surface accumulation (Figure 7 .3b ), horizontal velocity (Figure 

7.3c) and temperature (Figure 7.3d). They were taken from the observations from 

a number of the over snow traverses. The surface and bedrock elevations, and 

surface velocity were taken from Hamley (1987, Table3.3 and Table 5.1), while 

surface accumulation and temperature were taken from Qin (1988, Table 1). 

According to the contours of accumulation generated by Young (1982, Figure 2), 

showing a general decrease from Law Dome towards Vostosk, the measured 

accumulation rates were smoothed along the flow line and used in the model as 

shown in Figure 7 .3b. 
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Figure 7.3. The model input data (solid line)for the l.A.G.P flow line. 

Symbol* indicates the data from field measurements (Hamley, 1987; 
Qin, 1988). (a) suiface and bedrock elevation, (b) suiface 
accumulation rate, dashed line shows the smooth data used in the 
model, (c) suiface horizantal velocity and (d) suiface temperature. 

As described in Section 4.3.4, the concept of an envelope topography, smoothing 

over the higher frequency bedrock roughness, was used in the model to reduce the 

effect of bedrock undulations. The bedrock topography along the l.A.G.P line also 

has large undulations of up to about 30% of the ice thickness which are still 

represented by the smoothed bed. The results of different scales of bedrock 
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smoothing are illustrated in Figure 7.4. Using a running mean over a certain 

number points (or distance) and then adding one (or two) standard deviations of 

the bedrock variations about the means to the mean produced a smooth envelope 

bedrock above the mean smoothed bed. Comparing these various results, the 

bedrock chosen for this study was the envelope bedrock formed by a running 

mean over 63 km, which is about 15 times the maximum ice thickness in this flow 

line, and raising it by one standard deviation of the bedrock data calculated over 

each corresponding 63 km band of the running mean. 
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Figure 7.4. Bedrock smoothing along the I.A. G.P flow line. The thin 
solid line is the real bedrock from the observations (Hamley, 1987). 
The dashed line is the mean bed calculated from the running mean 
over the indicated distance. The thick solid line (respectively dotted 
line) is the mean bed adding one (respectively two) standard 
deviations of the bedrock variations about the means to the mean. 
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fu similar fashion to the studies for the Law Dome flow line in Chapter 6, all input 

data in this study were interpolated so that the horizontal resolution is 1 km and 

vertical resolution was set by dividing the ice thickness into 100 evenly spaced 

bands. The basal geothermal heat flux gradient for the temperature calculations 

was taken as 0.035 K m-1 similar to that used for Law Dome. It was assumed that 

basal sliding is negligible along this flow line. The enhancement factor used was 

the function of compression fraction, E(Ac) (Section 4.3.2.1) varying as in Chapter 

6 from 3 (i.e. Ec=3) near the top of ice sheet to 6 (ie. Es=6) with increasing depth 

of ice. Assuming that the vertical profile of horizontal velocity varies very slowly 

in the horizontal direction along the flow line, vertical strain rates and velocities 

were once again calculated by use of the shape function as described in Section 

4.4.4b, along with the assumption of steady state. 

As already mentioned, the modelled section of the flow line (thick line in Figure 

7 .2) does not start from an ice divide, indicating that the ice in the deeper part near 

the origin of the flow line is coming from further upstream. Similarly the 

observed surface velocity (Figure 7.3c) shows that the horizontal velocity at the 

origin of the flow line is not equal to zero while it would be equal to zero at an ice 

divide. This boundary condition for the origin of the flow line requires a different 

scheme for treating the term for the horizontal advection in the heat Equation 

4.4.8.6 at the first column of the flow line. This scheme is described in Appendix 

II in detail. 

The method of application of the model in this Chapter was the same iterative 

approach as that for the Law Dome flow line (Chapter 6). To consider the 

combined reduction of shear stress and enhancement near the bed the depth 

integration of shear strain rate was simply terminated at a level above the bed 

selected to match the observed surface velocity (see Section 6.4 for details). 

7 .4. Results from the Model Output 

The main results from the model output include temperature, enhancement factor, 

stresses, strains, ice trajectories and ages, strain rates, a,nd velocities. For 

comparison, the right hand side of the graphs of the computed variable (Figures 

7.6 - 7.10) shows the results from the same model, but using a very smoothed 

bedrock obtained by the repeated averaging of three neighbouring points (i.e. over 
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a 3 km interval) 2000 times, which has a similar effect to smoothing with a 

moving gaussian filter with a full width at half maximum of 85 km, and then 

raising the mean by one standard deviation for the whole line. The more 

smoothed bedrock gives more smoothed contours of the results which may be 

easier to be read, but this may also over smooth the results and neglect some of 

the important bedrock features, especially near the high bumps (Budd and Carter, 

1971). The profiles of temperature, stresses, strain rates and velocities through the 

ice column are plotted as an example in Figure 7 .5 at a distance of 300 km from 

the origin of the flow line. 
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Figure 7.5. Vertical profiles of (a) temperature (T), (b) shear strain 
rate ( Exz ), ( c) vertical strain rate ( tz) with part of the shear strain 

rate profile (dashed line) plotted for contrast, (d) shear stress ( rxJ, 
compression stress deviator (SJ and octahedral shear stress ( T0 ), ( e) 
horizontal velocity (Vx) and (j) compression velocity (VJ at a distance 
of 300 km from the origin of the l.A.G.P flow line. 
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7.4.1. Temperature and Enhancement 

The temperature distribution (Figure 7.6a) shows that the ice is nearly isothermal 

near the top, and then warms rapidly near the bed. The ice at the bed is near the 

pressure melting point, indicating that some sliding could occur near the bed and 

may need to be taken into account in the model. 
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Figure 7.6. Contour plots of temperature, compression fraction and 
enhancement, resulting from the model based on the envelope bed (left 
side) and the more smoothed bed (right side). 
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The enhancement factor (Figure 7 .6c) calculated as a function of the compression 

fraction (Ac) (Figure 7.5b) varies from 3 for compressive deformation (Ac=l) to 

near 6 for shear deformation (Ac=O). 

7 .4.2. Stresses 

Shear stress (Figure 7.7a) generally increases with the depth and towards the 

margin of the flow line. In the upper part of the flow line the stress contours are 

more flat while they become steeper along the flow line, which shows the 

maximum shear stresses occurring in the deeper part of the ice and near the 

margin of the flow line, even though the ice becomes thinner there. By contrast, 

the compression stress deviator (Figure 7.7b) decreases with the depth. Octahedral 

shear stress (Figure 7. 7 c) as a combination of shear and compression deviatoric 

stresses (see Section 2.2.1.3) decreases in the upper part of the ice sheet and 

increases in the deeper part (also see Figure 7.5d). 

The ratio of the shear stress to the compressive stress deviator is shown in Figure 

7.7d. It is considered that above the layer where the shear stress overtakes the 

compressive stress deviator the ice flow is dominated by compression while it is 

dominated by shear below that layer. 

The relation between the stress configurations and the preferred crystal orientation 

fabrics has been discussed in Chapter 3 in detail. Based on the stress 

configurations the fabric development in an ice sheet should be predictable (for 

example, Budd and Jacka, 1989; Azuma, 1994). 

7 .4.3. Strains and Age 

In the upper part of the ice sheet compression strain (Figure 7.8b) is accumulated 

faster than shear strain (Figure 7.8a). The layer where shear strain overtakes -

compression strain (Figure 7 .8c) is in the middle to lower part of the ice sheet and 

close to the layer where shear strain rate overtakes compression strain rate, or 

shear stress overtakes compressive stress (in octahedral terms). 
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Figure 7. 7. Contour plots of shear stress, compression stress deviator, 
octahedral shear stress and the ratio of shear stress to compression 
stress deviator, resulting from the model based on the envelope bed 
(left side) and the more smoothed bed (right side). 
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7 .4.4. Strain Rates 

Shear strain rate (Figure 7 .9a) increases with depth and overtakes the compression 

strain rate (Figure 7.9b) near the middle of the depth of the ice sheet (Figure 7.9c), 

where the enhancement factor (Figure 7.6c) shows a substantial increase. The ratio 

of shear strain rate to compressive strain rate is similar in pattern to that of the 

ratio of shear stress to the compressive stress deviator because the model uses a 

similar form of flow relation for the shear and compression components (see 

Equations 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3). 

7.4.5. Velocities 

The horizontal velocities increase along the ice flow towards the margin of the ice 

sheet. Over the high bump of the bedrock the vertical velocities change sign, 

indicating that the ice deformation at that location changes from compression to 

extension. 

The ratio of column averaged velocity ( V) to surface velocity (Vsurface) along the 

flow line based on an envelope bedrock (Figure 7. IOd) varies between 0.85 and 

0.93 with an average of 0.89. 

If Ae and Am are the ratios of V to Vsurface based on the envelope bed and on the 

mean bed, and De and Dm are the corresponding ice thicknesses, they have the 

relation as (Wang and Warner, 1996): 

(7.1) 

where Fis balance flux and Vsurface is surface horizontal velocity, so the ratio 

based on the mean bed can be obtained by 

(7.2) 

which varies from 0.72 to 0.92 with an average of 0.85, corresponding to a mean 

value for DelDm of 0.95. 

These later values tend to be somewhat lower than the suggested values of 

between 0.85 and 0.92 given by Budd and others (1971, p.161), 0.9 by Young 
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(1979) and 0.89 by Hamley and others (1985) estimated by comparing the 

observed surface flux with calculated balanced flux. 
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Figure 7.9. Contour plots of shear stain rate, compression strain rate 
and the ratio of shear strain rate to compression strain rate, resulting 
from the model based on the envelope bed (left side) and the more 
smoothed bed (right side). 
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line lower for mean bed), resulting from the model based on the envelope 
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7 .5. High Shear Layers 

Figure 7.1 la is a radio-echo profile (Robin and others, 1977) showing internal 

layering in the Antarctic ice sheet. The layers conform to the large-scale features 

of the bedrock and the amplitude of the undulations decreases with increasing 

distance above the bed. A zone ab~ve the bedrock occurs in which internal layers 

failed to be recorded despite apparently adequate radar system performance. This 

'echo-free basal zone' (EFBZ) is thought to be due possibly to high shear strain 

above the lowermost ice layers which combined with complex flow and ice 

intermixing over bed undulations destroys the contiguity of layers below. The 

high shear layers along the I.A.G.P line which resulted from our model are about 

310 m above the mean bed (about 150 m above the envelope bed) (Figure 7.12a) 

and occur at about the depth of 91 % of the ice thickness (95% for the envelope 

bedrock) (Figure 7.12c). A more smoothed high shear layer can be seen in Figure 

7 .11 c which is obtained based on the more smoothed bedrock. At the high shear 

layer the temperature is near-5 °C (Figure 7.6a). The high shear layers in the 

model exhibit anisotropy which enhances the flow as discussed previously. 

Comparing the results here with those from the modelling of the Law Dome flow 

line (Chapter 6), it is found that the high shear layers along the flow line from the 

Dome Summit to Cape Folger also occurred at about 150 m above the envelope 

bedrock (see Figure 6.4f). This distance above the envelope bedrock is similar to 

that in the I.A.G.P. flow line, even though the ice thickness in the Law Dome flow 

line is only about one quarter on average of the ice thickness in the I.A.G.P. flow 

line. This may imply that the high shear layers in the ice sheet can be found based 

on an envelope bedrock computed from the variance of the bedrock elevations 

around a running mean bed for a range of ice thicknesses. Although the ice 

thickness influences the scales chosen for the smoothing and the calculation of 

variance it appears that the height of the envelope above the bed depends more on 

the amplitude of the bedrock variations rather than the ice thickness. 
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Figure 7.12. The percentage of ice thickness (top) and the depth 
above the bed (bottom) of the high shear layer as a function of the 
envelope thickness (full line) and mean thickness (dashed line) along 
the l.A.G.P flow line. 

7.6. The Main Ice Flow Regions of the I.A.G.P Flow Line 

Based on the stress configuration and the magnitudes of the strains and strain 

rates, resulting from the model, the ice flow regions for the I.A.G.P. line 

(analogous to those discussed for Law Dome in Section 6.6) are estimated and the 

corresponding predicted evolution of the fabric development is presented in 

Figure 7.13. Some related parameters are summarised in Table 7.1. 

In the version of the model used in this chapter the basic assumption for the 

treatment of the enhancement factor is that the ice is always in tertiary flow, with 

the ice crystal fabric always compatible with the current stress configuration. This 

assumption ignores any delay in the crystal fabric responding to (becoming 

compatible with) the changing applied stresses, it therefore represents the most 

rapid response possible of the ice flow to the stress conditions. In practice the 

crystal structure adjustment to a new stress regime becomes accomplished in a 

large part by an additional 10-20% strain under the new regime. If the stress 
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configuration remains the same and only the magnitude of stresses changes there 

is relatively little change to the resulting crystal orientation fabric. 
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Figure 7.13. The ice flow regions for the l.A.G.P flow line. Also 
shown the predicted evolution of the crystal orientation fabric 
development, represented by suggested characteristic fabrics. 

eoo 

In the I.A.G.P flow line, a subdivision can be made into five typical ice flow 

regions which are the firn zone, the compression zone, the transition zone, the 

shear zone and the basal ice. The top region labelled the Jim zane is identified by 

the accumulated snow and ice compression with strain less than 10% (of ice 

equivalent strain). In this region snow deposited on the surface undergoes a 

complicated compaction and densification process to form firn and eventually 

polycrystalline ice under its own weight The ice is under little or no shear stress 

and the accumulated shear strain is only about 0.5% or less. Although the 

compressive stress deviator is higher, a preferred c-axis orientation fabric is not 

developed due to a small compressive strain usually much (less than 10%) and the 

partial accommodation of the compressive strain by the densification. The fabric 
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in this region is still expected to show an approximately random pattern. The 

thickness of the fim zone increases towards the inland of Antarctica, probably 
r 

because of the lower accumulation rates and the lower temperatures giving a 

lower strain rate and a slower rate of densification with depth. 

Firn Compression Transition Shear Maximum Basal 

Zone zone Zone zone Shear Zone 

Temperature surface <-30 °C --30 °C 30°C- --5 °C near 
temperature 

-5°C 
pressure 
melting 

point 

Shear Strain <0.5% <50% -50% 50 - - -
>100% 

txz 

Compressive 
Strain 

<10% 10-50% -50% >50% - -
tz 

Rat10 of 
Strains 

-0.03 <1 -1 1->10 >100 -

Exz I tz 

Ratio of 
Stresses 

-0.05 0.05-1 -1-2 2->100 >100 -
'txz IS, 

Enhancement 
Factor 

<3 3 3-5 5-6 -6 <6 
E(/..,0) 

Predicted random girdle central single strong multi 

Fabric Pattern 
trend maxi- single maximum 

or mum maximum 
weak 
single 

maximum 

Table 7.1. The parameters in the ice flow regions for the I.A.G.P. 
flow line. The general pattern for the corresponding parameters in 
the ice flow regions for the I.A.G.P flow line model as shown in 
Figure 7.13. 

Below the fim layer, with the accumulating compressive strain, the ice flow is 

dominated by compression until shear stress overtakes the compressive stress (or 

shear strain rate overtakes the compressive strain rate). This is labelled the 

compression zone. In this region, the deformation of ice is mainly under the 
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compressive stress configuration and the compatible fabric with unconfined 

compressive stress configuration is a girdle pattern. The enhancement factor 

increases slightly with the depth to reach up to about 3 to 4. The compression 

zone in the I.A.G.P line contains nearly half of the ice thickness and is much 

thicker than that in the Law Dome flow line (see Figure 6.8). 

It is well known that in an ice sheet the ice flow is dominated by compression in 

the upper part and by shear in the deep parts. The region where the ice flows from 

compression domination to shear domination is called here the transition zone. 

The boundaries of the transition zone are defined between the two layers where 

the shear stress is about equal to the compressive stress deviator (or the shear 

strain rate is equal to the compressive strain rate) or alternatively where the shear 

strain is equal to the compressive strain (in this case the line from the middle of 

the flow line to the origin is estimated). In this region, shear strain starts to 

accumulate faster than the compressive strain accumulation and overtakes the 

compressive strain at about 50% strain, the magnitude of shear stress increases to 

a value twice as high as the compressive stress deviator. Under this combination 

of shear and compressive stress configuration the fabric develops towards a single 

maximum (compatible with the shear stress configuration). The enhancement 

factor is about 4. The transition zone is a very narrow region which implies that 

the ice flow transforms quickly from compression domination to shear 

domination. 

The Shear Zone contains the most ice deformation in an ice sheet. In this region, 

with a high shear stress (between 10 and 100 times higher than the compressive 

stress) and shear strain (larger than 100%) the ice flows faster than anywhere else. 

The crystals are oriented to provide the greatest amount of basal glide therefore 

allowing the ice to flow at a higher rate. This easy glide crystal fabric is a strong 

vertical single maximum pattern. The strength of this single maximum fabric 

increases with the depth in the ice sheet until reaching the Maximum shear, at a 

certain distance above the smoothed bedrock, where the preferred crystal 

orientation fabric is developed into a very strong single maximum pattern and 

shear strain rate reaches its maximum. 
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Below the maximum shear layer, the deformation of the basal ice is disturbed and 

constrained by obstruction from the higher bedrock peaks giving a reduction in the 

effective shear stress and strain rate. The ice is often under annealing conditions, 

associated with higher temperature and reduced stress. As the ice moves from 

high to low stress zones the stress release gives rise to extensive crystal growth 

together with the formation of typical multi-maximum fabrics. As well as in Law 

Dome (Chapter 6), these multi-maximum crystal orientation fabrics have been 

found near the base of ice sheets, particularly at locations where the basal ice 

temperature is warmer than-10 °C by Gow and Wiliamson (1976) and Matsuda 

and Wakahama (1978). The thickness of basal ice in the I.A.G.P line derived 

from the model is similar to that found in the Law Dome flow line from both the 

model and the observations from the ice cores. 

7.7. Summary 

The application of the model based on the laboratory determined ice rheology to 

the I.A.G.P. line in Eastern Antarctica, has been studied in this Chapter. 

The ratio of averaged column velocity to surface velocity along the I.A.G.P line is 

between 0.82 and 0.95 with a mean value of 0.9 for the envelope bedrock and 

between 0.72 and 0.92 with a mean value of 0.85 for the mean bedrock. 

Based on the stress configuration and the magnitudes of strains and strain rates, 

resulting from the model, the ice flow regions for the I.A.G.P. line are divided into 

five typical and crystallographic flow regions which are the firn zone, the 

compression zone, the transition zone, the shear zone and the basal ice. The 

predicted evolution of the fabric development is shown in each ice flow region. 

These zones are analogues to the similar zones depicted for Law Dome where the 

ice cores and borehole deformation studies provide reasonable confirmation of the 

general pattern depicted here. 

The transition zone from compression domination to shear domination along the 

I.A.G.P line occurs in about the middle of ice depth. 
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The high shear layer is at the depth containing about 91 % ice thickness (95% for 

envelope bedrock) and about 310 m above the bed (150 m above envelope 

bedrock) at the temperature of about-5 °C. 

The thickness of basal ice in the I.A.G.P line is similar to the amount found in the 

Law Dome flow line. The ice at the bed over most of the I.A.G.P. flow line 

appears to be near to the pressure melting point, indicating some loss of ice by 

melting may be occurring which also may need to be taken into account in the 

model. 
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Chapter 8 

INCORPORATION OF ANISOTROPIC 

RHEOLOGY INTO THE WHOLE ANTARCTIC 

ICE SHEET MODEL 

The aim of the work in this Chapter is to apply the same description of the flow of 
I 

ice as used for the flow lines (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) to the whole Antarctic ice 

sheet, again assuming (in the first instance) that everything is in steady state. 

The scheme for including the effect of octahedral stress in the shear flow law, and 

for calculating the enhancement effect of anisotropic ice flow developed in 

Chapter 4, and the simple cut-off treatment of flow in the basal regi~ns used in 

Chapters 6 and 7, were reformulated as new subroutines in a three dimensional 

steady state thermomechanical model of the whole Antarctic ice sheet, currently 

being developed by Roland W amer at the Antarctic CRC. This model was then 

applied to provide the first indications of the effect of this anisotropic rheology 

scheme over the whole continent at 20 km resolution. 

8.1 Model Input Data Sets 

For ice sheet modelling four basic data fields are usually required for input: the 

surface elevation, bedrock elevation, surface accumulation and the surface 

temperatures. In addition, for modelling such as that carried out in Chapter 6 and 

7, surface velocity data was required in order to check that the rheology was 

appropriate or, more correctly, that the model ice flow could be brought into 

agreement by modifying the flow in basal regions. 

For the present study the surface elevation, bedrock elevation, surface 

accumulation grids and a· grid classifying each grid point as grounded ice, floating 
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ice, bare rock or at the grounding line, have been taken from a recent compilation 

of data sets by Huybrechts and others (in press), with surface temperature grids 

from Budd and Smith (1982). These data grids of the entire Antarctic are 

28 lx281 points with even grid spacing of 20 km and are shown in Figure 8.1. 

8.2 The Running of the Model and the Results 

The surface elevation data set was further smoothed by a weighted average of each 

grid point with its eight nearest neighbours, covering a horizontal scale of 

approximately 10 times the maximum ice thickness, to better reflect the large 

scale slopes appropriate for ice dynamics. 

Since observed surface velocities are not available for a comprehensive coverage 

of the whole continent, the "cut-off' or rheological depth was adjusted to give a 

match to the balance fluxes (the depth integrated ice flow that would keep the 

present shape of Antarctica unchanged for the present accumulation) instead. The 

balance fluxes can be calculated from the assumption of a steady state balanced 

ice sheet using the continuity equation (Al.1). In this study the balance fluxes 

(Figure 8.2) were obtained using the computer program developed at the Antarctic 

CRC by Roland Warner which is developed from the scheme for rapid 

calculations of balance-flux distribution presented in Budd and Warner (1996). 

Even if the ice sheet is not in fact in balance this overall coverage of balance flux 

provides a suitable target for choosing an effective cut-off depth of ice with the 

prescribed laboratory based flow law including anisotropic enhancement to give 

the required dynamics based flux. The aim of the study here is thus to use the 

model of ice flow developed in ihe thesis (Chapter 4) in a steady state 

thermomechanical ice sheet model, with an effective cut-off depth adjusted to 

match the ice dynamics flux to solve for the effective ice thickness. The effective 

bedrock or cut-off surface can then be compared with the input data. As 

incorporation of basal sliding into a steady state thermodynamics model can 

present some difficulties, and as there are various opinions about the dynamical 

form of the relation that is appropriate to describe sliding, it was decided to 

neglect sliding in this first investigation and to concentrate on the effects of 

enhanced deformation flow. 
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1.5 

1.5 

Figure 8.1. Map of surface elevation (km)( top) with 500 metre contours 
and Bedrock elevation (km)(bottom) over the whole Antarctic, with the sea 
level contour in black. Data from Huybrechts and others (in press). 
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Figure 8.1. (continued). Map of surface temperature (°C, data set 
from Budd and Smith, 1982) (top) and surface accumulation rate (m 
yr-1 ice, data set from Huybrechts and others, in press) (bottom) over 
the whole Antarctic ice sheet showing the contours of surface 
elevation at 500 metres interval. 
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The program calculates the steady state temperature distribution for the whole 

Antarctic ice sheet. It includes vertical diffusive heat flux with horizontal and 

vertical advection and internal mechanical heating. The heat equation was solved 

iteratively (see Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4.4) with the temperature dependent 

anisotropic ice flow relation (Equation 4.3.2.8), allowing for the feedback of 

temperature and mechanical heating, and also of the vertical strain rate, in 

calculating the shear strain rate as in the previous flow line model (Chapter 4). As 

in the flow line model this is alternated with iterative treatment of the 

enhancement factor and vertical strain rate, with the whole procedure being 

repeated to bring the system to equilibrium. 
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Figure 8.2. The distribution of balance fluxes (km2 yr-1) over the 
whole Antarctic grounded ice sheet, displayed on a logarithmic scale, 
with the bare rock mask of Huybrechts and others (in press) applied. 

As in the studies for the flow lines (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) vertical resolution 

was set by dividing the ice thickness into evenly spaced bands in this case 30 

bands were used. The basal geothermal heat flux for the temperature calculations 
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was taken as 54 mW m-2 close to the value suggested by Huybrechts (1992) from 

his studies of Antarctica. This is lower than the value 78 mW m-2 used in Chapters 

6 and 7 which was chosen because it matched the observed gradients well for the 

Law Dome temperature profiles. The enhancement factor calculated as a function 

of compression fraction, E(Ac) (Section 4.3 .2.1 ), in the flow relations varies from 

3 (i.e. Ec=3) near the top of ice sheet to 6 (ie. Es=6) with increasing depth of ice. 

By assuming the vertical profile of horizontal velocity with depth varies very 

slowly in the horizontal direction, vertical strain rates and velocities were 

calculated by use of the shape function described in Section 4.4.4b, along with the 

assumption of steady state. 

Figure 8.3a shows the cut -off depth as a fraction of ice thickness, representing the 

depth at which the shear strain rates reach their maximum, over the whole 

Antarctic ice sheet. The cut-off surface is placed at the bedrock for about 30% of 

the grounded ice. Except where a near match occurs right at the bed this failure to 

generate dynamically the balance ice flux may be due to the lack of sliding or 

possibly due to the bedrock data set being not sufficiently deep to enable 

sufficiently warm ice and high shear stresses in the deeper layer of the ice sheet. 

Where a cut-off depth above the bedrock was obtained in matching the balance 

fluxes, the cut-off was located at more than 90% of the depth at 50% of the grid 

points and at more than 70% of the depth at 95% of grid points. Figure 8.3b 

shows that the cut-off layer typically lies a few hundred meters above the bedrock 

(50% lies within 250 meters), but in some small areas the thickness of the layer is 

considerably larger, reaching values of over 500 meters in approximately 10% of 

locations. 

In some regions the cut-off depth reaches the bed. In Figure 8.4 the surface 

corresponding to th~ cut-off (high shear) layer is compared with the bedrock input 

data set. Note that the present scheme can only suggest a higher elevation for a 

"rheological" bedrock. 
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1000 

100 

Figure 8.3. The cut-off depth (top) as afunction of ice thickness and the 
height (m) of the cut-off layer (bottom) above the bedrock data set over the 
whole grounded Antarctic ice sheet. The grey band in (b) denotes values of 
1 OOO meters or greater. 
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Figure 8.4. Elevations (km) of bedrock data set (top) and of cut-off 
layer (bottom) over the whole Antarctic ice sheet. 
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• 

Figure 8.5. The dynamics flux (km2 yr-1
) (top) and the ratio (bottom) 

of the dynamics flux to balance flux over the whole Antarctic ice sheet. 
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A similar procedure, using standard ice dynamics, balance fluxes and surface 

shape information to estimate the effective bedrock topography was recently 

presented by Warner and Budd (1999). A more comprehensive bedrock data set is 

expected to come from the international collaborative compilation of ice thickness 

data by the BED MAP project of SCAR soon (YI arner, personal communication). 

The dynamic ice fluxes calculated by the model are presented in Figure 8.5a for 

comparison with the balance fluxes (Figure 8.2). In Figure 8.5b the ratio of the 

dynamics flux to the balance flux is presented to indicate what fraction of the 

balance is being explained by the deformation flow using the enhanced ice 

rheology. In areas where ice sliding would be important, in the ice stream regions 

of the West Antarctic ice sheet and the other major outlet glaciers the contribution 

from deformation is very small. 

8.3 Comparison with the Results from the Flow Line 

Model along the I.A.G.P Flow Line 

The I.A.G.P. flow line has sufficient extent to make it possible to interpolate from 

the 20 km grid of the 3-D model and make comparison with the detailed flow line 

modelling of Chapter 7 and the observed bedrock data. Figure 8.6 shows bedrock 

from observations (blue line), from the smoothed bed used in the modelling in 

Chapter 7 (red dashed line) and from interpolating the 3-D data set (red solid line) 

to the I.A.G.P. line. 

Comparing the bedrock from the 20 km data set with the observations it is clear 

that in the region for 400 - 600 km of the I.A.G.P. line, the data set bedrock 

which is apparently based here on the Drewry Folio (1983), completely misses the 

rise in the actual bed which is captured quite well by the envelope and dynamics 

scheme used here. Further inland in the first half of the figure the data set 

resembles the envelope bed over the rough topography. 

The close agreement between the two cut-off layers (black lines in Figure 8.6) in 

spite of the different bedrock inputs used in the two models further suggests that a 

very high cut-off layer may be a sign of deficiencies in the bedrock data, 
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especially when this happens away from deep bedrock depressions where it might 

genuinely indicate a high shear layer above a thick layer of stagnant ice. General 

agreement also can be seen in some other output results, as shown in Figure 8.7, 

including temperature, enhancement factor, shear strain rate and the ratio of shear 

strain rate to compressive strain rate, from the 3-D model (right side) in this 

chapter and from the flow line model in Chapter 7 along the I.A.G.P. flow line. 
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Figure 8.6. The bedrock comparison along the l .A.G.P flow line. Red 
solid line indicates the bedrock from the data set used in this study, 
blue line the bedrock from the observations (Chapter 7), black solid 
line the cut-off layer in this study, black dashed line and red dashed 
line the cut-off layer and the envelope bed, respectively, from the study 
of the flow line model in Chapter 7. 

Even though the geothermal heat fluxes are different in the whole Antarctic ice 

sheet model compared with the I.A.G.P. flow line model (see Figure 7.3a), the 

temperature distributions from the 3-D model and from the flow line model are 

similar, which may indicate that if the basal temperatures are near to the pressure 

melting point then different geothermal heat fluxes may not have much influence 

on the temperature profiles. The section extraction from the 3-D model appears to 

contain some colder ice advected from the interior of the continent. 
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Figure 8. 7. Contour plots of temperature, enhancement factor, shear 
strain rate and the ratio of shear strain rate to compression strain rate 
from the flow line model (left side) based on the more smoothed bed 
and 3-D model (right side). 
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8.4. Concluding Remarks 

This application of the anisotropic rheology in the 3-D model, incorporating the 

estimate of the octahedral stress, and including the enhancement of shear flow, has 

provided reasonable flow rates for a steady state simulation of the Antarctic ice 

sheet, if one is prepared to accept the adjustments made to shear strain rates in the 

basal layers. This suggests again that more attention needs to be paid to flow in 

these deep regions of the ice sheet. As the present bedrock data is quite uncertain 

over a considerable of part of Antarctica, this cut-off adjustment is perhaps a more 

reasonable approach to estimating the form of the large scale smooth bed 

topography in regions of poor data coverage than by using simple interpolation, 

and where the cut-off layer lies far above the bedrock, the bedrock input data itself 

may be called into question. Other inputs such as the geothermal heat flux are 

also not well determined, and there is scope to explore other values. 
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER OUTLOOK 

9.1. Summary and Conclusions 

In this thesis a model for anisotropic ice flow in a polar ice sheet was developed. 

The scheme for developing the anisotropic flow rates is based on the combination 

of laboratory measurements of ice rheology and shear deformation rates measured 

in boreholes through the ice. Although the model is set up as a steady state 

dynamic and thermodynamic flow line model there is no fundamental restriction 

on its application to time varying flow. 

To incorporate the effect of ice fabric anisotropy on the flow of ice into an ice 

sheet model an "enhancement factor" is applied to the relationship between stress 

and strain rate (i.e. the constitutive relation for ice) as the ice passes through a 

range of stress regimes from predominantly vertical compression in the upper 

layers to predominantly shear stress, as it flows down through the ice sheet 

towards the bed. The enhancement factor represents the increased flow rate of 

anisotropic ice, in steady state tertiary flow, relative to that of isotropic ice at 

minimum strain rate under the same stress and temperature conditions. The 

laboratory experiments and the analysis of the borehole measurements give 

information about the magnitude of shear enhancement. The transition from 

minimum creep to tertiary flow and the concept of development of compatible 

crystal fabrics related to the stress situation, initially motivated the formulation of 

an enhancement factor based on the ice history, using a simple description in 

terms of the ratio of shear strain to compressive strain, in an attempt to take 
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account of the considerable compressive strain accumulated in natural ice sheets 

before the shear zone is reached. (It would be possible to investigate a more 

complicated dependence on shear and compressive strains). 

The combined stress experiments, and the assumption of maintaining a 

compatible fabric that developed in step with the changing stress situation, 

provided the basis for the second enhancement scheme, based on the compressive 

stress fraction Ac which was modelled by using strain rate ratios. 

To test this model two different flow lines in the Antarctic ice sheet have been 

studied. One flow line is in the Law Dome Ice Cap near the margin of the 

Antarctic ice sheet. The second one is from an l.A.G.P traverse line in the interior 

of the Antarctic ice sheet in Wilkes Land. The model was also applied to a study 

of the shear strain rate profile from the borehole at Dome Summit South on Law 

Dome. 

Modifications of the simple model predictions for high shear strain rates in the 

lower layers of the ice sheet were required in order to match the observed surface 

velocities and the observed borehole shear rates. In these lower regions reductions 

in the enhancement of shear flow and also in the shear stress are required to 

produce good agreement with surface velocities. For Law Dome, where 

inclination measurements are available for several boreholes, the shear strain rate 

profiles from the field observations and the model are in good agreement in the 

upper part of the ice sheet, emphasizing that more attention needs to be given to 

the dynamics deep within ice sheets, near the bed. 

Based on the stress configurations and the magnitude of strains and strain rates, 

resulting from the model, the ice flow regions for those two flow lines were 

divided into five typical ice flow regions. These different flow regions are 

expected to have distinctive crystallographic structures with the estimated 

preferred crystal orientation fabric in each zone as follows: the firn zone with a 

random fabric pattern, the compression zone with a girdle (or two maxima) fabric 

pattern, the transition zone with a central trend or weak maximum fabric pattern, 

the shear zone with a strong single maximum fabric pattern and the variable basal 

ice with often a multi-maximum fabric pattern and large crystals. This general 
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picture is in consistent agreement with the observations from the Law Dome ice 

cores and boreholes. 

From the model the transition zone from compression domination to shear 

domination along the I.A.G.P line occurs in the middle of the ice depth, 

proportionately lower than where it appears for the Law Dome flow line, 

indicating that towards the interior of the Antarctic ice sheet the compression zone 

becomes thicker and contains more ice. 

The high shear layers along the I.A.G.P line resulting from the model are about 

150 m above the envelope bedrock which represents a depth of about 95% of the 

ice thickness based on the envelope bedrock. Comparing this with the Law Dome 

flow line, it was found that the high shear layers along the flow line from the 

Dome Summit to Cape Folger also occur at about 150 m above the envelope 

bedrock, even though the ice thickness in the Law Dome flow line is only on 

average about one quarter of the ice thickness in the I.A.G.P. flow line. This may 

imply that the high shear layers in the ice sheet can be found at consistent levels 

above an envelope bedrock computed from the variance of the bedrock 

topographic variations about the mean bed over appropriate distance scales. 

It was found here that an envelope bed about 1 SD (Standard Deviation) of the 

roughness above the smoothed mean bed appeared to give a reasonable 

representation of an ''effective bed" for ice dynamics. The apparent high shear 

layer was found to be a similar distance above that effective bed i.e. about 2 SD 

above the mean bed. This may be interpreted as follows. Above 2 SD from the 

mean bed, where less than about 5% of the above average bedrock peaks protrude, 

the shear flow is sufficiently undisturbed by the bedrock irregularities to allow the 

formation of a practically continuous layer of high shear anisotropic ice with 

strong vertical single maximum c-axis fabrics. Between 1 SD and 2 SD, which is 

penetrated by about one third of the above mean bedrock peaks, the ice flow may 

be sufficiently disturbed to prevent such a near continuous high shear layer of 

anisotropic ice from forming. These irregularities could also reduce the average 

horizontal shear stress in this layer and replace it by drag from longitudinal and 

transverse stresses associated with the ice flow over and around the higher 

bedrock _protrusions. 
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Since the shallow ice approximation for ice flow only holds for horizontal scales 

of the order of 10 ice thickness or more it seems appropriate that the bed and ice 

thickness should be smoothed on about that same scale. The smaller scale 

variations can be regarded as roughness and can be treated by the approach taken 

here using an envelope bed of 1 SD above the mean bed and with an anisotropic 

high shear layer above about 2 SD from the mean bed. 

Where the sub-ice topography is smooth on these scales (in the line of flow) it can 

be expected that the envelope bed will coincide with the mean bed and in that case 

the strong crystal anisotropy and the maximum shear rate can also be expected to 

occur right at the real bed. This may be the typical situation for the fast flowing 

ice streams and outlet glaciers where the bed has been deepened and smoothed by 

erosion. 

The relationship between enhancement factors based on the borehole inclinations 

for several boreholes in Law Dome and the ice deformation tests and fabric 

parameter, <!>(1/4) (the half-apex angle of the cone containing 25% of the c-axis 

crystals) was also investigated. The general feature is that the enhancement factor 

increases with the fabric strengthening. When the fabric parameter <!>( 1/4) reduces 

from about 37° (near the theoretical value for a random fabric pattern) to its 

minimum at about 9° (a strong single maximum fabric pattern) the enhancement 

factor increases generally (non-linearly) from 1 to about 6. These relations have 

been used to help depict the evolution of the fabric development in the I.A.G.P 

flow line. However since there are still some uncertainties regarding the 

enhancement factors, particularly for the individual strain rate components in 

combined stress situations, further studies were carried out with the enhancement 

in shear varying from 3 to 10. 

The ratio of the depth-averaged velocity to the surface velocity represents the 

relationship between the column-integrated ice flux and the flux computed from 

the measurements of ice sheet thickness and the surface velocity. To determine the 

state of ice sheet mass balance from the ice accumulation distributions and ice 

sheet surface topography this relationship must be considered. This ratio has been 

calculated in the present work. Along the I.A.G.P line it is between 0.72 and 0.92 

with a mean value of 0.85 which is somewhat lower than the suggested values of 
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between 0.85 and 0.92 given by Budd and others (1971, p.161), 0.9 by Young 

(1979) and 0.89 by Hamley and others (1985) estimated from modelling with 

isotropic ice flow properties and used for comparing the observed surface flux 

with calculated balanced flux. On the Law Dome flow line this ratio is computed 

from the present model to range between 0.65 and 0.82 with a mean value of 0.75. 

At the DSS site it is computed to be 0.73 which is close to the value of 0.74 

determined by the borehole measurements, and 0.76 (Morgan and others, 1998) 

calculated by assuming the local ice sheet is in mass balance and matching 

accumulation with the outflow around DSS determined by surface strain data. 

Compared with the value of 0.8 for a cubic flow law with isothermal isotropic ice 

(see Paterson, 1994, p.251-252), this ratio is usually expected to be increased by 

the effect of warmer, more deformable ice deeper in the ice sheet, an effect which 

would be expected to be further increased by enhanced flow. The lower values at 

DSS and along the Law Dome flow line reflect the large proportion of basal ice 

below the maximum shear layer, with reduced basal shear stresses and variable ice 

fabrics tending to contribute smaller shear strain rates in spite of the relatively 

higher temperature. The ice flow at DSS may also be complicated by the role of 

longitudinal stresses within a few ice thicknesses of the Dome Summit and the 

influence of the quite rough bedrock topography in that region. 

The incorporation of anisotropic rheology into the whole Antarctic ice sheet 

model was studied by applying the same description for the anisotropic ice flow 

used for the flow lines (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) to a model of the whole 

Antarctic ice sheet. Ice thickness cut-off layers appropriate for high shearing over 

rough bedrock topography along the I.A.G.P flow line shows good agreement 

between the 3-D model and the flow line model. 

The comparison of the 3-D model with the flow line model and the field data for 

the I.A.G.P flow line suggested that the anisotropic enhancement of ice flow was 

able to provide an acceptable match to the balance flux. It also gave an indication 

that particularly thick "cut-off' layers in the model might be indicative of 

discrepancies in the bedrock dataset, which can now be re-examined in relation to 

the actual observations. In some regions the high shear layer was placed right at 

the bedrock and the model dynamic flux did not reach the target balance fluxes. 

In some regions such as the ice stream regions of West Antarctica and other outlet 
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glaciers this may be due to the neglect of basal sliding in the present formulation. 

In some other regions it might also reflect places where the bedrock data set 

underestimates the thickness of the ice sheet. 

9.2. The Need for Further Studies 

As mentioned above, in this thesis the effect of ice fabric anisotropy on the flow 

of ice was incorporated into an ice sheet model via the derivation of a variable 

prognostic "enhancement factor" in the ice flow relations (i.e. relation between 

stress and strain rate). The functional relation for the enhancement factor with 

position was based on the laboratory studies of the development of anisotropic 

tertiary flow rates for different stress configurations and the modelling of the 

stresses, strain rates and strains through the ice sheet as a function of position in 

the ice sheet. For comparison, it is worth examining further the potential of some 

other suggested ice flow relations for anisotropic ice flow, for example, Azuma's 

model (Azuma and Goto-Azuma, 1996). However it would be important to first 

show that such a scheme can be used to match the laboratory determined 

anisotropic flow rates and crystallographic evolution and can also generate the ice 

fabrics and shear rate development in the ice sheet as observed in the ice cores and 

boreholes. 

The relationship (Figure 3.10) of enhancement factor to fabric parameter <j>(l/4), 

based on the borehole inclinations and ice core measurements in Law Dome and 

on laboratory experiments, has also been studied in this thesis. The possibility of 

using this relation for a given fabric, along with the more explicit evolution of the 

fabric with strain, to obtain the enhancement factor for the present ice dynamics 

model also deserves further study, and a comparison with predictions of models 

relating anisotropic flow to crystal fabrics, such as Lliboutry (1993), Azuma 

(1994) and Van der Veen and Whillans (1994), would be interesting. 

Based on the analysis that the ratio of shear enhancement to compressive 

enhancement is of order unity (see Section 4.3.2 for details), the current model 

took the same enhancement factors for the shear and the compression components 

as for the enhancement of the octahedral strain rate. The laboratory data and 

further analysis by Warner and others (1999) shows that different influences of 
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increasing compression on the shear rate compared with the effect of increasing 

shear on the compression rate, may need to be considered in the model by using 

different enhancements for shear and compression components individually. 

In the present model the ice dynamics was driven by the shallow ice 

approximation for the shear stress, with the influence of vertical compression on 

the horizontal shear strain rate being estimated through the flow relations and a 

model for the vertical strain rate. It would be appropriate to apply a more 

complicated set of component flow relations to a solution of the complete stress 

equilibrium equations for the flow line. 

The flow lines in the Law Dome Summit area have also been generated in this 

thesis (Figure 5.4). This gives us the possibility to apply the current model to a 

flow line from the Dome Summit through the DSS site. Recent work by Morgan 

and others (personal communication) has now established a more accurate time 

scale for the DSS core. The comparison of the results from such a flow line study 

with the observations from the borehole will provide more information about the 

internal dynamics of the ice in Law Dome. 

Basal sliding needs to be studied more extensively in the model. Surface velocity 

measurements and borehole inclination measurements near the margin of the Law 

Dome at the BHC 1 and BHC2 boreholes, where the ice is relatively thin, (less 

than 300 m, Etheridge, 1989) reveal that approximately half the ice motion there 

is due to basal sliding. The temperature distribution in the I.A.G.P line also 

indicates that the ice near the bed may be near the pressure melting point. In the 

study for the Law Dome flow line, the form of the equation to calculate sliding 

velocity was adopted from Budd and others (1984) using the observations from 

the regions of the BHCl and BHC2 boreholes. It is still not well known how such 

a sliding relation performs for the much thicker ice of the interior or for the fast 

flowing ice streams as they approach floating. The model including an 

appropriate sliding formulation needs to be tested in a region where 

comprehensive data sets including ice thickness and surface velocity are available. 

In such regions the transverse shear strain rates may also need to be taken into 

account including the possible development of strong shear enhancement fabrics 
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at the margins of the ice streams (e.g. Echelmeyer and others, 1994; Whillans and 

Van der Veen, 1997). 

For the I.A.G.P flow line the detailed information from the field observations including 

bedrock, surface elevation and velocity also provides the possibility to determine the 

state of balance by comparing the balance fluxes with the actual fluxes. 

With the envelope orography the match between the observed surface velocities and the 

computed surface velocities from the model implies compatibility with the laboratory 

based flow properties of ice including anisotropy. The model also provides a value for 

the ratio of the average column velocity to the surface velocity which is required to 

obtain the column average flux for the assessment of the mass balance. 
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Appendix I: Ice Dynamics and Thermodynamics 

Equations 

In an ice sheet, theoretically, its size, the distributions of stress and velocity 

throughout, and how these quantities change with time for any given bedrock 

configuration and time-dependent variation of mass balance, can be calculated 

_(Paterson, 1994). The basic equations for the calculations are the continuity 

equation, equation of motion (the stress equilibrium equations) and the flow law 

(relation between strain rate and stress). The flow law has been described in the 

thesis in detail (Section 2.3). This section will describe the continuity equation, 

the equation of motion and the equation for heat transfer. 

AI.1. Continuity Equation 

The continuity equation expresses the law of mass conservation of a moving 

continuum. The change in ice thickness with time ( an ) over a fixed point of the 
at 

bedrock, has the relation with the net of accumulation and ablation (M), the ice 

thickness (n) and depth averaged horizontal velocity (V) of the form of 

an =-
-=-V·(Vn)+M 
at 

(All) 

where the V-operator is 

a-=- a": a,.. 
V=-1+-J+-k 

ax ay az 
(AI.2) 

where i, ] and k are unit vectors in x, y, and z directions, with z in the vertical. 

If all the parameters on the right hand side are known over an ice sheet the change 

in shape can be calculated. The change in ice thickness with time can also be 

computed by numerical methods. The net surface mass balance M is treated in ice 

equivalent units and 20m is subtracted from the surface elevation and ice 

thickness to account for the firn and to give the ice equivalent elevation and 

thickness. The ice density is then taken as constant and the ice as incompressible. 
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Appendix I. Ice Thermodynamics Equations 

AI.2. Equations of Motion 

The dynamical behaviour of ice deforming under its own weight is governed 

primarily by Newton's equations of motion and its rheological properties. As the 

ice flow in an ice sheet is sufficiently slow that the acceleration term in Newton's 

Second Law can be neglected. The equations of motion then reduce to equations 

of static equilibrium expressing the balance between the surface forces (stresses) 

and the body forces (gravity in this case) that act on all its parts. The forces on a 

block of size dxdydz are shown in Figure AI. l for an arbitrarily oriented Cartesian 

coordinate system. 

y 

J-x 
z 

pg dxdydz 

Figure AI.I. The forces on a block of size dxdydz. 

acr 
cr + _____.l!.dz z az 

Here, O'x, O'y, O'z, 't'xy, 't'yx. 'tyz, 't'zy, 'txz, 't'zx are the nine components of stress (see 

section 2.2.1); g is the gravitational acceleration with three components gx, gy and 

gz in x, y and z directions, respectively; and p is the density (usually assumed to be 

constant). Taking the stresses to vary smoothly across the infinitesimal block the 

total force in the x-direction on a block of size dxdydz is 
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Appendix I. Ice Thermodynamics Equations 

(Al.3) 

The first two terms on the right hand side are the normal forces on the faces of the 

block that are normal to the x-axis. The next four terms are the shear forces in the 

x direction on faces normal to they and z axes, respectively. The last term is the 

body force, gx , which represents the component of the gravitational acceleration 

in x direction. Cancelling like terms with opposite sign and dividing each of the 

remaining terms by the volume dxdydz, we obtain the equation of motion in the x 

direction 

(AI.4) 

Similar equations of motion in y and z directions are 

(AI.5) 

(AI.6) 

AI.3. Equation of Heat Transfer 

When the mechanical equivalent of heat is omitted (it is unity in S.I. units) the 

equation of conservation of energy in a deforming medium can be written (Fung, 

1965, p.346; Paterson, 1994) 

p: =f-V·q, (Al.7) 

where, dE is the change of specific internal energy (E) with time (t), p the 
dt 

density, f the rate of internal heat production per unit volume and q the heat flux 
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Appendix I. Ice Thermodynamics Equations 

vector. The V Operation in Cartesian coordinate system is shown in Equation 

AI.2. 

In an ice sheet, the forms of internal energy other than deformational heating are 

negligible, so that 

T 

E = f c(T') dT', (AI.8) 
0 

where T denotes temperature and c is specific heat capacity. Thus 

dE dT 
-=c-. 
dt dt 

(AI.9) 

The heat flux due to conduction is 

q=-k VT, (AI.10) 

where, k is thermal conductivity and varies with density and temperature. Thus 

- V · q = V . (k VT) = k V 2T + V k . VT (AI.11) 

The internal deformation (and possible heat released by freezing of water in the 

fim) are sources of internal heating, thus 

(AI.12) 

where, e are components of strain rate (see Section 2.2.2), cr and 'tare stress 

components (see Section 2.2.1), w is the rate of release of latent heat per unit 

volume and is taken to be zero due to assuming density is constant. Further if it is 

assumed that internal heating is mainly from the shear deformation, f can be 

reduced to 

(AI.13) 

Substituting (AI.9), (AI.11) and (AI.13) to (AI.7), we have 

dT 1 
- = -(k2T + Vk ·VT+ f ) 
dt pc , (AI.14) 

=KV 2T+K'VT+F 

where, thermal diffusivity K = ~, and K'= -
1
-V k and F = _!__. 

pc pc pc 
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Appendix I. Ice Thermodynamics Equations 

Expanding the total derivative dT into partial derivatives, we have 
dt 

aT = dT +V·V'T 
at dt 

=K V' 2T+(K'- V)· VT+F 

(Al.15) 

where V is velocity vector { V x' Vy, V z } . This is the general equation for heat 

transfer in the ice sheet to be used here. To solve it, boundary and initial 

conditions are needed which are described in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Appendix II: Iterative Scheme for Calculation of 

Steady State Temperatures 

For any column of ice the temperature distribution can be calculated from 

Equation 4.4.8.10 as following (Equation 4.4.8.11): 

(AII.l) 

where the subscript refers to points in the column: j=l at the ice surface and j = Nz 

at the bedrock, Nz is the number of vertical levels formed by dividing ice 

thickness into evenly spaced bands of with Dils (see Section 4.4.1), and 

K 
a=---

(D ~s)2 

K' co 
b= (T -T· )--

(2D ~s) z j+r j-1 2~~ 

u 
c=-

~x 

d =-F- U T.upstream • 
~x J 

Rearranging Equation (AII.1) gives 

(a+ b)Tj-i + (c -2a)Tj +(a+ b) TJ+I =d. 

(AII.2) 

(AII.3) 

(AII.4) 

(AII.5) 

(AII.6) 

Equation AII.6 is easy to be solved because it is of the tridiagonal form (Press and 

others, 1986). Since K, K' and bare all functions of T, an iterative scheme is 

needed to reach the solutions of the steady state temperatures is following: 

(i) Suppose a guess, 8° is available. In the study here the first guess is 

obtained taking the upstream profile. 

(ii) Compute K, K', b from T=8°. 

(iii) Solve the tridiagonal system (Equation AII.2) for Tj and set 8°+1=Tj-
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(iv) If I en+r _ en1 < o for all the poin~s (where o is some arbitrary number), 

the process has reached a solution. Otherwise return to step (ii) until 

convergence is attained. 

This scheme has been used to determine the temperature profiles along the flow 

lines from the second column of the ice to the end. 

The temperature profile at the first column of the flow line is determined similarly 

to the above iterative scheme, except (i) the first guess is made to take the 

temperature profile increasing linearly with the depth from the surface temperature 

to the bed, (ii) the heat horizontal advection term ( U · VT) in the heat Equation 

4.4.8.10 is treated as: 

(1) if the first column is at the ice divide (i.e. the Law Dome line in Chapter 6), 

the term c(Equation AII.4) and term d (Equation AII.5) are equal to zero since 

the horizontal velocity (U) is zero; 

(2) if the first column is not at the ice divide (i.e. the I.A.G.P line in Chapter 7), 

which means that the horizontal velocity is not equal to zero and that 

temperature is being advected from upstream, the following scheme is used: 

u AT 

················----=-AX:.:..__ ___ _ 

Figure All.I. The scheme showing the heat horizontal advection. 
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in Figure AII.1, if T s is the surface temperature and U is horizontal velocity at 

the column and prime Ts' is the temperature upstream, we have the relation 

(AII.7) 

where a is surface slope and Ys is the vertical gradient of surface temperature or 

the "lapse rate" and is taken as Ys = 0.01 °C/m. 

If it is supposed that Ys is a constant through the whole column the heat 

horizontal advection may be calculated by 

U·VT=Uy a 
s ' 

(AII.8) 

this is represented as the term c (Equation AII.4) which is equal to zero and the 

term d (Equation AII.5) is replaced by 

d=-F- Uys a. (AII.9) 
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